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3

Use Com mitte e -- what are we doin g toda y?

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISH IKI:

Reco nven e.

Reco nven ing.
reco nven e.

4

I just want to stat e for

6

the reco rd now that two mem bers are not here /
and we are goin g to have all nine mem bers here

7

prio r to any disc ussi on toda y.

8

mee ting to be a mos t imp orta nt time in the

5

I cons ider this

10

disc ussi on of this Mak ena proj ect/ and I want to
than k all of you beca use all nine of you have

11

been here .

9

So we will wait for our fello w Cou ncil

12

14

Mem bers/ Hoka ma and Mol ina/ unt il they arri ve/
so this Com mitte e is in rece ss unt il 10:2 0.

15

Than k you.

13

10:0 8 a.m.

16

RECESS:

17

RECONVENE:

18

CHAIR NISH IKI:

(Gav el.)

Com mitte e plea se reco nven e.

Mak ena Reso rt on zoni ng.
Here is the sche dule that we tent ativ ely

21
22

10:2 0 a.m.

Let 's turn to Item 37/ requ est from

19
20

(Gav el.)

have set out for toda y.

The pres enta tion by the

24

Corp orat ion Cou nsel , ques tion s to be aske d of
the Plan ning Dep artm ent, and then righ t into

25

disc ussi on on the app lica tion .

23
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I had a chan ce to thin k abou t this

1

2

requ est.

And to brin g some focu s into what we

4

I
are doin g toda y, just beca use of the time that
have spen t with this corp orat ion, I wou ld like

5

to shar e with you a bit of hist ory.

6

hist ory is this :

3

And the

That this is not a Red Cros s

8

orga niza tion that goes in time s of disa ster to
deal with hurr ican es and peop le that are maim ed

9

or peop le that need help .

7

This requ est is also

11

not one that the Salv atio n Army gets invo lved
in, whic h is basi call y to help our poor and

12

need y for hous ing or wha teve r.

10

This is a comp any from Japa n that has

13
14

put in mone y here for a simp le reas on, to

15

deve lop.

16

that is goin g to give away anyt hing .

17

bott om line is to make mone y.

This is not one of phil anth ropi sts
The ir

This is a comp any

19

that has chos en to deve lop the Mak ena area that
you now know of, wher e ther e is prac tica lly no

20

deve lopm ent.

21

envi ronm ent is pret ty well pris tine .

18

And fina lly, this is a comp any, and

22
23
24
25

This is an area whe re the

beca use we are deal ing with many issu es,
hous ing, cult ural site s, drai nage ways , this is
a comp any, beca use they want to deve lop, we are
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1

addressing these most important issues.

This is

2

a company that has already built a hotel and a

3

golf course.

4

build condominiums, single-family residences,

5

and a segment of a timeshare, and also

6

commercial.

7

got in plans, this is a company that has in mind

8

to sell high-end type of housing.

This is a company that wants to

And by looking at what they have

Let me go back to Makena Resort, when it

9

10

originally set out to put a hotel there, and

11

these were the days when Nishiki was kind of a

12

renegade, but yet I was working with a group

13

called Hui Alanui 0 Makena.

14

This is a company, in their application,

15

that wanted to close the Pi'ilani trail, cut off

16

access.

17

was used by the king in circling the island of

18

Maui.

19

be a cultural trail.

20

wanted to dissect and close this trail.

21

reason why?

22

hotel fronting this trail.

What is the Pi'ilani trail?

This trail

This was a trail that was considered to
This was a company that
The

Because they wanted to put up a

23

This is a company that because of the

24

efforts of Hui Alanui 0 Makena and other Maui

25

County residents had to, at the very least,
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1

provide a walking trail.

This is a company from

2

Japan, and I can be corrected because I am not

3

an expert in Japanese culture.

4

Japan, where grave sites and burials, the

5

worshipping of our people that have deceased

6

during the Abone period, this is a company that

7

comes from Japan where their culture lays very

8

deep in the preservation of grave sites of the

9

culture.

It comes from

This is a company that has come to

10

Maui that now wants to develop on a land that

11

has many cultural sites.
And I say this because I want to provide

12
13

focus in today's meeting, that this is what the

14

zoning is all about.

15

wants to put housing on this area, and because

16

of it, they have created a drainage plan.

17

the reason for this drainage plan is so that

18

they can divert and make sure that whatever

19

empties into the ocean is done in a most

20

responsible way.

This is a company that

And

But this is company that prior to

21
22

putting in a sedimentation basin, developed a

23

golf course and, in one occasion, because it was

24

not sufficient, their drainage plan wasn't

25

sufficient, and a big rain came, the development
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1

created much problems to Makena Bay.

So this is

2

a company that has since then, because of that

3

one mistake, has created a sedimentation basin,

4

which we hope will correct the concerns raised

5

in this area.

6

This is a company that also has in mind

7

to put up housing but because of the concern of

8

the type of housing, you people are cast with

9

the responsibility, because of the knowledge of

10

the type of housing that will be put in, to

11

perhaps, if you grant this zoning, put

12

conditions on, and hopefully the company will

13

enjoin this Committee, this community, into

14

providing affordable housing.

15

With that in mind, I wanted to focus in

16

for many of you, because this zoning is a big

17

application, what I feel are, again, the major

18

issues that we have discussed, water.

19

you read the water report that was submitted by

20

the Department of Water Supply, it shows you,

21

Number 1 -- and Mr. Moto may want to clarify the

22

water now that this company would have to get.

23

And I think in front of you is a water use plan

24

that was asked by Council Members on what their

25

daily demand is going to be.

And if

This is

Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

development that will require, according to the

2

company, approximately 1 million gallons of

3

water.
Where this water comes from, I don't

4
5

know.

6

are going to be cast with that responsibility to

7

address.
This is where I wanted to take this

8
9

But this is something that you as Members

Committee as we now discuss this project.

The

10

community has also made it known to many of us

11

about the cost of housing and who this housing

12

is being built for.

13

you, if those of you that heard the Mayor's

14

state of the County address recently, whether

15

you believe those facts that were presented to

16

him by the Board of Realtors was indeed true,

17

stated that 90 percent of the recent home sales

18

were sold to nonresidents.

19

home sales were homes that were in the half a

20

million dollars or more bracket.

In the pastr I can tell

95 percent of those

We don't expect this company to address

21
22

the housing crisis before us.

But I think this

23

community expects those of you sitting here that

24

has been elected, in lieu of information given

25

to us, they expect you, me, to deal with this
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1

issue as this application comes before us.

And

2

as I said, we don't expect any developer to

3

address all the affordables, but I think many of

4

you know that in this application, most of the

5

homes that are to be built here are of the

6

high-end nature.
And so I ask you as you proceed today,

7

8

that we deal with these issues: water,

9

affordable housing, traffic, cultural sites,

10

parks, and drainage.
I want to address also why I feel

11
12

cultural sites are necessary.

In the previous

13

zoning that was given, you know that a golf

14

course was built, and we had some testimony as

15

to some of the sites that were identified.

16

in the last testimony, the map was given to you

17

in which legends were also identified.

18

date, the Chair personally doesn't have an idea

19

when the statement was made whether the site was

20

either preserved or not preserved, what

21

sites that were in the golf course, what

22

actually happened to those culture sites.

23

this area is deep in history of sites, and you

24

have seen in the Community Plan the concern

25

referenced in there.
(808)524-2090
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So as you go through
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1

2
3

4

toda y's sess ion, I wou ld hope that cond ition s
are impo sed wher eby this deve lope r will resp ect
the host cult ure, the Haw aiian cult ure, just as
it resp ects the cult ure of Japa n. And I thin k

6

it is our resp ons ibil ity to make sure that this
comp any also , when it come s to the frie ndly

7

conf ines of Maui Coun ty, resp ects the host

8

cult ure.

5

With that in mind

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

l

beca use the

Cor pora tion Cou nsel is here , I wan t to give
Mr. Moto an opp ortu nity for this Com mitte e in
answ erin g the ques tion of wha t alte rnat ives does
this Com mitte e have in how it deal s with this
app lica tion , othe r than to recom mend a stra ight
gran t or den ial with con ditio ns. Mr. Moto .

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR NISH IKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Befo re -- Mr. Cha ir?

Mr. Kane .
Befo re we proc eed, if I may

19

addr ess the body on a poin t of pers ona l

20

priv ileg e.
Go ahea d.

21

CHAIR NISH IKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23
24
25

Than k you, Mr. Cha ir.

Befo re we get into wha t your requ est has
been , I wou ld like to caut ion the Cha ir that the
same leve l of unb iasn ess and imp arti alit y be
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1

demonstrated by you as our Chair, which is the

2

expectation that all of us as individual chairs

3

of our respective committees as well as the

4

Chair of the Council, would expect from each and

5

everyone of ourselves.

6

and I ask you to be cautious, Mr. Chair, that

7

I ask, from one member to the Chair, that you

8

demonstrate that unbiasness and fairness when we

9

continue through these proceedings.

And so

I

place caution,

10

And I say that because I am disturbed,

11

and I feel it's necessary to be stated for the

12

record that you opened up this meeting with a

13

level of biasness towards this application.

14

it's nothing to do with if we support or oppose

15

or anything of that nature.

16

important that the -- that what you have talked

17

about in the past, about restoring trust in

18

government, that I think the ultimate trust that

19

people need to have is that they have people who

20

are chosen to be leaders of these committees as

21

well as of this Council in and this bodies,

22

these bodies, that their trust going to come

23

from people who lead, lead with fairness and

24

equal representation.

25

morning, you have opened this meeting contrary

But I think it's

And I believe this
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12

to that view.

2

I am just sharing my comments,

3

Mr. Chair, and I ask you, again, to be cautious

4

of how we proceed with this meeting, and that if

5

you continue, Mr. Chair, to proceed with the

6

approach that you've suggested that we take,

7

then I will have no choice but to ask this body

8

to make a ruling on whether or not you should

9

continue to be in that seat if you decide to

10

take positions, which according to your opening

11

statements you have taken position on one side

12

over another, and as Chair, I don't think that's

13

an appropriate way to open up a meeting and to

14

conduct a meeting.

15

So I just wanted to be up front, let you

16

know, as our Chair, that that is the feeling of

17

one Member.

18

Members feel.

19

cooperativeness that you just be aware of it,

20

that there is a feeling of this here on the body

21

and I am, just like you, Mr. Chair, one of the

22

nine Members of this body, and we all have equal

23

authority and power to make the decisions that

24

we are faced with and that we all try to do our

25

best to be fair and equal in this proceedings.

I have no idea how the other
But I just ask in the spirit of
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Thank you, Mr. Chair.

1

2
3

4
5

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

want to state for the fact, Dain, you see how
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Let's not get personal,

Mr. Chair.

6

8

You know what, I just

Now, I -- I -- I -- I -- I will -Okay.

And I am going to request

for a recess if you want to get personal.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

I will -- I will give you, just as

10

you told me about what I have so stated, I feel

11

that I have spoken the truth.

12

spoken the honest facts, and this is my

13

challenge for the Committee on this respect.

14

regards to fairness, I think you can see by my

15

tolerance of allowing you to speak without

16

interruption.

17

honored it, and I just want to show you that,

18

perhaps by example, I try to be as fair as

19

possible, by example, my own actions.

20

thank you for that.

In

You have that right, and I have

And I

Mr. Moto, go ahead.

21

22

I feel I have

MR. MOTO:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and Members of

23

the Committee.

Brian Moto, Corporation Counsel.

24

I will try to be brief.
In terms of possible courses of action

25
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1

and options available to the Committee, as

2

already described by the Chair, the Committee

3

could consider approving the zoning request as

4

prepared, approving it with conditions, or

5

denying it with reasons.

6

would be for the Committee to postpone further

7

action until it receives information that the

8

Committee feels is necessary to be supplemented

9

or revised.

Or another option

It could consider revising --

10

having all or a portion of the application

11

referred back to the Maui Planning Commission

12

for further hearing and recommendations.

13

presumably, it could engage in a combination of

14

anyone or more of these courses of action, for

15

example, approving a portion of the rezoning

16

requests, referring other portions for further

17

hearing to the Maui Planning Commission, and

18

denying and/or deferring action on the remaining

19

portions.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Or

Questions of Mr. Moto in regards to

21

some of the areas or alternatives that we have

22

to do?
Seeing none, Mr. Moto, does the fact

23
24

that the change in zoning would conform the

25

Makena Resort area to the Community Plan mean
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2

15

that the Council should approve this request?
MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, the issue or subject matter

3

raised by your question is addressed in -- in a

4

way in the memorandum that I wrote to the

5

Committee dated March 9, 2004.

6

there was a question relating to the enforcement

7

of zoning conditions upon an application, and ln

8

the context of that discussion, I noted that

9

although the Kihei-Makena Community Plan sets

The context

10

forth land use categories regarding Makena

11

Resort and other lands within the Community Plan

12

region, the plan by its own terms reflects

13

current and anticipated conditions in the

14

Kihei/Makena region and advances planning goals

15

objectives, policies and implementation

16

considerations to guide decision making in the

17

region through the year 2010.
In other words, it's a plan that applies

18
19

to a particular planning period of time.

20

the provision indicates that its implementation

21

was to -- was intended to occur over that time

22

period, in particular through the planning

23

period extending through 2010.

And

Therefore, rezoning measures, which are

24

25

l

one means of implementing the Community Planl
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1

need not be adopted all at one time but as

2

appropriate in the judgment of the County

3

Council to carry out the intent of the land use

4

categories identified in the plan as well as the

5

other objectives and purposes outlined in the

6

Community Plan.
In response to the Chair's inquiries,

7
8

the memorandum informed the Chair that the

9

consideration of rezoning measures over time in

10

phases rather than in one comprehensive action

11

could provide the Council and administrative

12

agencies occasions on which to review and

13

monitor compliance with zoning conditions.

14

that such occasions could also provide the

15

Council opportunity to receive information, more

16

information regarding specific parcels and site

17

development plans as they are proposed.

18

tailor and refine conditions applicable to the

19

parcels or -- parcel or parcels being rezoned.

20

That concludes my comments, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And

And to

All of you have the memorandum of

22

March 9, 2004 from Brian in regards to questions

23

that have been asked.

24

answers all of the questions in there in regards

25

to this application that may be germane for your

And as you can see, he
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1

decision making.

2

regards to the memorandum of March 9th, 2004

3

which answers the four questions?

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Any questions of Brian in

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine, go ahead.
Yes, thank you.

Thank you

7

for that review of your memo, Mr. Moto.

My

8

additional question would be if the zoning

9

request is denied totally, does that put the

10

County at risk, open to suits, because we did

11

not process in order to bring it into

12

conformance with Community Plan?

13

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, the first observation I will

14

make in response to the question is that as the

15

Chair Committee is aware, the Makena Resort

16

was -- was zoned, was in fact zoned, some years

17

ago, quite some time ago.

18

has remained in place and still is in place as

19

we speak.

20

So -- and that zoning

To be sure, as a result the Community

21

Plan that was -- the last Community Plan

22

iteration that was adopted for Kihei/Makena, the

23

boundaries and specific classifications adopted

24

in the Community Plan and Community Plan map

25

vary in some cases from the zoning that was
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18

had been previously adopted.
And further, in the intervening years,

2

3

some portions of the resort have already been

4

developed and have existing and ongoing uses on

5

them.
If Council were to take no action or --

6
7

either take no action or to deny the

8

application, the -- the fact remains that

9

certainly some portions, and numbering in the

10

dozens or, you know, of acres, would still have

11

zoning and -- that was consistent with Community

12

Plan.

13

identified on the map.

14

you saw a color-coded map with blue areas,

15

yellow areas, and pink areas.

16

think the Planning Department can speak more to

17

this.

There are certain portions which can be
I think you have had

And, well, I

Certainly the yellow areas are areas

18
19

that are already zoned and are not being

20

proposed for rezoning.

21

absolutely nothing, those zone -- at least with

22

regard to the yellow areas, it would make no

23

difference anyway, because they weren't being

24

proposed for rezoning in any event.

25

presumably, the land owner could proceed with

So even if you did

And
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1

the development of those areas.

They would have

2

to obtain various permits, most importantly the

3

special management area permit.
Now, as to those areas that have already

4
5

been developed and are in use, and they are

6

primarily the golf course area and certain park

7

areas, most of those are designated blue on your

8

color-coded maps.
There, there might be some inconsistency

9

10

between the Community Plan and zoning, but the

11

fact of the matter is no one is proposing to

12

stop the uses of those areas, so they would

13

simply continue in their current use.

14

unless of course the property owner planned at

15

some point in the future to make some change

16

or -- to the existing uses, it's unlikely that

17

there would be much of anything happening with

18

regard to those blue areas.

And--

It's those areas that are designated in

19
20

pink that, to my understanding, are the real

21

focus of the application because those are

22

identified as those areas that are undeveloped

23

or currently vacant but which are proposed for

24

rezoning to a designation that would be

25

consistent with the Community Plan.
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If rezoning is denied for those areas,

1

2

then clearly they could not be developed in the

3

manner that is apparently envisioned by the

4

developer.
One would kind of have to take a look at

5

6

them and see to what extent they -- whether any

7

portion of them or no portion of them is

8

consistent with the Community Plan under their

9

current zoning.

10

That's something I have not personally

11

analyzed.

12

that it is possible, though perhaps unlikely,

13

that some develop potential could occur on those

14

pink areas, but if zoning were to be denied as

15

proposed, then certainly they could not be

16

developed in the manner that is envisioned by --

17

apparently envisioned by Seibu.

18

So -- and I make that point to say

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

My other

19

question, in the areas that are already zoned,

20

and basically we are out of that process now.

21

If they wanted to proceed with developing the

22

already-zoned areas, does the Council have an

23

opportunity to put conditions on that zoning, or

24

the development in that zoning?

25

the Planning Commission at this point because it

Or is it only
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2

21

has to go through the SMA?
MR. MOTO:

Urn, Mr. Chairman, certainly the Council

3

to an extent, certainly the Council has the

4

ability to impose conditions with regards to any

5

parcel that is being proposed for rezoning,

6

conditions that are related to and proportional

7

to the impacts that are -- and burdens that will

8

be created by the proposed land uses.

9

There are certain portions of the

10

development, as I have already noted, that are

11

already developed and are in use and have been

12

in use for some time, the golf course and park

13

areas in particular.

14

also on the table for rezoning; however, because

15

they were developed and are in use and, as far

16

as I know or as far as we have been informed,

17

there are no proposals to change their current

18

uses, it doesn't seem -- it would be very

19

difficult to imagine imposing additional

20

conditions on those already-developed areas,

21

because they were done, they were zoned a long

22

time ago.

23

actual changes in their use.

24

they are being rezoned, but it's really to match

25

their current uses to the proper land use

Now, technically they are

No one is proposing any change
Yes, technically,
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22

designation.

2

So, in those -- in that circumstance,

3

imposing additional conditions probably would

4

not be appropriate.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you, Mr. Moto.

Mr. Chair, I don't know how available it

6
7

iS

8

those maps back up here so when we refer to

9

yellow, blue and pink, that we all can see what

I

but I think it would be helpful if we had

10

it is we are talking about, at some point in

11

time.
My next question

12

l

Mr. Chair, is to

13

Mr. Foley.

And Mr. Foley, this morning, we

14

received some documents from the developer, in

15

response to questions that were asked by I think

16

Mr. Kane and myself, and the one that I had

17

asked for, if -- I don't know if you have had a

18

chance to look at it.

19

for apartment, residential, and hotel uses, what

20

is already zoned, and what is proposed to be

21

changed, and the resulting number of units that

22

would

But it is the unit counts

that they are proposing to do.
My question is of the parcels that are

23
24

in the existing, the top part of their little

25

map -- chart, are -- are those areas already
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1

zoned and that this is true that the buildout of

2

those already-zoned areas is that 3,714 units?

3

Or you know -- I know I am putting you on the

4

spot because you just got it too a few minutes

5

ago, but if you kind of keep that question in

6

mind and later on at some point I would like to

7

go back to this map.

8
9

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, in response to the

question, our numbers on our -- in our March 2nd

10

letter to the Planning and Land Use Committee

11

are slightly different than the ones on this

12

chart that were submitted today, and we haven't

13

determined exactly why they are slightly

14

different, but it's probably because these

15

numbers are based on net acreage and our numbers

16

are based on gross acreage.

17

attempting to rectify these numbers, but I can

18

answer the question as to how many units are

19

anticipated using our March 2nd memo, and I

20

think, you know, we are pretty confident that

21

that those numbers are accurate.

So we are

The one thing I would say as a caveat is

22

23

that what we are talking about are the maximum

24

numbers of units possible.

25

that's never achieved.

In my experience,

The actual construction
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1

is always a number less because of the necessity

2

to subtract land for landscaping and setbacks,

3

and roadways especially, sidewalks, and drainage

4

retention ponds.

5

projects where anybody is able to actually

6

accommodate the total density allowed by the

7

zoning.

8

not unique to Maui County.

So we haven't seen any

And that's -- that's a universal.

It's

But we do have those numbers in our

9
10

March 2nd letter, and we can go through those.

11

But you are right, it would be helpful to have

12

the maps back.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

If at some point,

14

Mr. Chair, if during our lunch break or

15

something, if staff can work on the

16

reconciliation of those numbers.

17

is what you just stated about the potential for

18

maximum buildout based on the acreage, net

19

acreage, you don't see projects that actually do

20

what the net buildout is.

21

likewise be the same, you would apply that same

22

statement to the second half of the chart, which

23

is the proposed changes?

24
25

MR. FOLEY:

Correct.

The other one

So would that

The best -- the best example of

that is that this chart shows that hundreds of
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1

rooms, 500 rooms, are possible with the -- with

2

300 -- well, let me go back.

On our chart, on page 3, 600 rooms are

3

4

potentially possible on the 28 acres of

5

hotel-zoned parcel, but our impression from the

6

applicant is that the proposal is to build 89

7

units, not 600.
And that's -- that's a -- an example of

8
9

10

11

how different the actual application for
development can be from what the density allows.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Chair, my other question is if

12
13

actually sometime we could find out if that is

14

an error in their proposed buildout for the

15

hotel designation, where it's listing 765 rooms

16

as their proposed, and I have only been hearing

17

the 89 all along.

18

correction that needs to be made, I think that

19

would give us a better picture of what is the

20

difference between existing and proposed.

So if

if that's a

I believe that, Mr. Chair, there is a

21
22

lot of misunderstanding in the community about

23

this application and what we can and can't do

24

and what we shouldn't do or should do.
We still, after what I thought was

25
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1

clear -- clearly clarified in last year's

2

deliberations, that there is no new golf course

3

being proposed in this change in zoning, and we

4

are still getting comments about we don't need

5

any more golf courses.

6

the application.

7

because it's color coded, the existing golf

8

course has portions of it that need to come into

9

conformance because their boundaries don't match

10

the Community Plan land use boundary, and that's

11

one area that has been misunderstood or not

12

well -- not maybe misunderstood, but not

13

communicated to the public exactly what that

14

means.

Yet, this is not part of

And the maps, I think, show,

So for the record, and everyone who has

15
16

been thinking about that portion of it, there is

17

no new golf course in this application.

18

Zero.

None.

It is the existing golf course.
And -- and we have some other -- some

19
20

other areas I think that need to be more clearly

21

explained and clarified for the public so that

22

they know what it is that the Council can and

23

can't do.
I do appreciate when Mr. Moto has

24
25

reviewed for us as far as the options that are
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1

available to the Council, and as we get into

2

further discussion on the application and when

3

it's appropriate, then we can talk about the

4

differences in what we do or don't do.

5

you, Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Charmaine.

7

Any other questions?

8

that's supposed to have color on it?

9

(inaudible) .

10

Thank

David, is that one

If not, it's not going to address the

11

request to have these maps with different

12

colors, so we will set up a hard copy on the

13

on the wall.
Planning Department, Brian gave us some

14
15

alternatives.

16

of the alternatives?

17

MR. FOLEY:

Can you give us the pros and cons

Well, the first alternative that Mr. Moto

18

mentioned was approval without conditions.

19

think that's extremely unlikely and not

20

recommended.

21

conditional approval, and there are a number of

22

conditions that have been recommended to you,

23

and they can be debated both pro and con.

24

some of the -- some of the conditions are

25

appropriate for a change in zoning and some of

The second alternative is
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1

them are appropriate for attachment by the

2

Planning Commission when each of these

3

applications comes in for an SMA approval.
I do want to clarify that no development

4
5

can occur on this property without an SMA

6

approval.

7

158 acres are proposed for change in zoning.

8

114 acres already have zoning.

9

114 acres, the residential t commercial t and

There are 100 -- 114 acres -- wellt

But in that

10

hotel development that may be proposed is all

11

subject to review under SMA applictions by the

12

Planning Commission.

13

opportunity for conditions to be placed on

14

those.

15

So this is not the last

The third alternative that he mentioned

16

was denial with explanation t and the emphasis

17

would need to be placed on the explanation so

18

that we would know how to advise the applicant

19

after that action.
The last alternative was to -- or the

20
21

next alternative was to postpone for additional

22

information such as neWt review, and

23

recommendation by the Maui Planning Commission.

24

It's really up to the discretion of the Council

25

as to whether or not you feel you have enough
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1

information.

The staff and the Planning

2

Commission felt that the information before the

3

Council was adequate, but the ultimate decision

4

as to the completeness of the application, as

5

Mr. Moto said in his memorandum of March 9th, is

6

up to the discretion of the -- the Council.
The last alternative that Mr. Moto

7

8

mentioned as an alternative is that a portion of

9

the change in zoning could be approved and a

10

portion could be postponed.

11

add to that that the applicant could also

12

proceed under that scenario to go to the

13

Planning Commission for review of SMA

14

applications for the 114 acres that they already

15

have zoning.

16

adequately answers your question or not, but I

17

will be glad to expand on it if you see it

18

necessary.

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And I would just

And I -- I don't know whether that

Yeah, I just -- I just want to let

20

Council Members know, and you probably already

21

know this, but we have been shown that probably

22

the entirety of this whole application falls in

23

the SMA.

24

makes sense to you, then so be it.

And so, you know, if what Mike says

But the argument could be, then, why

25
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1

even deal with it if it's all going to be done

2

by the Planning Commission?

3

where, perhaps, those of you that have strong

4

feelings in regards to this application and

5

conditions that you want to place on it

6

personal feeling is the fact that

7

because they may never do it.

8

application allows you to place conditions on

9

this, and you will never see it again if you

10

my

do it now,

And this

pass it out today.
So that's my concern ln regards to what

11

12

Mike says.

13

is the process.

14

put it in.

15

16

And -- and that's

And again, as an elected body, this
So if you feel strongly, let's

Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I have a question for you

17

because the statement that you just made kind of

18

conflicted, or at least maybe I misunderstood

19

what Mr.

20

that you could, I guess, as a Council, at

21

various points in time, have, I guess, a review,

22

you know, where it -- one of the requirements

23

could be that you could actually state

24

say, when there's compliance issues or whatever

25

that they come back to the Council to show that.

I think it was Mr. Moto's statement

l
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1

And I don't know how you said it, Brian,

2

but I -- I perhaps misunderstood what your point

3

was.

4

that no, you could condition it that there was

5

some kind of requirement at least for reporting

6

or coming back at certain junctures prior to

7

proceeding with their development.

8

clarify that?

9

MR. MOTO:

But I thought at one point you had said

Could you

Mr. Chairman, what I had said was that

10

or tried to say, was that zoning could take

11

place in phases over time and need not occur

12

all -- concurrently, given that the Community

13

Plan for the region is a planning tool that

14

extends over time, to 2010 at least.

15

given the question that was posed by the Chair

16

to our office, which was, among other things,

17

his concern about the ability of Council to

18

adequately ensure enforcement of zoning

19

conditions and also his concern that there

20

weren't specific site development plans

21

available for the -- associated with the

22

requested rezoning, that given those matters of

23

concern, that Council could, as one possible

24

course of action[ consider the rezoning

25

essentially in pieces or as -- as -- as over
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1

time, and that would give opportunity for

2

Council to also craft and refine conditions upon

3

that that would be appropriate to the specific

4

site development plans associated with the

5

parcels.

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So if I -- let me

restate so that I understand it correctly.

8

Then what you would be saying is let's

9

say they are coming forward and they have, you

10

know, these areas that they want to have

11

rezoned, but we wouldn't have to necessarily

12

give them the entire rezone of all the parcels

13

that they are asking for,

14

third, and then consider the other ones, have

15

them come back?

16

MR. MOTO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

just maybe like a

Is that what you are saying?

Yes, in a nutshell.
Okay.

That's one option.
All right.

Thank you.

Charmaine.
One more question.

I know I

20

asked you the question can we put conditions on

21

parcels that are already zoned, so now I want to

22

turn it around.

23

rezoning application, does it apply only to

24

those parcels where rezoning is requested?

25

MR. MOTO:

If we put conditions on this

Mr. Chairman, the short answer is yes.
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1

There are certain parts of the resort, as I

2

noted, that are not being proposed for any

3

rezoning, so nothing is going to change with

4

regard to those particular areas.

5

would be no unilateral agreements executed with

6

regard to those parcels -- areas, I imagine.

And there

The conditions would run with those

7

8

areas that are actually being rezoned and would

9

be recorded by unilateral agreements.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I want to state again, I

11

really think we need to have those maps that

12

were used in all of our other meetings.

13

one from the wall because that doesn't clearly

14

delineate.

15

clearly which parcels -- oh, and here they

16

come -- clearly which parcels are going to be

17

impacted by conditions and which parcels are

18

not.

19

you -- how we will proceed with conditions.

Because I think we need to know

Because I think that has a bearing on what

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

Not the

yeah.

Yeah.

Take a short recess?
We will take a short recess,

Recess until 11:20.

Thank you.

(Gavel. )

11:08 a.m.

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11:22 a.m.

(Gavel.)

Meeting please reconvene.
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1

Just so that Council Members know, so you can

2

plan for the rest of your day, there's been a

3

request to take a lunch break at 12:00, and so I

4

figured

5

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

is two hours sufficient?
Yes.

Okay.

So take a lunch break from

7

12:00 to 2:00, reconvene at two o'clock.

8

Anything else?

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Chairman.

So you can set your schedules, and I

11

apologize, and I thank all of you for being here

12

this morning.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Chairman, I just wanted you to

14

know, I did have a prior commitment at three

15

o'clock.

16

to have this lunch for me, now, I was assuming

17

we would take the lunch a little bit later

18

because of our discussion.

19

would probably have to be away for about an

20

hour.

21

sometime a little bit later, because of our

22

start time, but I am just letting you know.

23

We had talked about it yesterday, and

It would be -- I

I was hoping our lunch break would be

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I don't want to have any member miss.

24

Is there some way in which we can create it so

25

that Mr. Molina can be here?
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VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

What would be his suggestion

then?
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, Mike, give us a suggestion so

that your presence could be addressed.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, can -- can we

6

consider like a 2:00 to 4:00 time frame, and

7

that way -- because we just started, you know,

8

at 11:00, so I mean, I think we are all fresh

9

and ready to go.

And quite frankly, I don't

10

know if 35 minutes is going to allow us any, you

11

know, meat discussion into anything that we talk

12

about at this point.

13
14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Let me ask, Members, if that

is acceptable.

15

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21
22
23

2:00 to 4:00 would be the time
Mr. Kane.

Thank your Chairman.
And then just grabbing a recess

before we get to 2:00.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Okay.

Charmaine, continue.

We have got the maps.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Thank you.

If the Planning Department could point

24
25

2:00 to 4:00.

at which we take that little break.

18

20

So

out to us which parcels would not be affected by
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1

conditions if this rezoning were granted.

2

Because my understanding is if any portion of a

3

parcel is up for rezoning, the conditions would

4

apply to the entire parcel.

5

know there's lot of them where it's part of a

6

parcel, and rezoning is being requested for some

7

portion of it.

8

really clear.

So even if -- I

So that's what I want to make it

If we adopt conditions and if this

9

10

rezoning -- with the rezoning request approval,

11

which parcels exactly will not be impacted by

12

the conditions that we place on this

13

application?

14

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, the middle map, showing

15

blue and pink, illustrates the total rezoning

16

application, 603 acres.

17

437 acres are in the existing golf course.

18

technically, your conditions of approval could

19

affect that whole 603 acres; however, they --

20

any conditions that relate to the golf course

21

should be somehow related to how the zoning is

22

going -- how the use of that land is going to

23

change.

24

in use proposed.

Of that 603 acres,

And to our knowledge, there's no change

So in my opinion, it would be very

25
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1

difficult to have any conditions apply to the

2

golf course or the area in blue.
Therefore, the conditions of approval

3

4

are related to the areas in pink, shown on the

5

map to the left, 152 acres.
Those areas are the areas proposed for

6
7

rezoning that are undeveloped.

And those areas

8

are the areas where we would anticipate new

9

development having impacts on traffic, drainage,

10

housing, et cetera.

11

approval and the discussion should really

12

concentrate on the map to the left, those

13

152 acres shown in

14
15

16

And so the conditions of

shown in pink.

Yeah.

The -- I will leave it at that, unless
you have additional questions.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Let's go to the map with the

17

yellow.

18

change in zoning is being requested?

Okay.

The yellow is parcels where no

19

MR. FOLEY:

Right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. FOLEY:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That's correct?

Correct.
So theoretically, then,

23

conditions would not apply to any of those

24

yellow parcels?

25

MR. FOLEY:

Correct.

And the green, which is the
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existing Maui Prince Hotel.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. FOLEY:

Yeah.

And the green, okay.

The conditions should be related

4

to the pink areas on all three.

5

the same on all three maps, but they are most

6

easily understood on the map to the left.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And they are

Let's look at -- at where the

8

yellow is on that last map.

On the upper, the

9

big one in the middle, or sort of in the middle

10

there, and there's a pink portion.

11

a laser pointer.

I don't have

Shall I just go up?

That one already, you know, is zoned, is

12
13

not part of this application.

14

that's bordering it, on the upper left-hand

15

corner, is that part of the parcel, for example?

16

MR. FOLEY:

However, the pink

Well, we don't know -- we don't know at

17

this point where the segments of development

18

would occur.

19

specific case, the blue -- the yellow area

20

that's zoned and the pink area that's proposed

21

for zoning would be combined, and the

22

development would occur on both of those areas.

23

And that's true allover the map, you know.
If you look at the far left, there's one

24
25

It's possible that in that

area in yellow that already has A-2 zoning, and
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1

there are four -- five areas around it that are

2

proposed for A-2 zoning.

3

development application will come in for all

4

five of those parcels combined at the same time,

5

or it's possible that they will come in for a

6

segment of that -- that area.

It's possible that a

And that's -- that's one of the reasons

7
8

why I have said previously that until we know

9

how the development is actually proposed, how

10

it's designed, how many units it is, and where

11

the access is proposed, it's very difficult to

12

attach detailed conditions regarding some of the

13

issues, like drainage, for example.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So is each of the color

15

sections on the map a zoning boundary?

16

little -- that little piece, let's say above the

17

far left yellow, that top triangular piece, is

18

that a separate lot?

19

MR. FOLEY:

Not necessarily.

20

boundaries.

21

parcels or lots.

22

Yes, they are zoning

They are not necessarily separate

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

So if there was a

23

condition that would apply to that upper

24

triangular pink piece, okay, the --

25

MR. FOLEY:

Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- for the rezoning, and the

2

application comes in that includes both the

3

yellow and the pink as the land area, let's say

4

they are going to build something that straddles

5

that line right now between the pink and the

6

yellow, or even if it doesn't, would the

7

conditions placed on the pink go into the yellow

8

or cover also the yellow area?

9

MR. FOLEY:

Well, they shouldn't, but practically

10

speaking, if the -- if the project is designed

11

over that boundary, it's likely that the project

12

will have to be designed to accommodate those --

13

those conditions.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. FOLEY:

Okay.

So in reality, yes.

And that's why --

16

you can't see the SMA boundary very well on

17

this, but it's shown in red on all these

18

drawings.

19

these parcels, and because a portion is within

20

the SMA boundary, all of the parcel is -- is

21

subject to SMA review.

And the red SMA boundary goes through

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MR. FOLEY:

24

25

Okay.

And so basically, the same correlation

could be made to your zoning conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.
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1

think Ann pointed that out to us as you went

2

through the explanation and showed us where the

3

SMA boundary was, and it's basically

4

everything -- almost everything is in the SMA

5

area.

6

MR. FOLEY:

7

8
9

Yes, every -- every potential development

area is in the SMA boundary.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Thank you for that

clarification.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Dain, Go ahead.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And just to follow up,

12

Mr. Chair.

13

there's an approval of a portion of this

14

project, so a pink portion let's talk about, and

15

that when the actual plan for development comes

16

in, whether it's SMA or somewhere in the future

17

process, and it overlaps the yellow, which is

18

existing, and the pink, which is the proposed

19

zoning, and if there's an overlap, talking about

20

the conditions, if the

21

in writing from the applicant that would agree

22

to have those conditions include the existing

23

zoning, is that something that we can look at?

24

And I don't know, maybe that's a legal

25

Because for sake of discussion

question for Mr. Moto.

if we have something

But if it's an agreeable
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1

situation/ where we pose it as a condition here

2

at the zoning for the pink parts, but if they

3

come in with part of the yellow parts tied into

4

their proposed detailed development/ that it

5

would tie into both.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

MR. MOTO:

Brian

l

go ahead.

Mr. Chairman/ because the conditions are

8

envisioned to be recorded by unilateral

9

agreement, if the property owner is willing to

10

burden their property with these covenants that

11

would be enforceable by the County, then

12

certainly/ yes/ they could -- they could make

13

whatever commitments they wanted even though

14

technically the land/ the particular portion of

15

land that they are recording these agreements on

16

is not being rezoned.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So from a -- and I am

18

just trying to think/ I am thinking out loud.

19

Realistically/ it may be difficult for the

20

developer/ though/ in the reality of it for them

21

to commit at this point because they don't even

22

have potentially the specifics that would show

23

an overlap, and it mayor may not create a

24

problem if they commit now.
Or it helps to guide them when they do

25
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1

come for SMA, if they commit now, that when they

2

come in the future, come later in the process,

3

that they understand it's going to be all tied

4

in together.
But anyway, that's, I guess, an open

5

6

thought and not a question.

7

you.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9
10

So Mr. Chair, thank

Questions for Brian, Brian or Mike?

Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

This is a question that I

11

asked Brian before, and I am not sure if he is

12

going to be able to give the answer, but

13

basically, what I was asking, because we had an

14

application which had come forward before for

15

the north beach contested case, basically ln

16

order to get Kaanapali Ocean Resort approved,

17

they actually had zoning for the whole entire

18

parcel, but what they did was they limited to

19

the entire subdivision, all the acreage, they

20

limited themselves to a certain number of units.
And what my question to Brian, which I

21

22

would like to get on the record, is, if in what

23

is being rezoned would have a cap, including the

24

areas that are already zoned, if you put a total

25

cap on what the buildout would be for
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everything, is that possible?
MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, I cannot say I recall all

3

the details regarding that Kekaa development.

4

do recall the contested case hearing that

5

occurred before the Planning Commission.

6

believe it was in the SMA context.

7

developer there was seeking an SMA permit, and

8

it was controversial.

9

contested case.

I

I

The

There was an extended

And the -- if I remember

10

correctly, a parties reached a settlement, an

11

overall settlement, that -- and its terms

12

provided that the project developer would commit

13

to various accommodations, provide increased

14

setbacks, et cetera, shoreline access, parks,

15

and drainage improvements.

16

part of this overall settlement.

17

something that had been negotiated, and it

18

covered more -- it covered pretty much the

19

entire project area.

20

And all of that was
So it was

Um -- as far as I can recall, I don't

21

recall it being in this zoning context.

22

wasn't

23

rezoned, or a portion of it being rezoned and

24

then zoning conditions applying to all the rest

25

of the project.

it wasn't a case of the property being
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I -- no/ I understand that,

2

Mr. Moto/ it wasn't in the context of rezoning.

3

But I am using that as the example that because

4

if somebody wants something and you have a

5

vision or the community has a vision within the

6

Community Plan that this is what is supposed to

7

take place/ if they want what they want/ would

8

they be willing to agree to the overall terms/

9

and could something/ even though it's not

10

perhaps a direct condition on the yellow-colored

11

lots/ can that be achieved through just stating

12

overall/ in your entire acreage/ this is the

13

maximum that you can build out?

14

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, I mean/ yes/ it's difficult

15

to forecast prospectively what may happen.

16

for example/ if at some point there are actual

17

development plans proposed for the areas in

18

yellow/ for example/ there certainly is a

19

possibility that/ at least at the SMA level/

20

that there may be interventions and contested

21

case hearings/ and as a part of that litigation/

22

parties may be, either out of their own

23

interests or may be compelled to seek overall

24

comprehensive settlement that includes the kinds

25

of features that the Council Member has just
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described.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But I guess what I am asking,

3

though, is as a condition, including all of

4

that, if you put a condition to state that,

5

okay, in this entire zoning category, both the

6

already zoned and the newly zoned properties

7

shall not result in "X" number of units or shall

8

result in a limitation overall.
See, what you are doing lS you are

9

10

putting the conditions on the new area as a

11

condition of granting the zoning even though it

12

would impact, perhaps, the overall buildout.

13

Do you see why I asked the question,

14

Mr. Chair?

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. MOTO:

Yeah.

Mr. Chairman, I -- I guess -- I suppose it

17

would be possible for the Council to initiate a

18

change in zoning on the yellow portions.

19

mean, you -- but, yeah.

20

us.

21

action.

22

I

But it is not before

It would have to be done by separate

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So you are saying that you

23

can't require anything on the yellow parcels at

24

all?

25

the pink parcel, and you say, okay, the net

Like when you combine a yellow parcel with
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1

effect is to be certain density combined between

2

the two?

3

MR. MOTO:

You can't do that?

Mr. Chairman, there's no

because those

4

parcels are not being proposed to be rezoned,

5

they are not being changed, there's no zoning

6

action taking place with regard to them, and

7

there's -- the unilateral agreement that might

8

be -- that's going to be recorded, if there is

9

any change in zoning, is not going to be

10

recorded with regard to those parcels.

11

there's --

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So

I understand that, you know,

13

you are saying -- I am not saying that you would

14

do anything with regard to those parcels.

15

just saying that when the resulting approval of

16

the areas that are in pink, to be rezoned t

17

results in, let's say, a specific density, that

18

density combined with what's already zoned

19

should not be greater than a density that we

20

specify.

I am

I meant they can still build out their

21

22

full amount, let's say, if they wanted to on the

23

yellow, but then the amount would be reduced to

24

the pink area.

25

saying?

Do you understand what I am
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Well, yes.

Well, I -- Mr. Chairman, if I

2

understand the question correctly, then I think

3

if consideration such as overall density, number

4

of units, the cumulative effect of development

5

are at issue, then those are matters one would

6

take up in deciding whether to in fact grant the

7

zoning with regard to individual pink sections.

8

If you are -- it's one of the things you will

9

consider in your judgment as to whether some or

10

all or any portion of the pink areas should be

11

rezoned as requested.

12

If you think that in combination with

13

already existing zoned parcels the effect will

14

be detrimental, then presumably you would not

15

rezone the pink areas as requested, or you would

16

rezone it to some other designation.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So if I understand you

18

correctly, then, once you grant the zoning, you

19

cannot, on the pink areas, you cannot put any

20

limitation on what goes in there?

21

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, on the pink areas that are

22

proposed to be rezoned, which are the vacant

23

lots, you can certainly impose any conditions

24

that are necessary to mitigate the -- oh, did

25

you mean -- I am sorry.

Your question -- in
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1

your statement, you said pink, so I am

2

addressing the pink areas.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I am just going to --

4

all application assessments, let's say -- and

5

this is just, I guess, right from the record --

6

were based on 545 hotel room units, and 1,077

7

multi-family units for implementation of the

8

master plan map for increment one.

9

includes all previous zoned lands and newly

This

10

zoned lands.

The applicant is now saying that a

11

total of 1,100 multi-family units and 89

12

timeshare units will be built.

13

Therefore, a buildout restriction, in my

14

opinion, could be placed on the change in zoning

15

to make sure that the density does not exceed

16

what has been represented in the application for

17

buildout of increment one.

18

MR. MOTO:

Is there a question?

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, I am just

the question

20

is is that a true representation of what, you

21

know, we could consider?

Is that what the

22

applicant is asking for?

Because I think that's

23

what we are asking for.

24

our ducks in a row and we know that we are on

25

the same page because that's what's under

So we actually have all
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consideration.
MR. MOTO:

I am a little bit lost.

I am not sure

3

what you just read from, but it's -- if I heard

4

correctly, it said that conditions may be

5

imposed on the rezoned portions.

6

that's true.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And perhaps

Perhaps, Mr. Moto, what might

8

be better is if you just took enough time to

9

maybe research what the applicant actually is

10

representing and then come back and we could

11

have this discussion, you know, at some point in

12

time.

13

But I think at this point in time, we

14

are talking about apples and oranges, and what I

15

am looking at, and the representations that I

16

understand have been made was for an

17

encompassing buildout including that which was

18

already zoned.
If that 1S totally incorrect, then I

19

20

think we need to understand that, or at least I

21

need to understand that.

22

I am through.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

MR. FOLEY:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mike, do you understand the question?

No.
Jo Anne, maybe you can ask the
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question in more simplified terms.
You got pink and yellow.

2

Okay.

Now,

3

you want to know what the total buildout is of

4

the pink and yellow combined?

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I want to know what

6

conditions, if any, we can impose on the total

7

buildout of the area.

8

there's 1,000 units that they could build.

9

Okay.

10

If let's say right now

Now, with adding in the additional

zoning, let's say they could build 2000 units.
Can we now reduce the number of units on

11

12

what they are asking for to 500 so the total

13

buildout will not be in excess of 1,500?

14

understand?

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

Do you

That's simple.

So now we are looking at giving them

17

zoning, and now we are including the fact that

18

because they are asking for more zoning, but

19

under the existing zoning it's going to increase

20

the amount.

21

the two zonings, the existing and the

22

additional?

23

in cumulatively, to look at all of this.

24

You need a short recess?

25

Can we now decrease the totality of

Because this application 1S coming

I don't want

to have
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1

MR. MOTO:

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

Yeah.
Okay.

We will have a recess until

12:00 o'clock (Gavel.)

4

RECESS:

11:48 a.m.

5

RECONVENE:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12:08 p.m.

Committee please reconvene.

I asked Mr. Hokama if his presence was

7

8

needed, but he said that we could start without

9

him, so in case Members have any questions,

10

that's okay with Riki.

11
12
13

Charmaine, questions of the applicant?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

And thank you for

allowing the applicant to come down.
I think that I would like to hear an

14
15

explanation of the two pieces of paper that we

16

were given today, and with a response -- in

17

response to a request that I made and I believe

18

also Councilmember Kane made.

19

go through both of the sheets and explain how

20

you got to the numbers.

So if you could

Thank you.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

22

MR. FIGUEIROA:

My name is -- my name is Roy

23

Figueiroa.

I am with the Makena Resort Corp.

If you look at the one of unit counts

24

25

Identify yourself.

for apartment, residential and hotel uses, you
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1

see two tables there.

The top table is the

2

existing.

3

how many units could be built under existing

4

zoning, and then compared to what would be

5

could be

6

zoning.

I believe you wanted a comparison of

could be built on the proposed

So if you look at the note at the

7

8

bottom, we use the net usable apartment,

9

residential, and hotel land area, which is what

10

we based our unit count on.
So one thing I have to clarify on the

11

12

top table, it did not include the 310 hotel

13

rooms in existence.

14

to 4,000 units on existing zoning.

15

that's one clarification there on the top table.

So that would bring it up
So that

For your information, in calculating

16
17

this, under existing zoning, there is no

18

requirement as to how many units per acre.

19

we had to estimate that.

20

in the A-2 apartment zone, you can have your

21

floor area -- floor area equal 90 percent of

22

your lot area.

23

that 90 percent.

24

of a type of unit that may

25

in this area, or probable in a resort area, of

Under existing zoning

So we multiplied the net area by
And then we took an estimate
would be possible
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1

2,000 square feet per unit and used that to

2

divide it into the number of square footage that

3

would be permitted.

4

that top table to arrive at the unit count.

So that's how we had to do

On the bottom table, what we did was,

5

6

under existing zoning lots, we had to again use

7

that 90 percent factor.

8

proposed for rezoning, we used the proposed

9

condition, which was 8 units per acre, and

10

On the lots that were

that's how we calculated that one out.
And also, the proposed zoning for R-1,

11

12

R-2, and R-3, we used the one unit per 7,500 for

13

R-2, one unit per 10,000 square feet for R-3,

14

one unit per 6,000 for R-1.
However, under the proposed zoning, we

15
16

had to use the 2.5 units per acre, which is the

17

proposed condition.

18

between the two tables.

19

So that's the difference

On the hotel zoning, you see there 765

20

rooms.

21

response to the question as to what would be

22

possible.

23

see any proposed condition on the hotel lot as

24

far as the number of rooms; therefore, we just

25

put down -- related it to what the Maui Prince

Again, this table was prepared in

Right now, there are no -- we didn't
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1

was, the density in the Maui Prince, and said

2

okay, this would be possible.

3

here is possible units under the proposed

4

zoning, including existing and new.
Any questions on these two tables so

5

6

far?

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

So what you see

Dain.
Yeah, just for clarification,

what was the number of the existing hotel that

10

is not included in the first but is included in

11

the second?

12

MR. FIGUEIROA:

310.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Any other questions?

Jo Anne.

Roy, are you, then, saying

16

that the two tables are to be added

17

independently, or that the first table is

18

actually incorporated into the second table?

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

If you look on the land area, the

20

first -- second column, you have zoning uses.

21

The second column is total land area.

22

total?

23

the same land acreage in both tables.

24

are separate counts taken independently, one

25

according to if you use existing zoning only;

That's identical.

So it is reviewing
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1

the next, the proposed is existing -- what would

2

remain existing, plus proposed.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So you are saying

4

that, then, instead of having slightly over

5

4,000 units that with the zoning that you have

6

been -- that you are proposing, it would be

7

reduced to 2,434 units?

8
9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

That was what would be possible.

Like Mr. Foley indicated, though, I am only

10

telling you what would be possible just using

11

the acreage, possible floor area.

12

would be not practical.

13

calculated it, it amounts to about maybe 12 or

14

13 units per acre, which is -- an example, I

15

think Wailea is about six or seven or eight

16

units per acre.

Because this

I think it -- when I

So all I did was to respond to that

17
18

question to tell you what would be possible.

19

But in practical terms, I don't think this is

20

possible.

21

unit -- acreage I had without, you know, more

22

definite plans.

23

But I just had to go with what

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, to answer the question

24

that we have been, I guess, struggling with, is

25

that in the yellow areas on the map, as well as
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1

the pink areas, the blue, everything, this is

2

all taken together, then, as one application?

3

MR. FIGUEIROA:

No, it's not one application.

4

It's -- the tables are -- include all of them,

5

but the application is only for the rezoned

6

areas.

7

8

9

I would like to explain the other table,
if you don't have any questions on this table.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

COUNCI LMEMBER KANE:

I have a question.

Question?

Go ahead.

So, Mr. Figueiroa, the first or

12

existing table does not take into account the

13

existing hotel, correct?

14

MR. FIGUEIROA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

Yes.

that number would be 4,024, correct?

17

MR. FIGUEIROA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

So if we were to add that 310,

Correct.
The second table, proposed, does

include the existing hotel, correct?

20

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that number, and so we can

22

all go back to the map that we are looking at,

23

okay, that number of 2,434, does that number

24

represent every single color code that's sitting

25

on that far map
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1

MR. FIGUEIROA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

To the right --- including the yellow, the

pink, the green, the blue?

4

MR. FIGUEIROA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is that correct?

Correct.
So if we were to say no today,

6

then would you be able to build out

7

theoretically, based on the numbers that you

8

gave us, 4,024?

9

there.

10

units?

11

And of course 310 is already

Would you be able to build out 4,000

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I think there would be some

12

adjustments made for what is in the golf course,

13

but fairly close.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MR. FIGUEIROA:

16

17
18

Okay.

As far as if you were looking at the

theory here.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, and that's what I am

basing it off of.
And my final point is if we were to do

19

20

some sort of approval, and let's just say for

21

the sake of discussion to make the point, if we

22

were to approve it as proposed, we would have to

23

also minus out, as proposed from you folks,

24

change -- with the adjustment of the hotel

25

number" from the hundreds of units that are there
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1

to only 89, the number would be less than the

2

2,434; is that correct?

3

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Correct.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Charmaine, go ahead.
Yeah.

Mr. Figueroa, thank

7

you for providing this.

And I think it needed

8

to go one more step further and that was under

9

your proposal, what are the number of units?

10

It's almost like another chart needs to be put

11

in under the table.

12

reflected in the next one you are going to talk

13

about.

14

come up with what it is.

But those numbers are

So we can insert those numbers in and

15

So you know, I appreciate you answered

16

the request exactly as I asked that night, but

17

you didn't understand what I was getting to was

18

what your proposed use is going to be.

19

did that on the first page, and I appreciate

20

that, so if you can kind of go through that, I

21

think we will clear a lot of stuff up.

22

you.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

24

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Okay.

25

So you

Thank

The next table I believe you

have is the anticipated phase water demand based
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1

on proposed zoning.

2

were proposing as far as the order of

3

development.

4

are looking at, in answer to that, 1,074,910,

5

over the next, possibly -- is it 24? -- 24

6

years.

And if you look at the total, we

See, I have the wrong table before me.

7

8

Somebody has the

9

one?

10

Here, I went with what we

Gwen, do you have the latest

I did make corrections to this one.

thank you.

Okay.

Oh,

Here we go.

Because as I said, we anticipate, in

11

12

orderly development, we think we will be

13

developing about -- you can absorb about 50

14

units per year.

15

units, single-family and multi-family.

16

And here, we looked at the 1100

Now, what I tried to do, because of the

17

zoning of more multi-family, anticipate what

18

would be the ratio.

19

try to anticipate what might be the ratio of

20

multi-family to single-family.

21

these things may change.

22

using a 70 percent multi-family, 30 percent

23

single-family.

24

goes on what that ratio would be.

25

included the 89 timeshare units.

So in this one, I had to

Now, we know

So right now, I am

It all depends as development
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So this is based on what we anticipate.

1

2

We have always said we -- we are shooting for an

3

average of five units per acre.

4

we have represented before, and we have always

5

represented.

And that's what

6

The Planning Commission proposed rules I

7

think say a restriction of eight units per acre,

8

and I think they were, perhaps, trying to since

9

we said an average, perhaps balance that out.

10

If the Council thinks that that number should be

11

lower, it is within their purview to do that.

12

But we have always represented it like this, and

13

that's what -- the kind of development we would

14

like to see.

15

water calcs was based on what we see as being

16

developed over the years.

So this does represent how the

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions?

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne.

Roy, because these are your

19

plans right now, and I am assuming that Seibu

20

Corporation is supporting, you know, what we

21

have here before

22

MR. FIGUEIROA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

USi

is that correct?

Correct.
Okay.

If for some reason

24

let's say that corporate policy would change,

25

ownership, direction, stock market problems,
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1

whatever, would there be any, I guess,

2

opportunity, or would you be looking at some

3

point in time that let's say you found in order

4

to make enough capital back to make the numbers

5

work for the project, would you come

6

coming back at some point in time or could you

7

possibly come back at the direction of your

8

corporate headquarters to this Council and ask

9

that conditions be changed?

10

MR. FIGUEIROA:

be

I think, even in your proposed

11

conditions, that is what you propose, to have

12

any changes in conditions would come back to the

13

Council.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So because, you know,

15

if things don't work out, then you know you

16

would be coming back to the Council.

17

The question I asked the other day --

18

and I don't know if this would be the

19

appropriate place to ask it or not -- but if the

20

deed restrictions were to be placed on the land

21

and the restrictions would run with the land as

22

opposed to being conditions that were subject to

23

change by the Council, would your corporation be

24

willing to at least entertain that possibility?

25

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I am trying to understand the
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question.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, a deed restriction or

3

an easement, basically, which changed or which

4

permanently ran with the land.

5

have got zoning, okay.

6

unilateral agreement, we were to place a

7

condition that it would remain as is -- if it

8

was golf course, it would remain golf course --

9

if it was a particular easement that was placed

Right now, you

If, as a part of the

10

on the land, would the corporation be willing to

11

consider that as a more permanent means of

12

addressing the concerns?

13

MR. FIGUEIROA:

So are you saying that you would be

14

able to address all the concerns at this stage,

15

and that later on, then, when we go for an SMA

16

permit, there would be no problem in getting

17

whatever we have proposed here because you have

18

already addressed it?

19

are --

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

I am not sure what you

Chairman.
Mr. Hokama.

If I understand what Ms. Johnson

23

is asking, Chairman and my fellow colleagues/

24

the normal process that Council has used in the

25

past is set conditions to a zoning proposal.
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1

The applicant files a unilateral agreement that

2

is filed with the Bureau of Conveyances that

3

runs with the land in perpetuity.

4

So I believe it takes care of

5

Ms. Johnson's concerns because it is filed and

6

regardless of who owns the land in the future,

7

all of the restrictions and covenants as set

8

forth and filed with the bureau in this

9

unilateral agreement still remain in full force

10

and effect of law.

And until it is changed by a

11

legislative body with agreement from the

12

landowner, it will continue to run in

13

perpetuity.

14

satisfy Ms. Johnson's concern that there be

15

possibility of changes without going through a

16

very rigorous review process, Chairman.

And therefore, I believe it will

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Jo Anne.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that does address some of

19

my concerns but the -- I think customarily, the

20

way easements are filed, it may be a

21

governmental agency or a coastal land trust or,

22

you know, another entity that's involved.

23

that would be the only other thing that would, I

24

guess, give the assurance that these conditions

25

could not be changed.
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1

Because basically, future councils, I

2

guess, can change -- we can change zoning, we

3

can -- with the, you know, obviously with the

4

cooperation of the landowner, unless it's

5

through condemnation.

6

you know, that's just my own personal

7

preference.

8

additional assurance, but if you believe that

9

the unilateral agreement would take care of

But I -- I believe that,

I am asking you that as an

10

these conditions, then, you know, I gather

11

that's satisfactory to other Council Members as

12

well.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

15

Charmaine, go ahead.
Yeah, thank you.

So if we added another column to the

16

first one that has the two charts on it, if we

17

added another column under the proposed and

18

said, you know, proposed by Makena Resort, the

19

total would then be 1499 units, counting the

20

Maui Prince Hotel, and 1189 units without the

21

Prince Hotel?

22

math is correct?

23

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Yes.

That would be correct?

Yes.

If my

That's how we represent

24

it in the application, even, that you read

25

earlier.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So I guess what we are

2

grappling with now in the conversation just

3

prior to this break that we -- this last break

4

we took was how do we

5

hold the applicant to what they say they want to

6

do?

Mr. Chair, how do we

If I may ask Mr. Figueiroa, do you

7

8

recall or know offhand or can get the

9

information of what were your density

10

requirements or conditions placed on the parts

11

that you already have zoned?

12

MR. FIGUEIROA:

There were no requirements.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. FIGUEIROA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

There were no requirements.

No.
So when you established your

16

densities for the previously zoned areas, you

17

are just following what the -- what the County

18

Code has to say about densities?

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

That's it?

That's what I used, yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

But if I could just clarify again, I

22

have always represented we estimate an average

23

of five units per acre.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

25
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

2

I think when this Council looked at --

3

looks at, perhaps, some of the recommendations

4

by Brian, and when you look at the

5

application -- and Roy, you can stay here

6

because I am going to ask you a question after I

7

give some stats.
The application asks for reconfiguration

8

9

for 27 parcels.

27.

And -- and that may be

10

miscounted by me and -- and my staff, but when I

11

counted in the application, I looked at each

12

one, and I think it totaled -- which totals

13

755 acres.
I think when Brian mentioned that an

14
15

alternative would be

is we look at specific

16

parcels, and that's how normal zoning would come

17

in, you look at parcel by parcel, then it would

18

be easy for us to ask the developer, what are

19

your developmental plans, what do you intend to

20

put here, how big is the place, how big are the

21

areas, what is it going to be used for

22

landscape, and the gamut, so we could really get

23

more specific plans to this development.

24

But right now, you are being told l lookl

25

we want to make certain changes in the maps! and
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1

we are configurating some of the golf course,

2

taking out some acres, some being put back in.

3

And when you look at how they all merge, Roy, I

4

think the concern that this Council has now is

5

you are going to, once this occurs, break them

6

up into specific parcels, aren't you?

7

the plan of the company?

8
9

10

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Yes.

That is

In order to do that, that's why

we are trying to confirm to the Community
Plan --

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

12

MR. FIGUEIROA:

-- so we can actually create a

13

subdivision to create different parcels that we

14

could develop --

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

All right.

16

MR. FIGUEIROA:

-- in time.

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

18

MR. FIGUEIROA:

But

but

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And

and if there is a willing

20

buyer, this company would certainly take into

21

consideration selling off these parcels,

22

wouldn't you?

23

MR. FIGUEIROA:

All of this development would be

24

under the purview of Makena Resort.

25

to the end.

To give you an idea how committed
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1

we are to this, you know, through the years,

2

people do approach and say they want to do this

3

development instead of us, and we have refused.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

So -- so you have no problems

5

in -- in representing that Seibu in no way will

6

sell any of these units to developers should a

7

rose be given to you that smells real good?

8
9

10

MR. FIGUEIROA:

So what is your specific question,

besides the rose?
CHAIR NISHIKI:

That you would not sell this, and

11

your entitlements, that this Council will give

12

to you through zoning?

13

MR. FIGUEIROA:

What we are looking at is having

14

subpeople, subdevelopers also be involved in the

15

development of some of these parcels.

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Just like Everett Dowling would be

developing, perhaps, an 89-unit timeshare unit?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

We do not have anybody right now that

has committed to helping us develop this.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Then I am wrong, that that is not

being proposed?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

We are proposing the units on that

parcel.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

And so when we look at the

zoning map here, in which you entitle
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1

will give you more entitlements with the

2

additional pink-colored areas, they will

3

somehow, in most cases, be part of a subdivision

4

that would include the yellow ones also?

5

the -- that's the purpose for doing this?

That's

6

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Correct.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

8

MR. FIGUEIROA:

As Mr. Foley explained, you would

9

have some overlap in some of the existing,

10

that's not changed, combined with the new.

11
12
13
14

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

And that is how the

application is being requested?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

Well, the application lS dealing with

the changes that have to be made.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

In order for you to -- to enjoin the

16

yellow and the pink, the currently zoned with

17

the new ones that you want to zone?

18
19
20

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Yes, there are some parcels that

would be combined.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

All right.

Now, here's -- here's

21

here's a key question, I guess, that we need to

22

ask you.
In lieu of the conditions that may be

23
24

imposed by this Council, and in lieu of what you

25

have so represented to us as far as how the
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1

units are going to be combined and developed/

2

what are your thoughts about conditions that we

3

put on you encompassing the zoned and

4

soon-to-be-zoned parcels?

5

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I think/ perhaps/ it would be a bad

6

policy/ since you are policy makers/ you would

7

be looking at everybody that's coming in/ you

8

would -- they would have to constantly review

9

whether they would be including existing zoning

10

or their own existing zoning compared to what

11

else they are trying to propose.
I think practically speaking/ we would

12
13

be developing it according to -- as Mr. Foley

14

said/ when you go to the Planning Commission/

15

you look at the project as a whole/ in the SMA/

16

they would probably look at the restrictions on

17

the pink that you have there.
Practically speaking/ we would not be

18
19

putting any more dense development on the yellow

20

just because it's out of the pink.

21

make sense in the overall development.

22

a -- if you are setting policy/ I think that

23

would be a bad precedent, personally.

24

what I believe.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

It wouldn't
But as

That's

That's your personal -- and
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1

the reason why I represent that is because right

2

now, this is how you have come in.

3

have -- we have a better idea of what this

4

entire development is going to entail.

5

perhaps, we need to ask you parcel by parcel,

6

with you combining these, perhaps what that

7

breakdown would be in how you are going to

8

configure it and look at true conditions

9

according to what your developmental plans are

10

And now, we

And yet,

is my concern.

11

And that's the reason why, when Mr. Moto

12

said perhaps you should break this up, because

13

it is a big development, when you look at the

14

entire place, this way we could really, in

15

detail, ask questions specifically about the

16

different parcels and your entitlements that you

17

are asking for as another direction.

18
19
20

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I don't recall Mr. Moto saying that

we should break it up.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Well, as a way in which we could look

21

at smaller developments, and not breaking it up,

22

if that's

23

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I see.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

-- a --

25

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I think you could control the
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1

density, as I said, by changing the restriction

2

that you now have on the table, at least we see,

3

as far as the list of conditions, as far as

4

being eight units per acre, you could change

5

that.
As far as at this point, after four

6
7

years, saying, well, why don't we just do it one

8

by one, I have a difficult time understanding

9

that rationale.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other questions?

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne.

Yes.

12

Mr. Figueiroa, one of the things that's

13

contained in your cultural resources management

14

plan, on page 8 of it -- and I know you don't

15

have it -- but anyway, there was, as a part of

16

the attachment, a pending archaeological

17

inventory survey of the proposed Four Seasons

18

Hotel on Makena, Makawao, Maui for the Dowling

19

Company.

20

one of the people is Mr. Sinoto.

21

And that was being done by -- as --

So is this not -- is it something that

22

you are just exploring now, or is it not really

23

a proposal?

24

MR. FIGUEIROA:

As far as the archaeology?

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, yeah.

Because if I
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1

understood you -- and if I didn't understand you

2

correctly just correct me -- but I thought you

3

had said that there was nothing being proposed

4

right now on any of these sites.

5

MR. FIGUEIROA:

NO I

I said we do not have a

6

commitment from anyone to help us develop any of

7

these sites.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

10

Okay.

So Mr. Dowling

then

I

l

is paying for this on his own I this studYI or
are you paying for the study?

11

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I know I am not paying for it.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

The other question I

13

had

14

front of mel and it's in our files

15

just blown up.

16

a newly created map.

l

tOOl

17

and this, you know

I

what I have got in
l

but this is

It is the -- the actual I

I guess

It is the land zoning map.

And that's kind of why earlier when I

18

asked a question about looking at the whole

19

picture because the map has always been a

20

part -- I have always assumed that we were

21

looking at everything.
Because this map is now being created

22

23

out of what I gather to be either two or three

24

other mapsi so that you have only one map to go

25

back tO

I

my question -- and I did ask this of
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1

Corporation Counsel, and I will ask it of you -

2

if we are changing the entire map, is that

3

something that, then, does affect the yellow

4

parcels, in your view?

5

already got zoning, because we are creating a

6

brand-new map which does affect the way the

7

other maps now are -- you know, they are being

8

melded into one, we are really considering all

9

this, but would you be willing, let's say, to

Even though they have

10

have conditions run, then, with the yellow

11

parcels in consideration of the fact that this

12

whole thing is being looked at as a whole pie?

13
14

MR. FIGUEIROA:

As I said, I think that would be a

bad precedent.
We did combine that map at the request

15
16

of the County.

You see, in zoning, some zoning

17

maps did not even have metes and bounds, I

18

believe.

19

all, passing the rezoning, and then another

20

motion to combine the maps, would accomplish the

21

fact that every parcel would have a zoning

22

boundary.

23

zoning, it's like by the Tax Map Key or the

24

approximate location compared to the land

25

feature.

So what we accomplished by, first of

And right now, even on the existing
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So that's what the overall map

1

2

accomplishes.

It enables you to have a map

3

combining the existing with the new, and put

4

boundaries on them so it's very clear.
I still believe it's a bad precedent to

5

6

try to put zoning conditions, especially now

7

that I think we are up to about 34 proposed and

8

there may be more, very likely more.

9

anticipate less conditions, even on the existing

I don't

10

zoning.

11

wise thing, as far as making policy, to do.

12
13

No, I do not think that would be the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But I guess just -- and maybe

my question should be to Mr. Moto, then.
When the land use map becomes a new part

14
15

of the application

16

going to be filed, and it will be a part of the

17

official record; is that correct?
Or planning wants to answer?

18
19

you know, obviously, it's

Ann or

Mr. Foley, either one?
Because this is a map that now is

20
21

different from the other maps that are part of

22

this, I guess what I am looking at is now a

23

newly created map, which is going to change the

24

whole configuration of everything that's before

25

USi

is that correct?

Except for two parcels?
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It's going to change to the extent that

2

parcels that were zoned a designation before

3

that is different from what they are asking for

4

now would be changed.
And I just want to make one comment that

5

6

I -- that we talked about, but not in this

7

public forum/ which I think needs to be said.
When the applicant first came into the

8

9

department indicating what they had intended to

10

do, you know, we brought out land zoning map

11

Number 5, which is Kihei, and 514, which is

12

Makena.

13

proposed zoning area that they were looking at.

14

And we called in our -- Wally, who had taken

15

care of all our maps and we had Corporation

16

Counsel in a meeting, and we had even the County

17

clerk's office with our department because we

18

wanted to determine what form this new zoning

19

map should take.

20

form that would be useful and clear for years to

21

come after it was approved.

And then we had, you know, their

And it should have taken a

22

And so it was agreed that to include

23

that yellow area was appropriate even though

24

there was no change in zoning proposed because

25

we didn't want to have to be using three maps to
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go into the future.

2

So I just thought that was information

3

that you needed to have to know -- I know it's

4

causing confusion now because it is, you know,

5

existing zoning.

6

this, you know, over four years ago, we thought

7

that, you know, we really wanted to not have

8

three maps to go into the future with.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But when we had discussed

But I guess what my question

10

is, then, is that within the combination of

11

those maps, in the creation of this map, there

12

were changes within those parcels on everything

13

except, I think, the two lower yellow parcels in

14

the A-2, that there were some kind

15

were changesi is that correct?

16

MS. CUA:

that there

I can't say that that's correct.

I -- all

17

I am comfortable saying is that there are --

18

there are changes.

19

to the existing zoning maps.

20

areas that are not going to be changed, and

21

that's what we have tried to differentiate here.

There are changes to the
But there are

So I am just not, maybe, comfortable

22
23

with the wording that you are asking me to

24

confirm, but I am comfortable saying that, yes,

25

there are changes to that map, but there are
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1

also changes that are not being proposed to the

2

zoning areas.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right.

Right.

And that's

4

one of the things that, I guess, we have to

5

figure out.

6

MS. CUA:

Yeah.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

You know, not to belabor the

8

point, but I think that the confusion, at least

9

for myself, when I am looking at something

10

that's changing overall, and it is different

11

from, let's say, what those two maps, the

12

previous maps, would have been if they were

13

taken separately.

14

This map integrates some of those

15

changes.

Not all the parcels are affected.

16

I believe you know staff was looking and they

17

said all but two, there was some moderate

18

changes.

But

Therefore, when I am looking at the

19

20

change, Roy, I do look at the whole thing as

21

being part -- even though you have zoning on

22

some of these already, I still think in order to

23

change anyone element of this, for me, that's

24

changing it.

25

happen -- now, if it was done in the SMA

And the only way that it could
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1

process, that's one thing.

2

thinking, the only way that maps or boundaries

3

or anything changes -- and when we are adopting

4

zoning, it's not done by anything other than

5

this Council, and this is the proper form in

6

which to do that.

7

If that's not correct --

8

MR. FOLEY:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

MR. FOLEY:

But to my way of

That's just my understanding.

That's not correct.
That is not correct?

It is the land that's zoned, not the map.

11

The land that is proposed for rezoning is blue

12

and pink, not yellow.

13

proposed for rezoning, none of the yellow.

14

yellow is zoned appropriately.

15

the Community Plan.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

MR. FOLEY:

So the 603 acres is
The

It conforms to

So even though the map --

It doesn't matter what the map.

The land

18

is zoned.

19

The -- we asked that all of the blue area be

20

shown on this drawing to clear up the fact that

21

the golf course had three or four different

22

zonings.

23

are correcting a mistake.

I don't know how that happened, but we

So the end result, you know, will be

24
25

The boundaries are before you.

combining some of the -- these parcels.
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1

parcels don't coincide with the zoning, and they

2

don't coincide -- well, the parcels don't

3

coincide with the zoning.

4

coincide with the way that the property is

5

developed in the future.

6

subdivisions, which have to conform to the

7

Community Plan, and the zoning.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

the case of Mala?

10

MR. FOLEY:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And they won't

They will be back for

So is that what happened in

I have no idea.
Well, there was a mapping

12

area -- error, supposedly, and that's how this

13

guy got zoning.

14

So I mean -- I am asking a question that

15

basically has come up before.

16

perhaps my confusion is coming in.
But you are saying that the map has no

17
18

So that's where

bearing on anything that we are considering?

19

MR. FOLEY:

No, I didn't say that.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, I --

Yeah, go ahead.
I -- at this point in time,

23

the map may not change the zoning.

You are

24

conforming the map to match whatever the

25

Community Plan is?

Is that what you are saying,
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Mr. Foley?
MR. FOLEY:

I am saying that the map before you is

3

the one in the middle.

And it represents the

4

both the blue area and the pink area would -- is

5

before you for change in zoning.

6

developed.

7

Part of it's pinkl and that's undeveloped, and

8

that's proposed for new zoning, and that's

9

shown.

That's blue.

It's a golf course.

We differentiated that on the map on the

10

left.

11

the 603.303 thousand of an acre.

12

Part of it's

But that area before you for rezoning,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And the only thing that I am

13

trying to understand is, looking at this map

14

the map that was previously done or the two maps

15

that were combined, if everything that you are

16

saying is correct, then the end result should be

17

that the boundaries and all of the other things

18

would then be reflected in this as the two maps

19

are combined; is that correct?

20

MR. FOLEY:

I

if

There will be a new zoning map combining

21

the yellow and blue and pink areas so that the

22

boundaries are around the new zoning districts.

23

They won't have anything to do with,

24

necessarily, the lines there now.

25

lots of combinations.
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But we separated them so that you would

1

2

see the difference between what is zoned now and

3

what is developed now.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And perhaps it was because

5

these two maps were melded into one map that

6

this confusion is coming in.

7

do is, because I was not there at the original

8

zoning, I wasn't there for these original

9

changes, all I am doing is looking at what's

But I -- all I can

10

before us.

11

there are absolutely no changes other than the

12

zoning and that this map reflects the

13

combination of the other two maps with the

14

changes in zoning, then I guess that answers my

15

question.

And if you are representing that

16

MR. FOLEY:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

19
20

Good.
Not that you understood what

I said.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any questions for Roy?

Seeing none,

thanks, Roy.

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Thank you.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

To address the two sheets of paper in

23

regards to what was asked for by the Members of

24

the Council.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

Dain.
Ask for just a very brief

recess.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Recess until 1:00.
Thank you.

Thank you (Gavel.)

12:53 p.m.
1:25 p.m.

(Gavel.) Meeting please reconvene.

10

Last question for Planning, prior to -- unless

11

other Members have any other questions.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

am sorry.

15

I do.

Going into -- go ahead, Charmaine.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

I have a question, and I

16

don't know if Planning can answer it, or we need

17

to bringing Mr. Figueiroa back, but of those 89

18

units in the hotel area, is that 89 units based

19

on what's already zoned, the 11 acres, or is

20

that 89 units going to be built in their

21

proposed change in zoning for hotel, the

22

25 acres

or a combination?

If somebody can answer, I think

23
24

l

Mr. Figueiroa is here, if we may ask him.
They don't know?

25

Oh, you don't know.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, the 89 acres for the --

6

in the hotel zoned area, is that for 11 acres,

7

the 25 acres, or the combination of the 11 and

8

the proposed 25?

9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

It is on the 28 acres.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. FIGUEIROA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. FIGUEIROA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

THE WITNESS:

On 28 acres?

Yeah, you know, the
Or 28 acres is your proposed?

Right.
So what is on the 11 acres?

We proposed probably looking at,

16

perhaps, single-family in that area, even though

17

it's hotel zoned.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

Mm-hmm.

Yes.
So that 89 timeshare would be

across the highway.

22

MR. FIGUEIROA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That's correct.
Okay.

Thank you.

I -- I have another question, not for

24
25

The existing hotel zone?

Mr. Figueiroa.

Roy -- no, not for him.
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1

finished with him unless somebody else has a

2

question.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

I have got a question on this.

Oh

l

I am sorry.

That's all right.
Who is running this meeting

anyway?

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Nobody.

9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Who's on first?

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Roy, the question I have is when you

11

represented that 4,OOO-some-odd units, in your

12

existing, I was -- happened to look at your

13

your golf course.

14

areas designated, so in reality, because your

15

golf course now has been put into blue, and A-2

16

really wouldn't be developed in the golf course,

17

certainly what is that total amount of units

18

that you figured that is in your golf course

19

that really isn't what it really is?

20
21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

In it, there is some A-2

Well, that's what I said, I wasn't

sure --

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

That's all right.

23

MR. FIGUEIROA:

-- how much that was in that area.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

You must have figured it out based on

25

how you came to your unit count?
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MR. FIGUEIROA:

I just went by the existing zoning.

2

So how much -- how much zoning was in A-2, how

3

much was in AI.

4

to review that map

That's why I said, I would have

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

6

MR. FIGUEIROA:

-- to separate it out.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Just so that the Committee is

8

clear that Seibu has a lot in the existing golf

9

course in which we know for sure that we are not

10

going to see a condominium put up in the 18th

11

hole putting green, or 11th hole tee off, like I

12

know about golf.

13

Okay.

14

Charmaine, you first.

15

Michael -- oh, excuse me.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

I had another

16

question that I was going to ask the Planning

17

Department, if they could run through their

18

chart of usable acres that was transmitted to us

19

dated March 2nd.

20

usable lands for proposed and existing, I think

21

I would like to give them the opportunity to

22

review that with us and how they got the

23

numbers, and why they put the numbers in that

24

they do have, and what they're recommending that

25

we use for the areas for rezoning.

Since we were talking about
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And Members, that's the March 2nd

1

2

communication in Binder X-C, and it's about an

3

inch and a quarter into the -- from the

4

beginning.

5
6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

March 2nd.
Charmaine, who was a -- it's from the

Planning Department?

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MS. CUA:

9

If you can't find it, I have extra copies I

can pass out.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12
13
14

Yes, Planning Department.

Thank you.

That March 2nd may be behind your

March 3rd and 4th, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So--

Yeah, it's after our

March 4th and March 3rd.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

MS. CUA:

Okay.

It's behind the 3rd and 4th, Jo Anne.

Okay.

I have an extra.
Go ahead, Planning.

The question

one of the questions

19

posed to us was what was the potential maximum

20

buildout of the Makena Resort project.

21

tried to keep it as simple as possible, so we

22

used the same acreages that we have been dealing

23

with, the 152 acres of existing areas where no

24

changes in zoning are proposed, and then the

25

603 acres where changes in zoning are proposed.
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So if you look on page 2 of our

1

2

March 2nd letter, we have a table that

3

illustrates the potential maximum buildout for

4

the 152 acres that are not -- that -- where no

5

changes in zoning are proposed.
And what we did -- like, take the

6
7

Residential District.

We will take that first,

8

residential R-1, R-2, and R-3.

9

are no changes in zoning proposed and there

Because there

10

would be no conditions that would apply to that

11

change -- to that zoning district, we apply what

12

is in Title 19, which for R-1 Residential

13

District, you have a minimum lot size of 6,000

14

square feet.

15

In the R-2 Residential District, you

16

have a minimum lot size of 7500 square feet.

17
18

And in the R-3 Residential District, you
have a minimum lot size of 10,000 square feet.

19

So we took that minimum lot size, and we

20

applied it to the acreage, and we got units per

21

acre.

22

the R-2 and R-3 district, you are allowed ohana

23

units in those districts, but you are not

24

allowed ohana units when you have

25

R-1 district when you have a minimum lot size of

And in some cases, like in the case of
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1

6,000 square feet, assuming those lots would be

2

6,000 square feet.

3

the residential.

So that takes care of

And I am doing just the existing areas

4

5

Okay.

where no changes in zoning is proposed first.
For the A-2 apartment district, again,

6
7

we just tried to keep it really simple and we --

8

we -- we applied a unit per acre that was pretty

9

common of, maybe, the Kihei area.

We took 15

10

units per acre, noting that that is not a

11

typical unit per acre that you have like in

12

Wailea, and we don't foresee this in Makena, but

13

we tried to take an average.

14

units per acre and we applied it to the A-2

15

apartment zoned area of 97 acres, and that's how

16

we got 1,455 units.
And then the H-M hotel, that's the

17
18

So we took 15

existing Maui Prince Hotel.
We need to note that in the maximum

19
20

amount of single-family units of 63 and 1455 for

21

apartment units, our calculations does not take

22

into account roadways, parking, sidewalks, and

23

setbacks associated with residential and

24

multi-family projects, which could reduce the

25

potential buildout by about 10 to 20 percent.
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And then in the areas where the change

1

2

in zoning are proposed, you asked us to apply

3

the proposed conditions that you have

4

recommended thus far to the areas that are --

5

they are asking for a change in zoning.

6

when we go to the Residential District, your

7

proposed conditions to date reflect 2.5 units

8

per acre in the Residential District.

9

are proposing to have R-l and R-3 Residential

10

So now

So they

Districts, if it is approved as proposed.
And so we basically did the math

11

12

applying the acreage to the 2.5 units per acre,

13

and so you end up with, in the R-3 Residential

14

District, eight units t and in the R-l

15

Residential District, one unit.

16

In the Apartment District, your current

17

conditions before us show eight units per acre.

18

And so we basically applied that eight units per

19

acre to the 119 acres proposed for A-2 Apartment

20

District and we came up with a potential maximum

21

buildout of 952 acres -- I mean 952 units.
Again, it is very important to note that

22

23

we did not factor in proposed roadways,

24

setbacks, parking, and sidewalks, so our numbers

25

are elevated, but again, we were just doing just
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the rough math.
With regard to the business area, you

2
3

know, we questioned just how to give you an

4

accurate estimate, and so we consulted with one

5

of your legislative aides to get some

6

clarification on what was actually requested,

7

and we were advised at that time to use Wailea

8

Shopping Center as a model, because that would

9

be more in keeping with how you could expect a

10

business area in Makena Resort to be developed

11

as opposed to a business area that would be

12

developed in, maybe, central Kihei.

13

So when applying those numbers, the

14

Wailea Shopping Center, it has a total of

15

150,000 square feet of commercial space, and it

16

is development on 16 acres.

17

to approximately 9,300 square foot of commercial

18

space per acre.

19

subtracting out the existing clubhouse and

20

parking, which is located on the 9 acres of B-2

21

community business that they propose to have, we

22

get the potential of approximately 35,600 square

23

feet for that B-2 Business District area.

So when we did the math,

And then the last area is the H-M hotel

24
25

So that translates

designation, which has an acreage of 28 acres,
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1

and we made some assumptions.

The first thing

2

we did to get that calculation is we used a lot

3

coverage of 30 percent which is required for the

4

H-M hotel zoning district.

5

floor area ratio of 100 percent/ a maximum

6

height of six stories.

7

purposes of calculation/ assumed a room size of

8

approximately 300 square feet.

We also applied a

And we/ just for

So we calculated that/ based on those

9
10

requirements and assumptions/ they could develop

11

approximately 600 rooms on the 28 acres.

12

that calculates to 21 rooms per acre.
We provided a comparison.

13

So

The Maui

14

Prince Hotel is developed on 38 acres and has a

15

total of 310 hotel rooms, making their density

16

eight units per acre -- excuse me -- eight rooms

17

per acre.

18

Based on the representations that you

19

have received in Committee, the applicant has

20

represented that they intend to develop 89 rooms

21

on the 28 acres/ so that would make the density

22

three rooms per acre.

23

Is that okay?

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions?

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

Thank you for the
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1

explanation.

2

the numbers come from with the densities.

3

want to thank Ann for a really clear explanation

4

of these two scenarios.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

That helps us to understand where

Okay.

And I

Any other questions ln regards

March 2nd communication from the

6

to the May

7

Department of Planning from Committee Members?
Dain?

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Chair, if I can ask the Planning

10
11

Director or Planning Department to see how close

12

a correlation is -- and it's clarifying a remark

13

or comment that the Planning Director made

14

earlier, on this March 2 information, and then

15

what was submitted to us by Makena.

16

you said that it was pretty close and so, just

17

for clarification, what was given to us on this,

18

on the proposed portion, you said it's somewhat

19

close.

20

And I know

There is some slight deviations.
But is that correct that we are looking

21

at, the two of these combined?

Your two?

22

Because you are showing one separate

23

other one is a separate.

24

the proposed, is it combined?

25

this should closely correlate to what this

What is being
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bottom proposed unit count is?

2

MR. FOLEY:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MR. FOLEY:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

MR. FOLEY:

7

Except for the hotel numbers.

Because they showed 765 rooms --

89.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. FOLEY:

Yes.

So that changes the numbers

10

substantially.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

MR. FOLEY:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

Yes.

-- we showed 600, but they are proposing

8

14

Yes.

Reducing them.

Yeah.
Reducing them.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

That was all.

Any other questions in regards to

16

this?

17

we take a break, and I would ask --

18
19

Probably the last question before we --

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Chair, I think Member Johnson

had a question.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I am sorry.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne, go ahead.

My only question here, and

22

this will be a simple one, unlike the other

23

questions I have asked.

24

wanted to find out from Planning

25

hotel! when you describe the hotel area, can

The one thing that I
1S
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1

there be or could there be -- I know you are

2

showing currently the 310 rooms, but given the

3

acreage, could there be more additional hotel

4

rooms added into that with the current acreage

5

and the zoning as it is right now, or is that

6

the maximum?

7

MS. CUA:

The 310

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

MS. CUA:

-- is the existing hotel.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

II

MS. CUA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

MS. CUA:

15

is right now.

18

Yes.

Oh, probably.

acreage.

17

Right, but what I --

Could there be more?

14

16

The 310, right.,

Yeah.

Because of the

But I can't tell you what that number

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That would be something I

would just be interested in knowing.
MS. CUA:

Just -- just in comparison

Thank you.

just as a

19

comparison, if you look at page 3, which -- of

20

the March 2nd letter, we did calculations based

21

on 28 acres, and we came up with 600 rooms for

22

H-M hotel, and that -- the Prince is on

23

27 acres, so it would be, you know, it would be

24

close to that.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So maybe/ like, an additional
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300 rooms, something in that area?
MS. CUA:

oh, yeah.

No, that's less

3

be more.

4

less.

5

the acreage, if you look at -- I can't even see

6

these numbers -- the total acreage that they

7

would end up with that they are asking to zone

8

is 28 acres, and what they have zoned is 38.

9

Okay.

10
11

I am sorry.

No, it would

I am sorry.

38.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So it would be -- so it would

be quite a bit more.
MS. CUA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

MR. FOLEY:

16

No, you know why, because

Yeah.

12

15

Yeah -- no, it would be

Yeah.
Okay.

Thank you.

It would, however, require an SMA

approval from the Planning Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, I realize that.

But I

17

just wondered approximately how many units, or

18

if that was a condition of their original

19

application that that was the maximum number of

20

rooms that they were intending to build on that

21

location.

22

MS. CUA:

I don't believe so.

23

what

24

time.

25

I think it was just

that's what they had proposed at the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other questions?

For the Planning Director, the

2
3

Commission has reviewed this application in

4

2000.

5

changed since the Planning Commission -- since

6

then, and what about the Planning Commission

7

would consider if the application was reviewed

8

again by the Planning Commission?

9

designation of lao Aquifer.

10

MR. FOLEY:

What circumstances and issues have

Aside from

Mr. Chairman, the primary changes that I

11

can think of immediately would be related to

12

water, drainage, and traffic congestion.

13

traffic congestion was the main issue for South

14

Maui a couple of years ago.

15

testimony from the Police Department a couple

16

days ago, the traffic congestion problem has

17

been resolved pretty much by the widening of

18

Pi'ilani Highway to four lanes.

19

concern is the speed of traffic on Pi'ilani.

20

But that was the primary issue a couple of years

21

ago.

22

The

And as we heard

Now their

The primary issue before the County now

23

in South Maui, I would say, is the water

24

availability for drinking water, and you have

25

heard extensive testimony on that.
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The other change I would say with

1

2

respect to drainage was the issue that came up

3

yesterday, where the Public Works Director

4

testified that the County has a new grading

5

ordinance which has only been in effect for a

6

couple of months, and I believe his testimony

7

was that the -- the -- the Public Works

8

Department is spending considerably more time

9

looking at issues -- the issue of potential

10

drainage impacts during construction.

11

would say that that is a change.

So

I

12

Also, the Planning Commission, in the

13

last year, has increased their focus on -- on

14

storm water drainage and also on the issue of

15

energy conservation.

16

condition regarding solar water heating that we

17

have been attaching to units.

We have a new standard

The other problem I would say or the

18
19

other changes that the -- the affordable housing

20

situation/ the crisis has exacerbated in the

21

last three or four years, so that the lack of

22

affordable housing is more acute than it was

23

certainly four years ago, when we were at -- had

24

a very poor market/ and to now t where we have a

25

very hot market.
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But I would say those are the areas

1

2

where there's been the most change.

3

of most intensity would be the change from

4

traffic to water.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Michael.

Any questions?

6

The issue

Seeing none, Members, I

7

have enclosed for you a packet that includes the

8

22 conditions from the Land Use Commission in

9

regards to this application.

Also, we have got

10

the Land Use Committee recommendations of 34

11

conditions in this packet, 22, which include the

12

Land Use Commission's conditions, and the 12

13

which were the new conditions that were inserted

14

by the old Land Use Committee.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's this one, Mr. Chair, the

one --

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, with the clip on it.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Exactly.

Thank you.

I think Exhibit B is on the front end

20

of it.

And then within that packet is the

21

former Land Use Committee report, Exhibit B.

22

And then the Wailea 670 conditions that were put

23

on by the Planning Commission in regards to that

24

development.
And then finally, I just distributed to

25
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1

you some of the conditions that I had hoped you

2

would look at in regards to handling of this

3

application.

4

to put on that you may want to look at is if you

5

are going to consider the 89 units of timeshare

6

that we possibly limit that height limitation to

7

two stories, and also condition the amount of

8

units to be put on this site.

What is missing and which

I

failed

And finally, there is some commercial

9

10

use that is being asked, and I briefly had a

11

conversation with the Budget Chairman, Riki

12

Hokama in regards to now conditions that are

13

put -- have been put on by the State Land Use

14

Commission, I think if any of you followed the A

15

and B requests for light industrial in Kahului,

16

and I

17

out that there was nexus, but I think even

18

Charmaine mentioned to me, well, it's about time

19

that we look at putting a housing condition on

20

commercial because we know that there is a

21

correlation between people working in commercial

22

and the need for housing.

23

what

24

conditions you may want to put on.

I don't know if the Commission found

I

So that

that is

left out in regards to some of the

And then I look forward to many of you

25
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1

who have other conditions that you would like to

2

discuss.

3

time to study and digest words and food.

4

hope you don't get an indigestion.

5
6

So two hours, I think you have enough
And I

Go ahead, Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, you

7

mentioned something -- you were going through

8

this packet.

9
10
11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

that you had proposed?

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

it?

That was a separate one.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. RAATZ:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

18
19

Was it put on our desks?

I apologize if you didn't get one.

Staff?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Sorry, Mr. Chair.

I don't

seem to have.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I don't have it either.
If I may make one suggestion,

Mr. Chair.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Did you get

Yeah, it's one page.

20

22

And you said something was --

Go ahead, Charmaine.
The first item on the packet

is called Exhibit B from the Land Use Committee.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And their conditions, and the

3

next -- let's see.

4

one in, and the packet that talks about the

5

other proposals that came from Members.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The February 20th, the third

Right.
In there, as part of my -- my

8

office prepared for -- for me things that I

9

wanted to change.

So all of the State Land Use

10

Commission conditions are also repeated in

11

that -- in that one.

12

just discard the first one.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So actually, you could

Okay.
The first Exhibit B, because

15

all of those are repeated.

16

fourth page in on the February 20th

17

communication, and the title is Makena Resort

18

Conditions of Zoning, January 31st, 2002.

19

it repeats all of the conditions with amendments

20

that I was going to propose, so those are

21

underlined.

22

So you wouldn't have to look at the first one

23

because it's already included in the -- in the

24

packet, just to save some reading time.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

It's about the

And it goes on to page 7 of that.

Thank you.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

Any other discussion prior to

taking a recess until four o'clock?

4
5

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, real brief, Mr. Chair.

6

Also in the packet you talked about some

7

document regarding the Wailea 670( and that's

8

there because you are looking at the conditions

9

as something for us to consider kind of as a

10

base for us to consider similar conditions on

11

this project?

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

Yeah.

to be/ in all honesty, you know/ on the water -COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

-- I used those conditions set by the

Planning Commission.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

That first one/ yeah?

Yeah.
Okay.

And it's well written, and I think if

23

you look at it

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

Okay.

That and -- and I did, on the water,

16

18

Is that the reason for that?

l

perhaps you may want to
That's going to be part of your

proposal as Chair, to consider?
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, it's duplicative.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Anything else?

Riki, go ahead.

Chairman, and just to be fair

Yes.
there is a difference between

7

670 and Makena Resort, Members.

Okay.

Makena

8

Resort has in the past entered into agreements

9

whether we like it or not, such as Central Maui

10

Joint Venture.

11

up hundreds of thousands of dollars for

12

employee -- well, it's directed to employee

13

housing in the central Maui area that is in a

14

trust and agency account that has been

15

collecting interest and now is approximately

16

$1.2 million available that they have anted up

17

20 years ago and hasn't been used by this County

18

government to address affordable or employee

19

needs.

In 1984, they have already anted

20

So we -- I hope when we reach into

21

discussion and deliberations r we take into

22

account all of the factors, whether it be pluses

23

or minuses/ as it regards to this specific

24

request.

25

And I just wanted to share that,
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1

Chairman.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.
Yeah, and I am sure we'll have that

3

discussion as we hit each area.

4

other discussion?
Seeing none, meeting is

5

6

until four o'clock.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Any

is in recess
(Gavel.)

1:57 p.m.
4:10 p.m.

(Gavel.) Meeting please reconvene.

10

Anyone need more time to review what was put

11

before you?

Good.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Just the last one, Chairman.

Huh?
Just the one we just got now.

Oh, that's the beach and park --

16

parking.

I think, if you look at Exhibit B,

17

this may be the easiest, and I will tell you the

18

reason why.

19

what the Council put in.

20

page 3, A to V are Land Use Commission

21

conditions that we can't change.

22

already be in.

1 to 12, I think it is, 1 to 12 are
Okay.

If you look at

So that will

So the Chair's suggestion is we go

23
24

through 1 through 12, and where there were some

25

concerns in regards to housing, water, cultural
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1

resources, drainage, and parking, and

2

commercial, we can deal with those accordingly.
Any objections?

3

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine, go ahead.
Yeah.

As I had indicated

7

just before we took our break, that in the other

8

handout, or the other part of the package dated

9

February 20th, the Exhibit B is actually

10

incorporated into seven -- pages 3 to 7, or 1

11

through 71 that incorporates everything that's

12

in Exhibit BI with some of the amendments that I

13

was proposing at the time that this was

14

submitted.

15

in Exhibit B.

16

can work off that

17

am going to be referencing my submittal in

18

conjunction with the Exhibit B items.

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

But it repeats all of what you have
So, you know

Yeah.

1

But I

But why I say this is because

that way

21

discuss it and move down

22

end

23

ones.

l

if it's easier, you

or Exhibit B itself.

20

1

1

anyone that has a condition
1

l

we can

and that way in the

we can at least address all the different

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Fine.

Okay.

Thank you.

So we will go to
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1

Exhibit B, and I see where, Charmaine, yours is

2

the same.

3

Exhibit B, Number 1?

Anyone have any concerns with
And David has it up here.

The density of R-1, R-2, and R-3

4

5

Residential District zoned areas shall not

6

exceed 2.5 single-family dwellings per acre.

7

Okay.

8

Number 2, "The density of A-2 Apartment

9

zoned areas included in Table 1 (119.719 acres)

10

shall not exceed eight units per acre and the

11

height of the buildings in such areas shall not

12

exceed 45 feet."

13
14
15

Dain?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
Mr. Chair.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

stories?

Okay.
Mr. Foley, 45 feet is what, two

Does it include like --

19

MR. FOLEY:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

Question for Planning,

It's four stories.
It's four stories.

45 feet, four stories.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you.

Yeah, 45 feet

24

is based on the grade level.

If there's a

25

difference in the grade level, maybe, of like
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1

30, 40 feet, the 45 feet height would be based

2

on the lower level or the higher level?

3

MR. FOLEY:

I don't remember the exact language, but

4

it's basically based on the lower level, the

5

bottom.

6

like existing grade or finish grade, whichever

7

is lower.

I think -- I think it says something

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

MR. FOLEY:

Okay.

Just as an aside, you may want to specify

10

that that 45 feet, in the Council's mind

11

references three stories or four stories.

12

Because you can build, you know, a two-story

13

building 45 feet tall, or you can build a

14

three-story.

15

would require a flat roof.

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

45 is pretty tight for four.

It

That was going to be my line of

next questioning, Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Continue.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

On the

on the 45 feet, if the

20

developer represents that they are not going to

21

be going over, or they are not looking at going

22

three, four stories but they are looking at two

23

stories, can we get clarification as far as what

24

their intentions are, if they are going to keep

25

it to two stories and so we can look at language
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that clarifies their intent, Mr. Chair?

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Sure.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I don't know if there's anybody

4

here from the -- if the applicant is here.

5

Mr. Figueiroa.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Roy.

Roy.

7

MR. FIGUEIROA:

My name is Roy Figueiroa.

I am with

8

Makena Resort.

I believe the language in here

9

as far as the height was to be consistent with

10

the Community Plan.

11

they use as far as the height.

12

questions on that.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

I think that's the language
So I am open to

Continue.
Yeah.

Thank you, Chair.

And even if it is consistent with the

16

Community Plan on the height, is your intention

17

to -- yeah, please, Mr. Figueiroa.

18

I am sorry.

Is your intention or is the company's

19

intention to go with A-2 to have buildings that

20

are up to four stories high, or is there

21

something there that you have -- you folks have

22

intentions for other than that that we could

23

provide clarity in what we have here as far as

24

conditions?

25

MR. FIGUEIROA:

In the multi-family and in the
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1

single-family areas, we are looking at, perhaps,

2

a two-story plus a mezzanine story.

3

confusion, we would probably look at it as a

4

three-story building.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that's in the A-2

Apartment zone we are talking about, yeah?

7

MR. FIGUEIROA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Okay.

To avoid

Correct.
So there would be no objections

to -- to putting that in that type of language,

10

two-story with mezzanine, or is that too

11

restrictive?

12

language in here that doesn't exceed what we are

13

already talking about but at the same time

14

represents the intent of what you folks are, you

15

know, giving us or talking to us about.

16

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Again, I am just trying to put

As I said, the use of the -- or maybe

17

I didn't say it clearly, but I worked in

18

Planning and Land Use.

19

mezzanine is very confusing as far as

20

determining the height.

21

look -- I would look at -- more favorably upon

22

something that said three stories.
Okay.

The use of the word

And so that's why I

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that's fine.

24

I get clarity.

25

be a three story, Mr. Foley?

Two-story plus mezzanine would
That's something
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1

that is accurate as far as reflecting that in

2

the language?

3

MR. FOLEY:

That's fine.

I just -- I want to refer

4

you to page 47 of the Community Plan, under

5

Building Form, it says establish a maximum of

6

45 feet for multi-family development.

7

in the next sentence is, limit resort

8

development throughout the region to 35 feet in

9

building height for sites near the shoreline.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you for that.

11

And I have no further questions for

12

Mr. Figueiroa.

13

Mr. Chair.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

It was just for that item,

Any other questions?

Hold on, Roy.

15

MR. FIGUEIROA:

And then

What's a mezzanine?

It's a floor within a floor, it's

17

like on a -- let's say it's almost like a loft.

18

They have a definition for a mezzanine.

19

like above the second floor, perhaps you have an

20

intermediate floor, not the full size of the

21

floor below, but within the roof, roofline.

22

But then, in making the -- when you

So it's

23

start to make an assessment, it becomes very

24

difficult for the people that are viewing the

25

plans.

So actually, when I worked there, I
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1

preferred the building height rather than

2

stories sometimes because it can be very

3

confusing.

4

probably still satisfy a concern that some may

5

have about having tall buildings.

6

But as I said, a three-story would

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

then.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, just a follow-up

Go ahead.
So when Mr. Foley read the

10

Community Plan and it talked about shoreline

11

area, and I don't know what that would be the

12

definition of shoreline on this application, is

13

there any there, Mr. Foley, just so we have

14

clarity?

Shoreline area?

15

MR. FOLEY:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Probably not, yeah?

No.
So then, I am fine.

That's all.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Chairman?

Chairman?

19

Mr. Chair, for your consideration, we have so

20

many conditions to address, and I was wondering

21

if you would consider having Mr. Figueiroa get

22

comfortable up here, because I am sure this

23

won't be the last time he will be asked to give

24

some comments, just so he doesn't have to keep

25

going back and forth from the gallery up to the
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1

stand.

2

right in front here.

3
4

5

So if you would like to get comfortable

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Maybe he doesn't want to get

comfortable.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Figueiroa, is that okay

6

with you, if you want to come up and have a

7

seat?

8

will be asked for your comments.

9

Chairman.

I am sure this won't be the last time you
Thank you,

Besides, I am straining my neck every

10

time having to look at you over there, so it

11

will be easier to look at you straight ahead.

12

Thank you.

13
14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Then the Chair would recommend and

allow staff to put in three stories.

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Also--

Chairman.

Riki, go ahead.
I prefer not to have a limitation

18

on stories.

I would hope that the Committee

19

would consider the height as the critical

20

guideline because in other meeting committees,

21

such as Ms. Tavares', we talk about the ability

22

to use architecture and new design styles to

23

help mitigate the traditional four walls,

24

concrete covered, roof, and then we are going to

25

need to continue to use centralized
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air-conditioning systems and whatnot.
If you believe the Hawaiian architecture

2
3

style has its merits, then why limit them to

4

only a certain type of style in architecture

5

that three floors may -- may

6

in their design options?

7

may hamper them

I think the key to the Community Plan,

8

not only for this island but for other

9

districts, is the concern of the height and view

10

planes over the structure, not the amount of

11

stories, Chairman.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Comments?

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Seeing none -- Mr. Kane.

And I apologize.

The only

14

reason I asked the question is just to

15

understand what the 45 feet meant in relations

16

to what the applicant was representing

17

throughout the process.

18

move forward and say, okay, let's go do, I want

19

to make a motion or anything like that.

20

want to get clarity.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

So that's why I didn't

I just

So, Mr. Chair, that's it.

Any other comments?

I also

22

would, if there are no objections, the applicant

23

said that they would go five units per acre, and

24

I want to hold them to their word, if there are

25

no objections, to put in five units.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's an average/ Mr. Chairman.

That's what was represented.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any comments?

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

Yeah/ what I heard/ Mr. Chair,

5

was that that five units per acre was

6

represented as an average, not five units per

7

acre as a definitive or as a definite.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10
11
12
13
14

15

Yeah.
Just for clarification, if you

want to get it from them.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, because maybe we've got

different ears listening.
MR. FIGUEIROA:

Mr. Figueiroa.

Yeah, I did represent it as an

average of five units per acre.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

So how would we look at that when we

16

talk about density, then?

17

this eight units is

18

the max, then, in this language?

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Would some of your --

is what you see as being

That's -- that's what I read the

20

Planning Commission response as far as our

21

average of five units per acre/ so that we could

22

make some places more dense and other places

23

less.

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Yeah, I just want to let

Committee Members know that you may want to
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1

follow the applicant's plans t but you are not

2

bound to just say okaYt that's what he said t so

3

that's what it's going to be.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Chair?

So, any changes?

.

My suggestion would be, ln

7

keeping with what Mr. Figueiroa just said, shall

8

not exceed eight units per acre and not to

9

exceed an average of more than five units per

10

acre.

11

reflects his wording in there, but

12

somebody looking at that is not going to get

13

confused about what he meant.

14

MR. FOLEY:

You know, so that, in other words, it
so

Mr. Chairman, if we use the average, we

15

are going to need to identify whether the

16

single-family is included in the average or

17

whether this is strictly for A-2 zoning, because

18

Mr. Figueiroa might have been saying that it

19

would be eight acre max -- eight units per acre

20

maximum in A-2, but two and a half units per

21

acre in R-3.

22

how to calculate it.

23

We just are going to need to know

We can just stick with the maximums for

24

each zoning district, or if you are going to use

25

an average t

I just need to know what's included.
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

I guess somehow in this -- I don't

2

know if we are going to be able to hold them to

3

the amount of units that they represented, and

4

maybe that is where we have control over the

5

density.
Riki, go ahead.

6

7

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, Chairman, what you have

8

already run past the Committee, and I know you

9

are not asking for a specific decision, I guess

10

we are just moving in general consensus

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

already in Number I, we are

13

looking at 2.5 per acre for SF.

14

hope we are going to maintain some decorum on

15

our floor.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

VI CE CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

And Chairman, I

Yeah.
And under Number 2

I

we have not

to exceed eight units per acre.
And so what we -- we may want to ask

19
20

Mr. Figueiroa, then, is if there are those two,

21

Number 1 and Number 2 is agreeable to your

22

entity, Mr. Figueiroa, does that convert to what

23

Ms. Johnson is -- is proposing as a

24

consideration of new language?

25

MR. FIGUEIROA:

You mean as far as --
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VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Not to exceed eight and not to go

2

over a -- I don't want -- let me just say what I

3

think I heard.

4

over eight, but that of the total acreages, it

5

would come out to not more than an average of

6

five?

7

Number 1 and 2, with the Committee, kind of in

8

consensus, moving it along?

9

That eight, we are not going

So does that work with those already

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Would that work?

I believe it would work.

If you are

10

looking at both then, together, not exceeding

11

over five.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. FIGUEIROA:

14

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. FIGUEIROA:

16

In average.
Yes.

Average not exceeding five.

Okay.

That would be fine.

17

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

MR. FOLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Chairman.

Mike, any comments?

Mr. Chairman, yeah, I still have the same

20

question.

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

22

MR. FOLEY:

Is it for A-2 only?
And SF.

Okay.

23

answers.

24

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

In average.

And single family.

Well, I have got two different

No, this is what I posed to

Mr. Figueiroa, that if you combine the single
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1

family, which is 2.5, under Number 1, R-l, R-2,

2

R-3 categories, you add not to exceed the eight

3

per unit under A-2 t and

4

MR. FOLEY:

5

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

The overall average

acre would not exceed five.

7

MR. FOLEY:

8

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

And then the overall average per

Okay.
And I believe Mr. Figueiroa said

he can live within those parameters.

10

MR. FOLEY:

Okay.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Charmaine, go ahead.
Mr. Chairman, I am fine with

13

that because as Ms. Cua was pointing out to us

14

as she went through the memo in the areas that

15

are already zoned, it's based on 15 units per

16

acre.

17

reducing it to eight units per acre.

So in the rezoned areas, we are already

So if the eight units per acre can stay

18
19

with the average of five overall t I think that

20

meets what our concern is, and the developer,

21

the representative seems to agree, so I have no

22

problem with that.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Number 3, "The floor area of

24

B-2 Community Business District shall not exceed

25

60 percent of total floor area."

Questions?
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Comments?

"Lot area."

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Comments?

Just a question.

Riki?
I know Ms. Cua

3

is not here, but Mr. Foley is.

4

of her calculations that she provided in her

5

March 2nd handout for us, Chairman?

6

is, then, I believe -- I haven't heard

7

Mr. Figueiroa object to that calculation, the

8

60 percent.

9

MR. FOLEY:

Wasn't that part

And if it

Mr. Chairman, I believe that's correct.

10

I don't see it in the March 2 memo.

11

added that orally.

12

recollection, that she used that when she

13

calculated the -- for this B-2 zone.

I think she

But I had the same

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

15

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Yeah, I would like to respond that I

16

Roy.

don't have a problem with this.

17

Just for your information that this B-2

18

Community Business District includes the

19

existing golf course, pro shop, restaurant,

20

already built.

21

maybe, five or six acres of this proposed B-2

22

zoning already with existing buildings.

23
24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So we already cover about,

You are asking for another ten acres

more?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

No, it is included in that, that lot.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MR. FOLEY:

In the 20 acres?

The request was for 9.8

1

but six

3

acres of it is already developed with the

4

clubhouse and parking

5

commercial development is 3.8 acres.

6
7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Number

Okay.
"Within the B-2 Community

41

Business District

so the area available for

Everybody understand the

clarification now?

8

9

Okay.

I

six

l

the following permitted uses

10

shall incorporate acoustical measures in the

11

facility to mitigate potential noise impacts:

12

amusement enterprises

13

pool halls; auditoriums and theater; baseball or

14

football stadiums and other sport activities and

15

amusements; bowling alley; dancing and hula

16

studio; gymnasiums; miniature golf courses;

17

music conservatories or music studios;

18

physical-culture studios; and printing

19

lithographYI or publishing shops."

20
21

I

Any questions?

including billiard or of

l

Comments from the

Planning Department?

22

MR. FOLEY:

No objections.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

24

MR. FIGUEIROA:

NO

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Number 51 "Within the B-2 Community

I

Number 5 -- ohl ROYI comments?

no objections.
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1

Business District

2

shielded from adjacent residential properties

3

for the following permitted uses: automobile

4

parking lots and/or buildings; baseball or

5

football stadiums and other sport activities and

6

amusements; equipment rental and sales yards;

7

miniature golf courses; parcel delivery

8

stations; and public parking areas."
Comments

9

10

I

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

l

exterior lighting shall be

questions?

Charmaine?

Comments, Mr. Chair.

This is

11

one of the items where I had proposed at the

12

time, last year, that we change this.

13

on the first page of that other attachment

14

that's dated February 20th, that after the

15

word -- words Community Business District to add

16

all exterior lighting, so "all" would be added.

17

And that we consider deleting from the point

18

that starts with "for the following permitted

19

uses," delete what the permitted uses are, all

20

the way up to parking acres, the end of the

21

paragraph, and instead insert the phrase,

22

"Lighting requirements in force at the time of

23

construction permit application shall be

24

applied.

25

And it's

II

And that way the outdoor lighting
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1

standards that are being considered in the

2

Public Works and Transportation Committee, I

3

think by the time anybody applies for permits,

4

that will have been passed, and it addresses

5

each of these different types of -- or

6

categories of uses and their exterior lighting.

7

Maybe Mr. Molina would to like to share

8

9
10

some comments regarding that.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, Michael.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.

Thank you, Chairman.

11

Many of the outdoor lighting concerns

12

happen to come from that area, especially, of

13

South Maui, so this is something that I can

14

support.

15
16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Any other comments?

Planning

Department?

17

MR. FOLEY:

No objections.

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Roy?

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I don't -- I don't have any

20

objections.

I would like to hear the wording

21

again.

22

it read, right from the beginning?

If you read it right through, how will

23

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. FIGUEIROA:

25

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

I am sorry, Chairman?

Okay.

I have it.

Chairman?

Is Ms. Tavares reading
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it verbatim from her version?

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Okay.

Right.

Thank you.

So since I had a lot of

5

revisions, it might be handy to just keep that

6

page open.

7

MR. FIGUEIROA:

They just handed it to me.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Okay.

So I have no objections.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Yeah, January 31, 2002.
If there are no objections, we

12

will replace the language suggested by

13

Charmaine.

Any objections?

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Number 6, "Within the B-2

16

Community Business District, merchandise,

17

equipment, and supplies shall be stored within

18

enclosed buildings or enclosed areas that are

19

appropriately screened with fencing and

20

landscape planting for the following permitted

21

uses: equipment rental and sales yards; hardware

22

and garden supply stores; parcel delivery

23

stations; and printing, lithography," and -- "or

24

publishing shops."

25

Questions, comments from Committee
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Members?

Seeing none, Planning Director?

2

MR. FOLEY:

No objections.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Roy?

4

MR. FIGUEIROA:

No objections.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Number 7,

"The applicant, its

6

successors and assigns, shall provide

7

opportunities for pedestrian and/or bicycle

8

access ways within the roadway fronting the

9

subject property.

Schematic designs shall be

10

submitted to the Maui Planning -- Maui County

11

Planning Department for consideration by the

12

Maui Planning Commission.

13

future Special Management Area Permit

14

applications for the subject property."
And Charmaine has got some language in

15

16
17

In conjunction with

there.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

18

If you are on the January 31st, 2002

19

submittal, I would propose to add, after the

20

word, "roadways," to add,

21

the sentence would read -- or part of the

22

sentence would read,

23

access ways within the roadways throughout and

24

fronting the subject property."

"throughout and," so

"pedestrian and/or bicycle

And the reason --

25
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

The reason --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And the reason for this was I

3

believe that we had Bikeways Maui testify back

4

whenever, couple of years ago, or year and a

5

half ago, about the allowing for pedestrian and

6

bicycle access throughout the project and not

7

just on the roadway fronting the property.

8

that that would be accessible for their

9

residents to access areas without having to get

10
11
12

So

into a car to get there.
CHAIR NISHIKI:
Members?

Comments or questions from Committee
Planning Department?

13

MR. FOLEY:

No objections.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Roy?

15

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I have a comment on that, as far as

16

the interpretation, once it goes to the Planning

17

Department and the Planning Commission, as far

18

as what -- how it would be interpreted as

19

"throughout."

20

for, perhaps, incorporate a bikeway access plan

21

that circulates through the property?

22

saying "throughout the property," I don't know

23

how that could be interpreted, perhaps.

24
25

I am not sure if you are calling

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, it's roadways

throughout the property.

So to me, it's like
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1

you need to put a bike lane on your interior

2

roads, not just on the road fronting.

3

you have a road, that you make space available

4

for a bikeway, or I mean a bike lane, a bikeway

5

or pedestrian way.

6

MR. FIGUEIROA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

9
10

Wherever

That's how I would see it.

Thank you.

No objection.

Of course, I am not the

attorney who would be interpreting this.
MR. FIGUEIROA:

No, I -- I see it now.

how you explained it.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I

see it like

I have no objection.

Okay.

Number 8,

"The applicant, its

13

successors and assigns, shall contribute to the

14

development, funding, and/or construction of

15

school facilities on a fair share basis, as

16

determined by and to the satisfaction of the

17

Department of Education.

18

apply only to land zoned for single-family or

19

multi-family residential use, excluding areas

20

that are part of the State Land Use Commission

21

Docket Number A97-721."

This condition shall

Comments, questions from Committee

22

23

Members?

Dain?

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, question to Mr. Figueiroa.

This agreement, has this already been

25
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finalized, or where are you with this?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

This is an agreement we actually

3

executed quite a while ago.

And I believe it

4

I am trying to remember.

5

to the areas even as you try to include it here.

I think it does apply

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

is in a passed

8

say this one does go through, so the agreement

9

is such that as you folks are coming on line,

10

you have to -- give us some background of the

11

agreement that you are saying is completed.

12

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Are you able to -- because this
this one is not passed, but

The agreement -- the agreement

13

designates how much money per unit is to be

14

given to the Department of Education.

15

have been at least two -- over two years ago, I

16

believe, that we signed this agreement and

17

executed it.

18

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

It must

Chairman.
I yield.

Go ahead.
Chairman, if Members have a copy

22

of the Fifth Annual Report, that the petitioner

23

must comply with the State Land Use Commission,

24

you will notice that that is the fourth

25

condition -- excuse me -- the fifth condition of
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1

the State Land Use Commission.

And they have 1

2

pursuant to their annual report 1 stated that

3

they have 1 on August 171 2000 1 entered into an

4

agreement between the Department of Education

5

and the petitioner

6

complied with this condition.

and that the petitioner has

l

7

So I don't know if this is still a

8

required condition since it's already been

9

from the State Land Use Commission's point of

10

view 1 a complied-with requirement.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions?

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne.

You know 1 because this is on

13

the part that is not currently or that's being

14

considered for zoning 1 my question would be if

15

you satisfied l Roy 1 with the Department of

16

Education alreadYI it's just meaning that you

17

executed the agreement on any future development

18

that occurs even on lands that are to be

19

rezoned?

20

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I believe it did apply to not only

21

the petition areas 1 but at that time when we

22

were changing from ag to urban.

23

it applied to all of our residential

24

single-family lots.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But I believe

And I just -- I prefer
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1

Mr. Chair, just to leave this condition in.

And

2

if the second portion of it doesn't apply, for,

3

you know, like the applicability or

4

single-family or multi-family then just exclude

5

that but not make reference to the State Land

6

Use Commission.

7

the impression that that condition has already

8

been met on other things and that it may not

9

apply.

Because that way, it might give

So I -- just to prevent any confusion,

10

so that when somebody reading this, it would

11

just say that, you know, this is on the new

12

zoned areas or newly zoned areas, so that

13

there's no question in anyone's mind that that

14

does apply.

15
16

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other comments?

Riki?

Being

that you've got that docket there
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, the main difference

18

between what is a State Land Use Commission

19

requirement and our condition is that the State

20

Land Use states that on a pro rata basis for the

21

residential developments in the proposed

22

project.

23

single-family or multi-family, as long as it's

24

residential, I assume the Commission has ruled

25

and stated that they must -- it will be part of

So they don't differentiate
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1

the pro rata formula on the basis of how they've

2

reached agreement with the Department of

3

Education regarding the contribution of cash.
And so I just share that.

4

We have

5

broken it down by single-family or multi-family.

6

Again, the Land Use Commission has just set

7

forth as anything that is a residential

8

development within the project.
Would that make a difference, Mr. Foley,

9

10
11

in your mind?
MR. FOLEY:

12

Well, the more clear it is, the better.
The one other concern I wanted to

13

mention is that the Department of Education

14

periodically changes its -- its fee per unit.

15

And I don't know what the fee per unit was when

16

the

17

if Mr. Figueiroa has to go now and do a new

18

agreement with DOE, it might be based on a

19

different formula than the one he has already.

20

But I -- I'm not familiar with the existing

21

agreement.

22

this previous agreement was reached, so

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, if I may, I would say

23

Mr. Foley has a very valid comment, and I can

24

see that if at the time of the contribution the

25

agreement that was set forth it has been maybe
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1

five or plus more years whereby I can see your

2

point that the contribution per unit can be

3

adjusted.
And I don't know if Mr. Figueiroa

4

l

apart

5

from conditions of the agreement, can divulge to

6

the Committee today whether or not it is for

7

within a certain time frame that the agreement

8

is based upon.

9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

As far as I recollect --

10

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. FIGUEIROA:

And the level of contribution.

As far as I recollect, I don't

12

believe it was confined to a certain time frame.

13

Perhaps, leaving the first sentence in Number 8

14

and eliminating the second sentence, since we

15

are considering the lands for rezoning

16

would include whether it was part of the DOE

17

docket or not part of the DOE docket, just

18

include all of the lands, single-family and

19

multi-family residential.

l

then it

So perhaps we could move that

20
21

single-family or multi-family residential use to

22

that first sentence somehow, that the applicant,

23

its successors and assigns, shall contribute to

24

the development, funding, and construction of

25

school facilities, fair share basis, determined
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1

by and to the satisfaction of the Department of

2

Education for lands that are zoned single-family

3

or multi-family residential.
I think that would -- then you don't

4
5

have to worry whether it was part of this land

6

use docket number or not.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Brian, can you give us some clarity

8

into the understanding of how we should look at

9

this, perhaps?

10

MR. MOTO:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12
13

And address

Mr. Chairman
I don't know the docket and what it

says either.
MR. MOTO:

Yes, I have to admit, I am not familiar

14

with all the details of the Land Use Commission

15

Docket item, or the -- nor am I familiar with

16

the agreement that Mr. Figueiroa says has been

17

executed with the Department of Education.
I -- two comments.

18

First is that I

19

think Mr. Figueiroa's suggestion is a good one

20

in the sense that it's broad enough to make

21

clear that the fair share contribution is to

22

apply to all land zoned single-family or

23

multi-family residential use.
I do think some kind of a condition,

24
25

explicit condition is still required, because
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1

the lands that were the subject of the LUC

2

Docket item, were only a portion -- constitute

3

only a portion of the entire resort.
So in other words, if you wanted to make

4

5

sure that all the lands that are the subject of

6

a County rezoning action are subject to this

7

condition, you would want to have a condition

8

regarding a fair share contribution for schools

9

within this zoning bill.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

If there are no objections, if

11

we can allow Mr. Moto and staff to work out this

12

condition to address, as he represented, all new

13

lands should they be not included in the 97

14

docket.

Any objections?

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Number 9, "The applicant, its

17

successors and assigns, shall participate in the

18

pro rata funding and construction of local and

19

regional transportation improvement and

20

programs, including dedication of rights of ways

21

as determined by the State Department of

22

Transportation and the County of Maui."

23
24
25

Questions, comments from Committee
Members?

Jo Anne.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

How would this work when our
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1

Traffic Impact Fee ordinance is enacted?

2

that be replacing that or would it be in

3

addition to it?

4

or timeshares that are in the South Maui area,

5

there's a pretty big -- big fee that was tied to

6

that.

7

or less than or greater than what we are looking

8

at here, but I just wanted to find out.

9
10

11

MR. FOLEY:

Would

Because I know for the hotels

I don't know if it would be equivalent to

We have no objections to Number 9 as

written.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Do you have a specific question that

12

you want to ask in regards to the impact fee

13

bill, should it be adopted, and how it --

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, I thought I did ask a

15

specific question, that how would the Traffic

16

Impact Fee work with this kind of language?

17

Would it be in addition to?

18

substitution of?

Would it be

19

And I am just asking, I guess,

20

Corporation Counsel that once we adopt it, you

21

know, are we then going to have to put an

22

exclusion in for this development, or how would

23

that work?

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.
This one is being made by the

Department of Transportation and the County of
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1

Maui, so I guess Jo Anne is stating if we adopt

2

the Traffic Impact Fee, which is specific, what

3

impact would it have to this condition?

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine.
Yeah, you know, my take on

7

this is that in the sentence that says, "Shall

8

participate in the pro rata funding and

9

construction of local and regional

10

transportation," the impact fee that gets passed

11

when it gets passed is a pro rata share.

12

So I don't see that that's a problem

13

because it's going to be whatever laws exist at

14

the time that the permits are applied for or

15

whatever the trigger date is, it will be

16

whatever the existing codes say.

17

be met.

18

Those have to

So I think the pro rata funding, the

19

State has their formula based on whatever, and

20

the County will have its formula based on

21

whatever comes out of that Traffic Impact Fee.

22

So I think it's general enough that it covers

23

what our codes may include at the time as a pro

24

rata.

25

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, we would agree with
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1

Ms. Tavares.

2

the last few months, been routinely requiring a

3

condition on SMA applications that states,

4

basically, that the applicant shall pay a pro

5

rata fee based on the traffic impact ordinance

6

if it's adopted prior to certificate of

7

occupancy.
And so this is a little bit more broad

8
9

The Planning Commission has, in

just in that it doesn't refer to that

10

possibility of an ordinance.

11

reason an ordinance was never adopted, this

12

would still apply.

13

are pretty serious about adopting an ordinance,

14

so we have been using that language for months.

15

So we can live with this, or you can -- you can

16

change it.

17

is pretty much the same.

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So if for some

I mean, we -- we think you

But you are right, this is -- this

Mr. Moto, can you comment on what you

19

have heard so far and are the Committee

20

Members --

21

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, paragraph -- condition

22

Number 9 relating to pro rata funding of

23

transportation improvements is actually written

24

in way that's somewhat -- actually quite

25

advantageous to the County in the sense that
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1

it's written in a way as was noted by the

2

Planning Director that's a bit broader than what

3

has been written and adopted by the Planning

4

Commission, because when the

5

Commission condition is actually written in a

6

more -- how shall we say

7

manner because it's tied to the adoption

8

it basically says that if by -- if there is an

9

implemented Traffic Impact Fee ordinance in

the Planning

specific and limited
yes,

10

place by the time there's a certificate of

11

occupancy, then the developer will pay that fee.

12

This one doesn't say that.

It says

13

something a bit broader.

14

participate, and it's not linked to or limited

15

by what happens with the Traffic Impact Fee

16

study and rate plan.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

It says they shall

Chair.

Joe.
Yeah.

And I am looking at

20

the Number 12 over here, and the last sentence

21

of that particular item involves a Traffic

22

Impact Fee of $5,000 per unit that was imposed

23

or as a condition to the developer.

24

such a time that the County enact a permanent

25

transportation impact fee that, whatever dollars
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1

the thing comes out to, then the new ordinance

2

would supersede this particular sentence here in

3

Number 12.

4

Number 12, they almost kind of play hand in

5

hand.

So when you look at Number 9 and

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Well--

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

The other one -- Number 12

8

is interim voluntary until such enactment on the

9

Traffic Impact Fee is approved.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, yeah.

You know, I would like

11

to deal with Number 9, because when we get down

12

to Number 12, we may change that condition

13

totally.

14

hand in hand, Mr. Pontanilla, I don't know if

15

this is something that is a policy that we still

16

follow.

17

So as much as it may seem like it's

So, if we could wait on that.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, having heard the

18

comments by Mr. Moto, I think that he is

19

probably correct in that Number 9, just leave

20

that because it is more broad and it does cover

21

all of the options instead of narrowing it, as

22

he had mentioned.

23

leaving it just the way it is then.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I have no objection to

Any other comments?
Chairman.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

2

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would say, excuse me, if I may,

3

the only other agreement the petitioner has

4

entered in an amended decision with the State

5

Land Use Commission is that they have agreed to

6

obtain the funding level with the State DOT and

7

the County of Maui and within a four-year span,

8

which started June 1st, 2000.

9

2004, which is months away, unless they go back

So by June 1st,

10

to the Land Use Commission, they are required to

11

file, with the County of Maui's agreement and

12

the State DOT, a funding share amount.

13
14

Is that correct, Mr. Figueiroa?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

That is correct.

And that's why we

15

probably will go back to the State Land Use

16

Commission because they have not determined what

17

that amount is.

18

holding us back from entering into an agreement.

19

They have not determined what that amount should

20

be.

21

wording on this condition if that's the case, as

22

I understand it.

23

And that's the only thing

So I do like the Planning Commission's

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

I have got something here that

24

we got from the State Land Use Commission.

25

David is passing it out right now.

Is that what
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1

we have got?

For some clarification, Riki.

I

2

know it refers to condition 12.

3

that page, from Mr. Anthony Ching, it says,

4

"Condition 12 was amended on a couple of

5

occasions by LUC to allow that," quote -- hold

6

on.

If you flip

I will wait until everyone has a copy.
Okay.

7

If you read Number 3, if you flip

8

to page 2, it says that LUC Condition Number 12

9

was amended on a couple of occasions by LUC to

10

allow that "Petitioner shall participate in pro

11

rata funding and construction of local and

12

regional transportation improvements and

13

programs, including dedication of rights of ways

14

as determined by the State Department of

15

Transportation and the County of Maui agreement

16

as to the level of funding and participation

17

shall be obtained within four years from

18

June 1st, 2000."

19

So there it is.

Any comments, Brian, in regards to the

20

amended Number 12 and what we are trying to

21

state in our Number 9?

22

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, no, I don't have any further

23

comments.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Any comments from Committee Members?

We can always come back to this should we need
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to, should any Members have any concern.

2

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

Okay.

Thank you.

Okay.

Right now we will move on.

Now, the easy part.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Okay.

Break time.
Well, you can read what it --

7

I will read it, and then I am sure that there's

8

going to be quite a bit of discussion.

9

Number 10 in what we are following is,

"A

10

minimum of 10 percent of all units shall be

11

affordable housing units, excluding those units

12

required to satisfy Chapter 2.94, Maui County

13

Code, and said affordable units shall be

14

provided concurrently with market units;

15

provided, however, that a minimum of 50 percent

16

of the total affordable housing units shall be

17

provided within the Kihei-Makena Community Plan

18

region; provided further that not less than

19

50 percent of said affordable housing units

20

shall be single-family units.

21

amendments to this condition shall require

22

Council approval by ordinance."

23

Any revisions or

I think we could even go as far as

24

Number 11 to make it a -- we should read it all

25

the way through, actually.
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Of those units required -- Number 11 --

2

"Of those units required to satisfy 2.94 Maui

3

County Code, said affordable units shall be

4

provided concurrently with market units;

5

provided however/ that a minimal of 50 percent

6

of the total affordable housing units shall be

7

provided within the Kihei-Makena Community Plan

8

region; provided further, that not less than

9

50 percent of said affordable housing units

10

shall be single-family dwellings.

11

or amendments to this condition shall require

12

Council approval by ordinance."

13

Then in here, in Number 12 -- you know

14

what, I will stop at 11.

15

because that's a whole 'nother one.

16

Any revisions

I

I will stop at 11
Okay.

know that Charmaine has put forth

17

some, and I don't know if that has changed, but

18

the reason why I say I am sure that what was put

19

down then to what we want to put down today, I

20

am sure that a lot of you have thought about,

21

since then, what our affordable housing concern

22

is in Maui County.

23

warrants a discussion on how we pen this

24

condition.

25

And I think that this

Okay.

Anyone want to start?

You have seen
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mine -- go ahead, Dain.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, just -- how about if

3

I did the easiest part, I think.

4

February 14th, '02 memo, I -- I asked to

5

consider adding a new condition to the whole

6

list because it does involve the pro -- a

7

portion of the proposed conditions in 10 and 11,

8

and that was that any revisions or amendments to

9

these conditions shall require Council approval

10
11

In my

by ordinance.
Now, what this would do would be

12

blanketing all conditions and saying if there's

13

any revisions or amendments of any of the

14

conditions that we agreed to, that they would

15

need to come back to us.

16

would take away the specifics of conditions in

17

Number 10, which reads, the last part, "Requires

18

Council approval by ordinance to change the

19

condition," and then Number 11, "requires

20

Council approval to change the condition."

21

In this case, that

So that was something I wanted to bring

22

up so at some point in our discussion, these two

23

can be removed out, understanding that at the

24

end of our entire discussion of conditions we

25

can just add in a new condition that blankets
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1

all conditions; that if there's any revisions or

2

changes, it has to come back to us for the

3

change.

4
5

Thank you.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And that was the simple part.

And

now, let's get to -- you know what

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

10

That was the simple part.

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla, the housing Chairman.
Thank you.

You take the lead.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I have here a revision

11

that I would like to make in regards to the

12

10 percent.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15
16

Go ahead.

changed to 25 percent.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Do you have something in writing,

17

Chairman?

18

us to look at, Joe?

19

That the 10 percent be

Do you have it written out for all of

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No, I don't, just a number

20

that's going to change.

21

to add also in there is that the affordable

22

units be of 60 percent to 100 percent of the

23

median income and divided equally_

24
25

And what I would like

So 25 percent would be between medium
income 60 to 70 percent; 25 percent,
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1

71 percent -- 71 percent to 80 percent of the

2

medium income; 25 percent, 81 percent to the

3

90 percent of medium income; and another

4

25 percent, 91 percent to 100 percent of medium

5

income.

6

That's my amendment.

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Chairman?

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Can we make copies of that,

I think we need to make copies.

We

take a short recess until 5:20 (Gavel.)

10

RECESS:

5:11 p.m.

11

RECONVENE:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5:43 p.m.
(Gavel.) Meeting please reconvene.

13

Some questions have come up in regards to

14

Council and breaks for the rest of the evening

15

and, who knows, meeting on Saturday.

16

just curious how people want to proceed tonight.

17

Any concerns in regards to when you want

So I am

18

to take your next long break?

19

the Chair is not into wanting to meet late and

20

long.

21

break?

So any suggestions as far as, number one,
Next break?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

And number one,

Chairman.

Mr. Mateo.

Go ahead.

Chairman, I am not crazy about

meeting late and long either, but I am not
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available Saturday.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

Okay.

Mr. Molina.
Mr. Chairman, ditto, I am not

available for Saturday.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Anyone else?

6

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll.

Thank you, Chair.

I could

7

come Saturday, but since we already have two

8

Members missing, that's not an option.

9

I feel we are fairly close to working out the

10

details of what we are doing now, and I would

11

hope that we would be close enough to possibly

12

even come to a decision tonight.

13

been working one hour, 45 minutes after our

14

lunch break, which ended at 4:00.

15

at least we could give it a good try.

However,

We have only

I was hoping

If not, we don't have anything scheduled

16
17

Committee-wise Monday morning.

We have -- the

18

Mayor is going to give his budget, but I am sure

19

that we need to set our priorities.

20

think that over that, even though it 1S very

21

important, listening to the Mayor bring it down,

22

it's something that we could miss.

And I would

This is something that I truly believe

23
24

we need to do.

We owe it to the public, we owe

25

it to ourselves, to try to finish this and do
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1

everything we can to accomplish this and get

2

it -- come up with a recommendation and a vote.

3

And if we can't get it tonight or Saturday, I

4

would hope the Members would consider Monday

5

morning.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.
There's been a suggestion, Monday.

7

And I know how we ran in the budget and how in

8

the end, we make -- when you are tired, you make

9

rash decisions.

I think that in lieu of, you

10

know, everyone's consideration, Monday is open.

11

I am sure that we can finish within the next two

12

days.

13

tonight.

14

And that way, we won't have to burn it
Any comments?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Dain?

I say we cross the bridge when

15

we get to it, we get back to work, let's do what

16

we have got to do.

17

it moving, and we will cross the bridge when we

18

get to it.

Let's stay focused and keep

That's what I say.

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other comments.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Charmaine?

Mr. Chair, I think

21

that we have certain issues in the conditions

22

that are going to be more involved than others,

23

and I would ask that we consider going through

24

all of the conditions on the first go-round, see

25

which ones we concur with, and then see what's
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1

left over and start to work on those because

2

it's depressing from a psychological point of

3

view that we have 40-something conditions and we

4

are actually on Number 10.

5

the conditions either we can agree on quickly,

6

or that don't apply anymore that we can deal

7

with, get those out of the way so at least we

8

feel like we are getting somewhere, and the hill

9

might not be as high as what it looks like right

10

But I think a lot of

now.

11

And then you know, and then we can go

12

from there and see what kind of scheduling we

13

need to do.

14

make

15

difficult decisions when we are very tired, and

16

this has already been a very long week for us,

17

day and night.

18

focused and at our best, we need to keep those

19

kind of things in mind.

20

I really would prefer that we don't

we don't discuss and try to make very

And I think that to keep us

So if we are to go through this first

21

and get those out of the way that we don't have

22

a contention on or a lot of revisions to, I

23

think we would go a long way to feeling that we

24

are getting close to the end.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

And this is probably, this one
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1

here is probably the big one for,

2

of us, and maybe we can slide past this one and

3

move to another one.
Any more comments in regards to the

4
5

I think, all

availability of Monday for people?

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Me either.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I would have to check my

11

calendar.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

Monday is fine.

Anyone has a problem on Monday?
No problem for me.

I have no idea.
Okay.

Anyone else?

Okay.

What about the next long break?

Any

14

suggestions?

15

meeting to a certain time, and then you won't

16

have to break if you are going to -- we are

17

going to meet Monday, and we will just plow

18

through to nine, ten o'clock without taking any

19

long break.

20

are.

21

This -- this way, you can look at

I don't know where your feelings

Comments?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I concur with what you just

22

said, plow ahead to nine or ten o'clock, and

23

then we will cross the bridge when we get to it.

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

break, then.

We won't take any dinner

Okay?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

No objection.
Chair, are we going to

have breaks in between?

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Just five minutes or --

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Some of us may need to

6

take a light snack, and hopefully one of the

7

breaks would be 20 minutes, 25 minutes.

8
9
10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Okay.

I would like to move

past this housing because I know that it's going
to be a long discussion.

11

The next area, Number

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

delete Number 12.

-- 12.
Mr. Chair.

Charmaine.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, I think we can

Yeah, delete.
Because this refers to a

20

percentage of units being built in conjunction

21

with the widening of Mokulele and Pi'ilani

22

Highways and that is well under way, Pi'ilani

23

Highway has the four lanes

24

problem with us just deleting this condition.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I

so I don't have a

Members?
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne?
My comment would be, the

4

other night, the -- I think it was Freddy from

5

Department of Transportation said that that was

6

not the permanent widening to four lanes of

7

Pi'ilani.

He only said it was the interim

8

widening.

So that I -- that's the only issue

9

that is as yet unresolved.

So

and I know

10

that that's what he said, because he says that's

11

only an interim measure because they have other

12

things that they have to do.

13

in the air.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

So that's still up

This area here addresses the

15

authorization of units to be built during a

16

certain time, and depending upon what you feel

17

is stated in the Community Plan, I am sure that

18

all of you will have your statements to make.

19

Okay.

20
21

Charmaine, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, you know, I

22

was instrumental in having this put in as one of

23

the conditions a year and a half ago, whenever

24

we did this.

25

was about the Community Plan section that said

And my concern, as you all know,
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1

no construction north of Kilohana or south of

2

Kilohana until Mokulele and Pi'ilani were four

3

lanes.

4

permanent.

There was no reference to temporary or

I think that we have come a long way,

5

6

actually, since that time, and even though

7

Pi'ilani is recognized by State Department of

8

Transportation as a temporary, it is serving the

9

functional purpose for which we were concerned

10

at the time.

11

we can, if we want to, put in something else as

12

a new -- a new type of condition that is related

13

to the number of units, and at this time, if we

14

are going to do that, the number of units should

15

be based on the Mokulele Highway improvements,

16

so that the phaseout of the project would

17

coincide with the phasing of the Mokulele

18

Highway improvements, and they are working on

19

Phase II right now, I think.

20

finished, and I think they are in Phase II.

21

am not sure which phase, but we all drove on it

22

several times this week, so we know that's

23

coming along.

And I think if we are going to

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Phase I is

Except for the Wailuku guys.
Yeah, except for the Wailuku
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guys, took the shortcut there.
But, so it is not as critical I think at

2
3

this point in time as it was a year and a half

4

ago, and that's why I was suggesting we take it

5

out, and if there still needs to be a concern

6

regarding tying development phases into the

7

improvements at Mokulele that we do that as a

8

separate issue.

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Any objections?

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

Seeing none, let's move on.

Water?

You want to pass that one also?

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

17
18

Cultural resources?
Wait?

Are you on Number 13

because we just finished 12?
CHAIR NISHIKI:
different.

Excuse me.

I am looking at something

Okay.

13 is the whole docket of the 22

19

20

conditions set forth by the State Land Use

21

Commission.

22

make any changes --

So that's in there and we can't

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Keep it intact.
so that's pau as far as the Chair

is concerned, but I don't know what other
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1

Members feel.

2

Maybe

I

Brian, you could give us some

3

thoughts on whether we really need to look at

4

those 22 conditions because this was set forth

5

by the State Land Use Commission.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine, go ahead.
Before Brian starts, maybe

because I am part elephant, I seem to remember

10

why we put this in here, and we had a discussion

11

about State Land Use Commissions and -- and

12

requirements and our conditions

13

felt strongly about restating what the State

14

Land Use Commission had said in their

15

conditions, that we should also have it in our

16

conditions.

17

incorporated into the -- into our conditions.

I

and that if we

So I think that's why it was

And there were some things, because now

18
19

we are putting it in -- we can't amend theirs,

20

but we can make ours, using their model/ make it

21

more stringent or adapt it for our needs as a

22

County_
And I think that's why I do have some

23
24

areas in the State Land Use Commission

25

conditions that I have proposed, you know, back
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1

when, to make it stronger or morer whatever, to

2

add a little more meat.
So I don't think it hurts us.

3

We are

4

not just incorporating it for the sake of

5

incorporating r but for the sake of emphasis r and

6

then it gives us an opportunity to amend one of

7

their conditions r and then it becomes our

8

condition.

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

10

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Chairman.

Riki.
Then I would hope that the

13

Members would consider using the most current

14

and updated conditions as the State Land Use

15

Commission has approved and amended by

16

petitioner's request and after processing has

17

agreed to verify either complying -- having full

18

compliance with the conditions r or such as the

19

pro rata funding for the regional and area of

20

transportation/ that those updated things be

21

part ofr then r the current conditions r Chairman.

22

That would reflect more currently what is now

23

than what happened a few years ago.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah/ I think -- I think it's right.

And staff r do we have the updated or --

25
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Riki, do you have that updated that we can -VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

I believe your staff also

3

has a copy of the annual report that the

4

petitioner is required to file without any

5

advance notice to the State Land Use Commission,

6

and I am happy to share that copy also,

7

Chairman.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Okay.

David, can you show that?

it already posted on the screen whereby we can

10

flash it rather than take another recess and

11

update the amended State Land Use Commission

12

conditions?

13

Is

MR. RAATZ:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Because this

14

document was not created by our office, I don't

15

think we have it on our computer system at the

16

moment.

17

It's a letter from Makena Resort Corporation to

18

the Land Use Commission dated February 27th,

19

2003.

It is in the Members' binders, though.

So it's just over a year ago.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Binder number?

Would it be easier to just duplicate

22

what you have got and we can follow?

23

so.

I think

We will take a five-minute recess (Gavel.)

24

RECESS:

25

RECONVENE:

6:00 p.m.
6:08 p.m.
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

(Gavel.)

With the alphabets and the

2

22 conditions, all you have got to do is, if you

3

go A1, B2, C3, right down the line, you will see

4

that the alphabets coincide from 1 to 22, with V

5

being Number 22.

6

sheet that we passed out.

So that's a way to look at the

Now, when you look at the February 27th

7
8

new amendments to the 22 conditions, there we

9

may have a little problem.

10

Riki, have you reviewed it to coincide?

11

And I don't know how we want to go through this

12

one here.

13

each amendment to the old 22 conditions.

14

But I guess we can have staff replace

However, for discussion's sake, now, as

15

we go through them, the first is easy because it

16

talks about condition Number 19, which is S in

17

your condition.

18

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

Chairman?

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

Is that right, Riki?
S is the compliance of reporting,

Is that what you are looking at?
Yeah.

Yeah.

Yes.

On the first page, on your

February 27th cover letter.

24

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

So now, this is the new condition, I
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1

guess.

2

one?

3

docket matter.

4

oh, the Fifth Annual Report on the status of

5

this project.

6

not S.

7

taking place.

8

sure staff can put it in where it's necessary.

9

10
11

Can anyone give me more clarity on this
Under condition 19, above-referenced
The following is submitted

Yeah, this is -- yeah, this is

This is just minutes, yeah, what was
And if it is germane, then I'm

So we will go to page, to the flip page,
and then start from there.
Which -- and I am looking at the Makena
liThe following are the

12

letter, February 27.

13

conditions set forth in the decision and order

14

and description of the efforts that are being

15

made to comply with each stated condition.

16

Number 1, petitioner shall provide affordable

17

housing opportunities for low, moderate, and gap

18

group income residents of the State of Hawaii in

19

accordance with the applicable laws, rules, and

20

regulations of the County of Maui.

21

and distribution of the affordable housing or

22

other provisions for affordable housing shall be

23

under such terms as may be mutually agreeable

24

between the petitioner and the County of Maui.

25

Okay.

The location

Anyway, this one here, we are
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1

going to have more discussion anyway when we set

2

our conditions but

3

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, Chairman?

Yeah.

Go ahead, Riki.
and again, I would ask

If

6

Ms. Tavares.

7

too.

8

repeated because we already will have more

9

specific and detailed requirements, as I

10

But I would say I don't think we need this

understand it, under our condition 9 and 10.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

I wish I had that elephant memory,

Yes.
And so I don't feel I need to

repeat State Land Use Commission Item Number 1.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Any objections to deleting?

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Hearing none, let's move on.

Number 2 -- Riki, if you have located

17
18

each one, then I would appreciate you taking the

19

lead on this.

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, Item 2 from the State

21

Land Use Commission conditions would relate to,

22

for us, in our conditions, part of condition

23

Number -- wait, now.

24

Charmaine's list.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm going through

Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

I had an amendment to

3

that that no longer really applies, so I -- I

4

don't think we need to repeat it in our

5

conditions because it's -- whatever is still

6

part of the State Land Use Commission's

7

conditions is fine.
It's like I said, when we discussed

8

9

this, I think we had just come off a case where

10

conditions were not put on -- on an application

11

because the Planning Commission thought the

12

Council didn't think it was important enough

13

because we didn't say it was, and it was only in

14

the State Land Use docket.
And I think it was the timing of what it

15

16

was that we just said, okay, well, to avoid

17

that, we will just adopt the entire State Land

18

Use Commission conditions and -- as part of our

19

ours, too, so it appears in more than one place.

20

But I think since that time, we haven't

21

had that kind of a problem, and now that it

22

seems that we have better reporting and better

23

communication, I think, between the Planning

24

Department, Planning Commission, and the

25

Council.
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So I don't have -- you know, I don't

1

2

have a problem with deleting this one, too.

3

if we just go through the ones of the A through

4

Z that we think are important or that we want to

5

expand upon, those are the ones that we should

6

include in our conditions.

7
8

9
10
11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

You still want to go through all

these, the rest of them?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Yes.
But in Number 2, any

objections?

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

Or

Okay.

Number 3.
Mr. Chair, just for clarity,

real fast.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That Exhibit B you are walking

18

through, you are talking about deleting letter

19

B, correct?

20

I thought that's what we were working off of, so

21

I am just trying to stay consistent.

That's what we are using as our --

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

This is germane to Number B.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Like you said, yeah/ I/A, 2/B r

24

3/C, and that's how it's listed all the way

25

through.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

It is.
Yeah.

Okay.

It coincides.

Perfect.

Okay.

Good.

This

4

is much easier now.

5

what Number 2 or B reads in the Land Use

6

Commission?

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

9
10
II
12

Do we need time to read

We -- we did already.

That's

the one we just deleted.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

In other words, B stays, and it's

there right there.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We are not --

B going to be deleted.

We just

deleted it, Chair.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

are the same.

We just deleted it.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Band 2

Okay.

3, C.

Moving on to 3 and C.
Okay.

Comments?

Keep.
Keep.

Objections?

Number 4.

"Petitioner shall

23

participate in the funding and construction of

24

adequate wastewater treatment transmission and

25

disposal facilities to accommodate the proposed
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1

production under such terms as are agreeable

2

between petitioner and the County of Maui."

3

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Go ahead.
I would ask the Committee to

6

consider deletion since the petitioner has

7

already constructed a wastewater treatment

8

facility to take flows and calculations for the

9

total development, if Mr. Figueiroa would

10

confirm that, please.

11

MR. FIGUEIROA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

That is correct.
Mr. Chair?

Charmaine.
Oh, is Mr. Hokama done?

I am

sorry.

16

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, I am done.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

This was one that I had a

18

proposed amendment to add, that effluent water

19

shall be utilized for landscape irrigation

20

throughout the project.

21

there is insufficient effluent water, nonpotable

22

water may be used.

23

And in the event that

If I may ask Mr. Figueiroa if they have

24

designed the plant in such a way that they are

25

able to use their effluent for irrigation
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1

purposes.

2

MR. FIGUEIROA:

We have, but in the beginning of

3

development, you would not have enough effluent

4

water to do that, and even nonpotable, brackish

5

water may be insufficient.
We are using it throughout the roadways

6
7

in the project already.

8

that we will be able to use -- to cover all of

9

the irrigation throughout the project, all of

10
11

But we are not sure

the landscape irrigation.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

What capacity are you

12

building the sewage treatment for?

13

forgot.

14

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I kind of

It was built a little over

15

700,000 gallons per day.

16

right now, with only the Maui Prince Hotel, we

17

get about 65,000 gallons per day.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But the thing is,

At -- at your buildout for

19

this project, will you be using that entire

20

capacity, that 700,OOO?

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23
24
25

That is

that is correct.
So you sized it for your

proposed changes in your density?
MR. FIGUEIROA:

I believe, as I explained, that first

we sized it for part of our buildout, but when
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1

we reduced the density, then what we have built

2

already became adequate for the buildout.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

All right.

Do you see foresee a time when -- maybe

4
5

I am not asking the right person.

6

asking a wastewater person.

I should be

At what point in time does a sufficient

7

8

amount of effluent produce a sufficient amount

9

of -- I mean a sufficient amount of sewage

10

produce enough effluent to use for irrigation?

11

And that probably should be asked of somebody in

12

wastewater.

13

But can we word this -- word this

14

condition in such that -- when available,

15

effluent water shall be utilized for landscape

16

irrigation throughout the project?

17

could -- I would like to offer that as something

18

that we want to put in as a condition.

19

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

If we

Is it to Mr. Figueiroa,

20

Ms. Tavares?

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, no, actually not.

I want

22

to see if the Chair will accept it first before

23

we get comments from the developer.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If the Members feel that this
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is something -CHAIR NISHIKI:

Anyone have any objections to having

the discussion on this?

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

8
9

Okay.
So now I -- I would like hear

what the developer has to say.
MR. FIGUEIROA:

I think we should be encouraged to

use effluent water and nonpotable water for

10

landscape irrigation throughout the project.

11

And in the event that there's insufficient

12

supply, then the potable may be used.
If you look at our breakdown of the

13
14

table that I gave as far as usage --

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Yes.

-- that did include what is now --

17

included landscaping for -- for example single

18

family, about 1400 gallons per day.

19

what it includes.

20

able to use other sources for irrigation, then

21

that demand would be even less than what you

22

have there.

So that's

If we use the -- if we are

So I would like to be able to use

23
24

effluent water and nonpotable water as much as

25

is available throughout the project.
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1

don't know if we will have enough to do all

2

nonpotable.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, this is an area

4

that I think we probably want to have a lot more

5

discussion about.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I am not --

Right.
I am trying to look at the

8

situation in South Maui, our water availability

9

situation, and where we don't need to have --

10

the only place we need to have water, to me, is

11

for human consumption.

12

uses, to me, should be nonpotable, effluent, or

13

something else.

14

osmosis, desalination type of thing or

15

something.

all other

Everything

Now, whether it is a reverse

16

But I cannot see us -- or saying that we

17

have an opportunity, with this/ to determine how

18

we going to, T think, take our County in the

19

future with the -- regarding using potable water

20

for nonpotable uses.

21

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Riki.
I would say I am happy to hear

24

Mr. Figueiroa's comments first, but I can

25

support Ms. Tavares, and I think the Water
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1

Department is very able to give each Member

2

statistics, because we know how much water South

3

Maui, Maui Meadows, and that area uses above and

4

beyond the normal average.
And so maybe one way I would ask that we

5

6

work with and have, maybe, Mr. Figueiroa come

7

back with some comments, is how we have done

8

Lanai, Chairman.

9

footage that can be irrigated in any lot because

We have limited the square

10

we have limited -- one aquifer and a limited

11

resource on Lanai.

12

lot and the requirement is you only can irrigate

13

30 percent of the lot, excluding the house site,

14

it's -- that's all you can irrigate.

15

irrigate the whole acre of land to be on the

16

water conservation side.

17

So if you have a one-acre

You can't

So I don't know if that might work as a

18

way to address, on the short term, how to cut

19

back the amount of potable water requirements

20

that irrigation and other needs would be asked

21

to be supplementing the effluent, treated

22

effluent and the nonpotable sources.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Mr. Chair.
Charmaine.
I think the other thing goes
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1

back to our beginning of the session today, when

2

we talked about where these conditions will

3

apply.

4

those areas that are being rezoned.

5

doesn't apply to the entire project.

And these conditions will apply only to
So it

So if this area that's being -- where

6
7

the conditions will apply, if we say zero

8

potable water, they will have to figure out a

9

way to irrigate what they need to irrigate using

10

effluent and nonpotable sources.

11

you know, the Water Department also is able to

12

assist in xeriscaping, which is

13

want to build a tropical jungle in the desert.

14

We have got to stop doing that kind of stuff.

15

You don't see this stuff in other parts of

16

the -- well, let's say the u.S.

17

water shortages, you don't see people growing

18

tropical plants because it takes up too much

19

water.

20

landscaped with rocks, cactus, and very low, you

21

know -- non-thirsty plants as they call it.

you don't

Where there's

You know, in Arizona, their yards are

So

22

One of the --

I

think that if we go in this

23

direction now with a limited area in this

24

development, we will be able to at least get a

25

foothold in changing the perception of what has
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1

to be done in a resort area -- or in any area.

2

Doesn't have to be resort.

3

be promoting xeriscaping, for one thing, and one

4

way to do it is to control the use of water for

5

nonhuman consumption.

We should

Thank you, Chair.

6

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

Any area.

Jo Anne.
What Charmaine is stating is

within the Community Plan.

It says, "Encourage

10

the use of nonpotable water for irrigation

11

purposes and water features.

12

of potable water in large water features or

13

require substantial mitigation fees."

Prohibit the use

And then, E, it says, "Encourage the use

14
15

of plants which have a relatively low need for

16

water."

17

Plan.

So that's consistent with the Community

The other question I would have is in

18
19

regard to something that Roy had mentioned.

20

think it was yesterday.

21

to the

22

it was on the previous issue with regard to the

23

sewage and whether or not people would be able

24

to hook up to your sewage system.

25

guess in that regard, perhaps something should

And that was in regard

I guess it would be -- well, perhaps
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1

be said about that

2

the water distribution.

tOOl

I

And then Roy

3

I

in terms of looking at

do you intend to put in a

4

dual-line system for the eventuality that you

5

will be able to use

6

Or is that something you haven't considered at

7

this point?

8
9
10

MR. FIGUEIROA:

l

you know

I

nonpotable water?

I think it's something we -- we have

thought about as far as providing

making sure

we have additional water source for the project.
Right now I as I said

11

l

all of our

12

roadways are connected already to the brackish

13

water

14

goes into the same pond.

15

develop the irrigation of the roadways.

16

that's what we are -- we are encouraging I and we

17

have to continue -- continually look at this.

l

which the effluent water supplements.
And from there

We do realize that in the event

18

we

l

So

I

I

19

think

20

are willing to participate in further water

21

source development.

22

happens that we are able to do that, we would

23

like to be able to supplement the use of the

24

potable water to what we do have.

I

It

you also have other conditions that we

So if it -- if it so

I understand that we don't want to just

25
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1

be throwing water on the ground that people can

2

drink.

3

applied to everyone, I think it would -- it's

4

something that we could live with.

5

something that's only applied to this particular

6

project, I think we would cooperate to the

7

extent that we can.

8

to use nonpotable water wherever possible.

9

MR. FOLEY:

And I think if this were a policy that

If it's

And we would support effort

Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to add that

10

the Planning Commission has had repeated

11

discussions about this issue on numerous

12

projects in South Maui, and you may be able to

13

craft a condition that directs the Commission's

14

attention to this issue when they review each

15

SMA application.

16

to be constructed over a period of time, and

17

while brackish water and nonpotable water may be

18

in short supply right now, it may be more

19

available in the future.

20

commission and the staff's attention to your

21

policy, we can try to enforce this as time goes

22

on and as we review each SMA application.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Because the project is slated

And if you direct the

Any other comments?
Chairman?

Go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Other than I support Chairman

2

Tavares' inclusion in this, because it really

3

sets a precedent and it sends a real clear and

4

real loud message that potable water is not

5

water to irrigate with.

6

you know, perhaps so, but there is a definite

7

need for developers that use -- has a need for

8

irrigation purposes, find another source.

9

Brackish water is fine.

And as a last resort,

Effluent water is fine.

10

Potable water, the message is that's really the

11

last resort and should not be used for

12

irrigation purposes.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Riki.
And again, Chairman, we on Lanai

15

have -- continually have to live with that one

16

high-level aquifer.

17

remember this discussion when we approach

18

budget, because as we are well aware of, only

19

Lanai uses 100 percent of the County-run

20

treatment plant's effluent for irrigation.

21

shoot millions of gallons of treated effluent

22

that can be used for irrigation and landscape

23

from the South Maui plant every day into just an

24

injection well straight into the ground.

25

until we ante up and put a dual line that can

I would say that I hope we
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1

take the place of potable water/ we need to do

2

our part/ too/ to be part of that example that

3

all of us are trying to accomplish.
And besides asking the developer/ I hope

4
5

we remember that we need to do our part to

6

utilize the treated effluent/ that every other

7

treatment plant in the County today is still

8

shooting usable water/ straight into the ground/

9

with no one benefiting from it.
Thank you/ Chairman.

10
11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And I -- and I know that maybe the

12

Water Department has been slow/ Mr. Hokama[ in

13

addressing this/ but I know that the County is

14

making some attempts/ but again/ according to

15

funding.

16

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

17
18

Well/ as my colleague/ says/

Chairman/ like a herd of turtles/ we move along.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Right on.

Right on.

And/ you know [ I'd like to support where

19
20

Charmaine wants to go with this.

I think that/

21

as she stated[ when you look at this development

22

here/ only if the new areas that are going to be

23

zoned are the ones that are going to be mandated

24

by this condition/ and -- and we can see where

25

the other zoned areas that are going to be using
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water will not be conditioned.

2

Now, let's be practical and look at

3

where those that are not zoned are going to be

4

flushing the toilets, and the gamut, and I am

5

sure that there will be a lot of water to be

6

used for the new areas because we are not

7

mandating the yellow section there, too, and

8

putting a condition on this.
So, unlike Roy, I have every feeling

9

10

that there will be sufficient water for them to

11

use instead of using clean water.
Yeah, go ahead.

12
13

Thank you.

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I have a question.

Just on that

14

nonpotable water may be used.

15

into a situation where the applicant is able

16

to -- you know, as we continue to progress, is

17

able to provide potable water, whether it be by

18

treatment or et cetera.

19

potable, does this exclude him from using that?

20

So I was just wondering, because right now it

21

just says nonpotable water may be used.

22

we -- you know, to have the incentive to go

23

forward and do something about solving the

24

potable water problem, is there somewhere --

25

does this exclude any use of that except for

What if you come

When nonpotable becomes
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1

that's what I want to ask, just for

2

clarification.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Are you referring to a

treatment that would produce an R-4 water?

5

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I don't know the level of the terms.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So if we ever get effluent

7

clarified or treated in such a way that you

8

could actually drink effluent.

9

mean?

10
11

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Is that what you

No, I am talking about, say, the

brackish water

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. FIGUEIROA:

Brackish water.

-- that would be treated, because if

14

you treat brackish water, it could become

15

potable.

So that's what I am asking.
With the technology as it proceeds

16
17

forward, could there be some language that would

18

acknowledge that we could use -- so that it

19

would encourage the development of more potable,

20

somehow that would encourage the development of

21

more potable water.

22

what I am trying to say.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Maybe that's, in essence,

WeIll yeah, except that --

24

that if you are going to go through the trouble

25

and expense of treating brackish water so that
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1

it becomes potable, it should be for human

2

consumption, is my point.

3

able to treat, if it's brackish, then that would

4

go into your -- your other source.

Now, what you aren't

I mean, I think it's workable, and I

5

6

even was thinking about, well, how in the heck

7

are you going to control this or measure it?

8

And I think that's going to be up to, as the

9

building permits get approved, there is

10

established a rate, a water use rate for each

11

unit.

12

bills or the meter readings, you can tell.

13

And I think through the -- through the

Like if you are allotted 10,000 gallons

14

a day of potable water for your residential

15

whatever, and your usage comes out 20,000 a day,

16

then we know that 10,000 gallons is some

17

being used somewhere else and would draw

18

attention to the fact that, hey, you know, what

19

happened to this condition?

20

water going?

21

I will just stop.

So but

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Where is that other

Okay.

Any other comments?

Chairman.

Riki.
Obviously, we all have serious
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1

concerns and comments about this revised

2

condition.

3

supporting anyone, not only Makena Resort, of

4

trying to provide more potable from nonpotable

5

sources.

6

looking at that I discussed with my colleague

7

from West Maui is that if this continues to

8

lessen the stress on the high level or the main

9

aquifer such as lao, isn't that one of the

10

I would say, I don't have a problem

And one of the things that I will be

objectives we are trying to reach?

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so if that is part of the

13

reducing options to -- on the stress of the

14

current lao and possible Waihee aquifer, then I

15

hope we would look at these motivating

16

incentives that would allow anyone, not only

17

Makena Resort, to move forward and would be

18

willing to invest in converting nonpotable to a

19

potable considerations.
Because the main thing is reducing the

20
21

stress on lao, Chairman.

And I just ask that

22

we -- we think about that.

23

agreement, but I think it makes a difference on

24

how we view and how we pump out of the current

25

watershed areas.

We may not have
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, I -- I -- and I am sure that if

2

there ever is a problem with the developer not

3

being able to do it, they will come and we can

4

amend this at any point ln time.

5

that this is a good way to direct development

6

and making sure that -- you know, the -- the --

7

the real example is when you look at South Maui

8

and you look at what we have done there, and

9

when you look at some of the statements made by

10

the water director, you know, the biggest users

11

of water is the people that live in South Maui.

But I think

And the biggest users is not because

12
13

they drink it, it is because when you look at

14

the kind of areas that they live in, they use it

15

for irrigation.

16

don't want to see this kind of mentality

17

continue when we have been told, right now, that

18

we are in a real serious condition with water.

19

Okay.

20

to you of where we are at with water.

And -- and I am sure that we

I mean, the designation already indicates

So I think this is really being serlOUS

21
22

and doing a proactive thing.

23

said enough about it.
Jo Anne, go ahead.

24

25

And so, I have

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just had a question on that
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1

Item 2, where the first part of it says,

2

"Petitioner shall participate in the funding and

3

construction of adequate wastewater treatment

4

transmission and disposal facilities to

5

accommodate proposed project under such terms as

6

are agreeable between petitioner and the County

7

of Maui."
Can -- would that be an appropriate

8
9

place, right after that sentence, Roy, to add

10

in, "and make such facilities or connection to

11

such facilities available in the area as

12

practicable," or something to that effect?
Because you did mention that there are

13
14

people that are interested in getting hooked up

15

to your facility, and if you could accommodate

16

that, that was one of the things I think that

17

was a good point in terms of keeping the people

18

off the cesspools, you know, or getting them off

19

the cesspools because that's what's leaching

20

into the water.

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

In responding to that, we would like

22

some more customers.

So it is not a matter

23

of -- we wouldn't exclude them.

24

County ordinances, we cannot require them to

25

hook up, even though they are right next to the

But under
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1

project.

2

publicly owned wastewater system, they would

3

have to connect.

If they were right next to a -- a

So I don't know if it's necessarYI

4

5

reallYI to put that condition.

6

we would be happy to have some more customers,

7

and I think it's just a matter of whether

8

they -- they want to be customers.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

MR. FIGUEIROA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's true.
That's another option to

consider.

14
15

And -- or a matter of whether

we require them to be customers.

11

13

We would be

Thank you, Roy.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other comments in regards to

16

where we are with this?

17

Members?

18

condition?

Comments from Committee

Do we want to put this in as a
Mr. Kane, or you want to wait?

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

comment.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

N0 1

I was just going to make a

Go ahead.
I was just going to ask if we

23

can consider, since this one is generating a lot

24

of discussion to defer it and let's move on to

25

the ones that are not going to have a lot of
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discussions.

That's all I am asking.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Other Members?

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Defer?

Move on to Number 5,

5

"Petitioner shall contribute to the development,

6

funding and/or construction of school facilities

7

on a pro rata basis for the residential

8

developments in the proposed projects as

9

determined by and to the satisfaction of State

10

Department of Education.

11

contribution shall be agreed upon by petitioner

12

and DOE prior to petitioner acquiring County

13

zoning or prior to petitioner applying for

14

building permits if County zoning is not

15

required."

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Chair?

Terms of the

I would recommend --

Charmaine.
that we delete this

19

section, since it has to do with the State

20

Department of Education and not the County of

21

Maui particularly, and that that's an agreement

22

they have to do by the Land Use Commission

23

anyway.

And it's been complied with.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Comments?

25

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MR. FOLEY:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

MR. MOTO:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Planning Department?

No objections.
Mr. Moto?

No comments, Mr. Chair.
Move on.

Number 6, "Petitioner shall

6

participate in the pro rata funding and

7

construction of adequate civil defense measures

8

as determined by the State of Hawaii and the

9

County of Maui Civil Defense agencies."

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

Leave it there.

Any other comments?
I just have a question,

Mr. Chair.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Did we ever hear from Kyle

16

Watanabe at Civil Defense?

17

night, the police captain, and also I think it

18

was myself, asked for information on evacuation

19

plans for the area because the farther out you

20

go, the more limited the evacuation

21

possibilities are.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Because the other

Staff has stated that Mr. Watanabe

23

was in Honolulu and couldn't attend.

24

no comments from Civil Defense in regards to

25

this.

So we have

So the Chair would ask that we defer
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1

this, unless there are any other Members wishing

2

to comment.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

You know, I -- I think it's

4

okay to leave it in because they are the ones

5

that are going to make the determination anyway,

6

so you may as well leave it in.

7

curious as to what your comments were about the

8

whole area, but that's fine.

9

there.

But I was just

Just leave it

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any objections to leaving that in?

11

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Move on.

Number 7, "Should

13

any human burials or any historic sites, such as

14

artifacts, charcoal deposits, stone platforms,

15

pavings, or walls be found, petitioner shall

16

stop work in all immediate vicinity and contact

17

SHPD.

18

then be determined and approved by SHPD, and an

19

acceptable mitigation plan shall be approved by

20

State Historic Preservation Department.

21

must verify that the fieldwork portion of the

22

mitigation plan has been successfully executed

23

prior to working -- to work proceeding in the

24

immediate vicinity of the find.

25

treated under specific provisions of 6E, Hawaii

The significance of these finds shall

SHPD

Burials must be
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1

Revised Statutes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman.

Charmaine.
I had an amendment to this to

5

add that in the first -- the third sentence,

6

after it says, "Petitioner shall stop work

7

immediately and contact SHPDA," to add the Maui

8

County Burial Council and the Cultural Resources

9

Commission.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No objection.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any objections?

Any discussion?

14

Okay.

15

Petitioner --

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Move on.

Number 8.

Mr. Chair?

I am sorry.

Go ahead.
Are we soliciting responses from

19

department and the applicant on each of these as

20

we go through?

21
22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I don't think it's necessary.

Council is making the policy, unless

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Okay.

I thought you were

Number 8, "Petitioner shall follow

the State Department of Land and Natural
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1

Resources recommendations for Petition Areas I,

2

2, and 3, for archaeological data recovery and

3

preservation.

4

plan scope of work must be approved by SHPD.

5

That plan must then -- then must be successfully

6

executed to be verified in writing by SHPD prior

7

to any grading, clearing, grubbing, or other

8

land alteration in these areas.

9

Area I, three significant historic sites (1969,

An archaeological data recovery

In Petitioner

10

2563, 2569) are committed to preservation.

11

preservation plan must be approved by SHPD.

12

This plan, or minimally its interim protection

13

plan phase, must be successfully executed (to be

14

verified in writing by SHPD) prior to any

15

grading, clearing, grubbing, or other land

16

alteration in these areas."

17

Comments?

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

A

Mr. Chairman.

Charmaine.
I'll just jump right in here.

That's okay.
I would ask that we defer

23

this because I see that you have a proposal

24

regarding cultural resources that might tie into

25

this particular type of condition.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

?:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Any comments?

No objections to defer.
Okay.

Number 9.

II

Peti tioner shall

4

implement efficient soil erosion and dust

5

control measures during and after the

6

development process to the satisfaction of the

7

State Department of Health and the County of

8

Maui.

11

9

This is the same that we have got there.

10

Number 10 --

11

Oh, excuse me.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think we can delete this

one.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

Any discussion?

No objections.

Any other comments?

No objections,

we will delete.

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, just so that

19

everybody understands, when we are deleting it

20

from here, it doesn't mean we are doing away

21

with it.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24
25

No.
It just means it is in two

places.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So when we say deleted, it

2

doesn't mean we don't care about dust control,

3

it means it is already stated somewhere else and

4

will have to be complied with.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead, Jo Anne.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I have a question, and this

7

is in regard to -- I don't know if this would be

8

contained within our Public Works grading and

9

grubbing ordinance, but my concern is always,

10

after the Maalaea incident and other incidents

11

that we went through in West Maui, particularly

12

when they were clearing the Amfac land, we had

13

huge clouds of red dust.

14

damage, a lot of people actually complained

15

terribly that there was damage to their rugs,

16

interiors of their homes.

17

There was so much

And I just wanted to find out if we had

18

any provision, or if Mr. Foley might know of any

19

provisions that we have inserted basically

20

stating that any damages that occur during this

21

phase are automatically absorbed or I guess

22

accepted by the people who are doing the

23

grubbing and grading, and it's like the

24

contractor's responsibility?

25

with anything like that, Mike?

Are you familiar
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Mr. Chairman, my recollection of the

2

Public Works Director's testimony last night was

3

that we are covered during construction by

4

performance bonds.

5

large storm occurs after the completion of

6

construction.

7

the grading ordinance and the performance bonds

8

that are required protect us from incurring

9

costs that would be borne by the contractor.

The problem occurs if the

But during construction, I think

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

MR. MOTO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Comments, Mr. Moto?

Mr. Chairman, I -- I am sorry, it may be

13

the late hour, but I am not -- I can't say that

14

I know for sure what the performance bonds cover

15

in terms of assurance.

16

cover claims for property damage or personal

17

injury that's associated with the grading

18

construction?

19

to look into that.

In other words, do they

That I don't know.

I would have

20

I had thought or assumed that they --

21

that the performance bonds merely assured the

22

completion of the installation of the

23

improvement, whether it might be a driveway or

24

road improvement, something of that nature.

25

I can't respond definitively as to what kind of
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claims it might cover.
If one were concerned about such

2
3

potential damage claims, especially claims that

4

might be asserted by adjoining property owners,

5

and assuming this performance bond would not

6

cover such claims, and a possibility that I

7

could -- that I can think of just off the top of

8

my head that would cover it would be an

9

insurance policy that would be essentially

10

secured by the developer/owner during the period

11

of construction to ensure any claims for

12

property damage that might arise during that

13

period.

14

named insured the County of Maui.

15

And it would name as an additional

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I know along those lines that

16

we have executed hold harmless agreements, but

17

then in the past, when we have tried to actually

18

implement the hold harmless agreements, we

19

had -- there was nothing really there to fall

20

back on.

21

that we would consider, some type of -- whether

22

it is a bond or whether it is an insurance

23

policy or -- you know, just on an interim,

24

short-term basis while this is going on.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And perhaps that could be something

Comments?
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Mr. Chairman, yes, it is true that

2

sometimes that indemnifications, hold harmless

3

agreements -- basically, they are sets of

4

promises -- are employed in order to assure

5

County of protection from claims.
However, such hold harmless agreements

6
7

are only as good as the person making the

8

promise because you really have to rely on their

9

ability and willingness to fulfill the promise

10

when the claim arises.

11

depending upon the level of risk and

12

circumstances, then consideration is paid

13

towards requiring an insurance policy.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

In such cases -- and

You know, having heard that,

15

Mr. Chair, I -- I would like to see if there 1S

16

anything in any other ordinances that we may be

17

able to either just insert this as standard

18

language -- because it's not just with this

19

developer, it's kind of with everything we get

20

involved in.

21

even securing that kind of coverage, that's just

22

one area that I would like to explore.

23
24

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

And if there is a big problem with

Okay.

We can defer this areal then.

Any problems with deferring?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

What number is this again,
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Mr. Chair?

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

Number 9.
Can I make comment, too,

Mr. Chair?

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Comment, Mr. Kane.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

I just wanted to

7

note that back in February of '02, it was one of

8

my suggestions to consider amendment, which has

9

been fulfilled already, and that is for the

10

construction of the sedimentation basin.

And

11

because that has been completed, that -- the

12

the request to have considered is no longer

13

something I would put on the table.

14

And I am just making note to what is in

15

the packet that you distributed to the Members,

16

Mr. Chair.
To read it, Mr. Chair --

17

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Both posing additional provision

20

that the developer complete construction of a

21

sedimentation basin in conformance with County

22

drainage rules prior to issuance of any building

23

permit for any new residential unit, retention

24

basin, 11 acres, to be completed by January '04.
And it's done, so we would be

25
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1

removing -- I would be removing that request for

2

consideration.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

Your request.

Yeah.

Okay.

Any problems with deferring Number 9?

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Seeing none, thank you.

7

Number 10, "Petitioner shall initiate

8

and fund a nearshore water quality monitoring

9

program.

Monitoring program shall be approved

10

by the State Department of Health in

11

consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

12

Service, National Marine Fisheries Services and

13

the State Division of Aquatic Resources,

14

Department of Land and Natural Resources.

15

Petitioner shall coordinate this consultation

16

process with the concurrence of the state

17

Department of Health.

18

be implemented by petitioner if the results of

19

the monitoring program warrant them.

20

measures shall be approved by the State

21

Department of Health in consultation with the

22

above-mentioned agencies.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Mitigation measures shall

Mitigation

Mr. Chair.

There's a response, in case you want

to read that.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I just wanted to again share

3

that this was one amendment that I was proposing

4

back in '02, and it was just minor revisions to

5

the existing language.

6

leave it; and second, I would ask for

7

consideration to inserting some of the proposed

8

language that's located on that February 14th,

9

'02, memo dated in part of the packet.

First, I would say we

And it

10

is on page 4, Number 8, and the language is as

11

there.

12
13
14

The one -- I am sorry.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Hold on.

It is in this

package, here, Dain?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

And it is in your

15

within the packet, it's -- it's on the

16

February 20th,

17

the last -- the very last page I think is from

18

you to the Chair and Members, that

19

February 14th.

20

before that one, there's another one there,

21

February 14th, and that one is from -- that was

22

from me to the body, and it's listed County

23

Communication 02-46.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

'02 item, and it's the second to

And that one was two-page.

Okay.
And in there on page --
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

Members, it's all stapled, so it is

2

not a problem.

3

at --

4
5

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

CHAIR NISHIKI:

It is the big one

Yeah, it's the same one that

Charmaine's is included.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

It -- yeah.

stapled, dated February 20th, Mr. Chair.

8

10

It's right there, if you look

Okay.

Yes, that's correct.
So just turn the back pages to

sweetheart's day, February 14th.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The back, and then you just go

12

back, one, two, and you will be looking right at

13

number 8, and that's the one.
And the only point I would have -- and I

14
15

don't know if -- this is a minor revision.

16

wanted to ask Corp. Counsel.

I

I was bracketing out the word

17
18

"petitioner" and inserting the language "the

19

developer," and I don't know if that's something

20

that's of significance to this body.

21

either way, Mr. Chair.

22

something on the table.

I can go

Again, it is just

And then the other language that you

23
24

folks can see inserted there is it would read

25

instead of "petitioner shall initiate," it would
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1

start reading,

"Prior to the issuance of any

2

permit, the developer shall initiate and fund

3

nearshore water quality program."

4

would read after the word "monitoring program,"

5

it would reads, "in the waters fronting the

6

development, including Makena Bay."

And then it

And then two other changes would be

7

8

bracketing "petitioner," adding "the developer"

9

in two points within there.

And again, just on

10

the table for consideration and if -- if it

11

needs a lot of discussion then defer.

12

doesn't need a lot of discussion, then we can

13

consider now and make a decision.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

If it

Let me see, with what we have

15

got ln 10, Dain, yeah, that language there

16

now

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

On letter J, yeah, Number 10.
Under J.
So on Exhibit B, Mr. Chair,

20

letter J, it wouldn't read "petitioner shall."

21

It would read "the developer"

22

It would read,

excuse me.

"Prior to the issuance of

23

any permit, the developer shall initiate/" and

24

then it goes on.

25

starts -- it keeps on going.

And where it continues, it
It goes
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1

monitoring -- it goes water quality monitoring

2

program, and then more language would be

3

inserted.
And again, that's located in that

4

5

February 14th memo, so all the changes are

6

there.

7

where we would want -- before any issuance of

8

permits, that the water quality monitoring

9

program would be conducted specifically in the

And it's just being more specific to

10

waters fronting the development, including

11

Makena Bay.

12

being inserted.

And that's the language that's

13

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chairman.

Riki.
If I may, Mr. Figueiroa, with no

16

objections by the Members, does his current

17

nearshore water quality program already include

18

Makena Bay in their study and reporting?

19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

Yes, it does.
So the language that Mr. Kane is

requesting should be no problem?

22

MR. FIGUEIROA:

That is correct.

23

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And I just would ask

24

Mr. Kane that maybe he would like to change his

25

consideration from "shall initiate" to "continue
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and fund," since it's an ongoing program.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections, Mr. Chair.
David, did you get -- do you

4

understand what I was asking the Members to

5

consider?

6

so you don't need to initiate.

7

we are acknowledging that it is ongoing, and

8

that it will continue and be funded by the

9

developer.

The program is -- has been-ongoing,
But it is -- but

And I think it would be helpful to

10
11

include that it already -- that it also includes

12

Makena Bay, which is Mr. Kane's concern.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No objection.

Thank you.
Thank you, Chairman.

Yeah.
Mr. Chair.

Go ahead.
Also, one of the things

20

brought up during testimony, and I don't know

21

I guess where it could be added is in terms of

22

the water quality monitoring program, including

23

biota sampling, because that was one of the

24

issues that the people who testified were

25

concerned with.
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You know, so that right now what they

1

2

are doing is basically just checking for the

3

nitrates, but then if they could include biota

4

sampling.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

David, I think we were discussing

6

this to kind of address all the other concerns

7

being raised, yeah, health of the reef, you

8

know, the gamut.

9

contact any agencies on other areas of concern

10

that has been raised, such as what Jo Anne was

11

talking about?

12

MR. RAATZ:

Did you ever look at or

Mr. Chair, after yesterday's meeting, we

13

did contact the State Department of Health and

14

we have circulated a response that was faxed in

15

today, where they just had very general comments

16

because they haven't had time to study the

17

particulars of this application, but they said

18

they would be happy to do so in the future,

19

perhaps, when an SMA application is considered.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

Jo Anne, go ahead.
No, that's the only thing

that -- that seems to be the one concern.
Mr. Figueiroa, has a comment?

23
24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

25

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I think we can respond positively to
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1

that, if I can get the water quality specialist,

2

because we -- we can offer the other part of it,

3

but I didn't know how to describe it last night.

4

I called it -- I used his word in his letter to

5

me, biotic, but if I could, you know, just

6

consult with him a little bit on that, we could

7

add also the study of the coral reef, which he

8

is also expert in.

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

You know, if there's not any

10

objections, Mr. Dollar is here, so maybe you can

11

answer some of the questions being raised by

12

or concerns being raised by Council Members.

13
14

Mr. Dollar?
MR. DOLLAR:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Before I

15

answer that, I understand there was some

16

questions yesterday about my qualifications, and

17

if I could take one minute to state them, I

18

would be appreciative.

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MR. DOLLAR:

Sure.

Okay.

I have a master's degree and a

21

Ph.D. from the University of Hawaii.

My

22

master's degree was specifically looking at

23

coral reef structure here in Hawaii, and it's

24

several publications that I put in the

25

peer-reviewed literature.

Still, it's sort of
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1

the beginning of what's been built on in terms

2

of -- I was the first to do it, I guess is what

3

I am trying to say.
My Ph.D. looked at the effect of deep

4

5

ocean sewage outfalls we have on Oahu, Sand

6

Island and Honouliuli.

7

I am doing in terms of the water quality, in

8

terms of nutrient fluxes and that sort of thing.

So that relates to what

So I have published about ten

9

10

peer-reviewed papers.

11

like I say, for about 25 years, and I would be

12

happy to talk to anybody more about my

13

qualifications.

14

I have been doing this,

In terms of what we talked -- what

15

the question on the biology, the statement or

16

the requirement in the Land Use Commission

17

document just said water monitoring, water

18

quality monitoring.

So that's what we have been

19

doing, twice a year.

We have four stations, one

20

is in Makena Bay.

21

project site.

22

by La Perouse, so it's used as a comparison for

23

a nondeveloped area.

24
25

Three of them are off the

One is a control site down south

I have done quite a few biological
monitoring programs.

Basically, we would set up
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1

the same kind of stations, look at coral, algae,

2

fish, at the same places over time.

3

of in a nutshell what we would do if that

4

becomes a requirement for the
The other thing, real quick.

5

That's kind

This is a

6

proposal that's just been funded by NASA and the

7

Office of Naval Research, which I'm part of, and

8

it's to put a camera in the international space

9

station with the idea of mapping the coral reefs

10

of the world.

So this is a very exciting

11

project, and the technology that we would be

12

using here, we could of course use in Maui, and

13

it's one of the things that I am very excited

14

about this is a good specific

15

reasons for doing it is to look at changes in a

16

global aspect of coral reefs.

17

knows, there's a lot of concern throughout the

18

world about the status of coral reefs, and this

19

is one way to use one instrument to monitor

20

every place.

one of the

As everybody

So again, I would be a happy to talk to

21
22

anybody more about specifics, but it is not a

23

problem to implement a water quality and

24

biological monitoring program for the project.
And by the way, I am doing the same

25
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1

thing for Kapalua, Honolua Bay, that's been

2

ongoing, Collin Cameron started that in about

3

1989, and we have been carrying it through.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I think you have added some clarity.

5

If you would stay right there to field some

6

questions from Committee Members, and I thank

7

you Mr. Dollar for being here.
Jo Anne, go ahead.

8

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So you are saying that we

could include, then, the biota sampling.

11

MR. DOLLAR:

Definitely.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And one of the things

13

I had brought up was because you are coming only

14

two times per year, I had requested of Roy to

15

increase the frequency to four times per year

16

just to capture all the kind of different

17

seasons and maybe, because we have been having

18

more heavy rains and runoff, particularly the

19

last couple of years.

20

MR. DOLLAR:

Correct.

We actually discussed that

21

because he brought up your suggestion.

22

One of the

23

is -- is what we have been doing at other

24

places.

25

to four times a year, add what we all an event

my suggestion or response to that

Rather than increase the frequency just
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1

monitoring, meaning we do the two standard

2

summer/winter -- and the reason we don't do

3

didn't suggest more than two, is because our

4

seasonality here is so minor that summer and

5

winter covers the picture.
But have an event sampling.

6

Because I

7

can deploy -- I actually have a crew here on

8

Maui that we can get out very quickly after a

9

heavy rain, specifically to look at what --

10

excuse me -- the effect of that event is, and

11

that way we save a little money.

12

determine what the trigger is, whether it's a

13

five-year storm or a one-year storm to put that

14

in action.

And we can

But from my experience, that's probably

15
16

a better way to, I think, get what you're

17

interested in than just mandating it four times

18

a year.

19

I

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that was one of the

20

concerns that I think that had been expressed is

21

that these events are really when we should be

22

going or we should be concerned because then you

23

know what's actually going on in the nearshore

24

waters, too, and what the -- you know, even

25

sometimes after a couple of days, it -- the
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1

water will clear.

I know, I see it off

2

Kaanapali all the time, but it's really a

3

concern.
That would be something.

4

So if language

5

could be inserted in there, Mr. Chair, that

6

would kind of reflect that, that would be great.
And also, Roy, did come to your defense

7

8

and he did say that you were a professor.

9

so, I appreciate that.

10

MR. DOLLAR:

So--

Thank you.
Did -- again, one more comment, to

11

12

clarify.

When we started this, as I mentioned

13

on Tuesday, it was in conjunction with Makena

14

Resort to look at the golf courses specifically.

15

It was before any of this project was there.

16

my sampling has been aimed at groundwater input

17

because the effect from golf courses is -- is

18

percolation through the course and then coming

19

out as groundwater.

20

has been to maximize the groundwater input up to

21

this point, but like I said, adding another

22

event sampling to look at surface runoff is no

23

problem.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So the timing of my studies

Thank you.

Dain.
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thank you for being here.
So that language, as far as us

4
5

incorporating it, would be talking about funding

6

a nearshore water quality and biotic monitoring

7

program as well as incorporating an event -- how

8

would we be able to incorporate?

9

that's something that we need to talk with

10

staff, too, about incorporating that event

11

monitoring program as well.

12

So I don't

13

And I guess

again, I don't know what

the wording would be, Chair, but you know

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, we can work with --

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So probably, yeah.
Probably another sentence.

Yeah, as Member Tavares said,

18

probably putting another sentence.

19

you for being here.

20

MR. DOLLAR:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

But thank

Thank you.
Any other questions?

And I want to tell you, there was never

23

an attack on you personally.

24

do with understanding what this water quality

25

study was and looking at other areas that we

It was -- had to
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1

felt needed addressing, and you brought it up:

2

corals, algae, fish.

3

clarifying that.

And thank you for

Finally, my question is when you talk

4

5

about a monitoring program, can you help me in

6

understanding, is that the same as a baseline

7

study?

8

understand of how this is done, and let me just

9

talk about coral.

And -- and -- and here lies what I

You go in, May 12th -- excuse

10

me -- March 12th, and you go there and you get

11

out to a specific point, and you take a picture

12

of the coral (click).

13

Now, you go back again a year or two

14

later, and you go to that same coral, and you go

15

(click) .

16

Is that what they call baseline study,

17

where you look at the health of that coral and

18

then go back two years later and then get

19

another picture and determine, that system

20

specific coral, what has happened to it?

21

that called a baseline study?

22

MR. DOLLAR:

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

MR. DOLLAR:

25

Well, sort of.
Oh.

What

technically what a baseline lS

is a look at the community.

And when I say the
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1

community, the coral community, the fish

2

community, the limu community, the turtle

3

community, whatever, before anything happens.

4

That's your baseline.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MR. DOLLAR:

Okay.

Okay.

And then the idea, the ideal

7

idea, the theoretical way this is set up 1S then

8

you go back after the activity starts, whether

9

we start grading or excavating or whatever, and

10

look at the same thing, the same place, in the

11

same way to determine if there's any changes.

12

And you keep doing that, and then you develop a

13

database.

14

baseline was that was established before

15

anything happened.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

MR. DOLLAR:

18

19
20
21

But it's all predicated on what this

Yeah.

We call it -- I call it a

preconstruction baseline.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

That's -- this is

And -- and what we are mandating

here, is that what we are doing?
MR. DOLLAR:

Well, the reason -- yes, but the reason

22

I said sort of is that we are not starting with

23

a totally pristine area.

24

have got there now.

We have got what we

But in terms of this project, yes,

25
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1

because it would be before anything -- obviously

2

anything has happened for this particular

3

project.

4

away before anything -- possibly that long --

5

it's good to start it now so we can develop this

6

baseline by more than one snapshot.

7

some -- because corals in these communities

8

are -- are -- are mobile.

9

call them -- we call them mosaics because they

10

are constantly moving and changing, and corals

11

die, and fish move around, and new ones come in.

12

So you need a little bit of more than just a

13

one-shot look at it to be able to get an idea of

14

what it's like before anything starts to happen.

15

And since it's probably several years

CHAIR NISHIKI:

We want

They are not -- they

So the language we are using is,

16

despite that it is not yesteryear, it's still a

17

similar baseline study?

18

different name now?

19

MR. DOLLAR:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

But you call it a

Well, baseline is part of it, yeah.
This is what -- what we are saying we

want done is what you have just described?

22

MR. DOLLAR:

Correct.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Okay.
Mr. Chair.
Mr. Chair.
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Oh , sorry.

1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Go ahead, Mr. Carroll.
Do you know of anyone else,

4

like Aquatics and Skippy Hau, them, that they

5

have done fish counts and observations over

6

there over these past 20 years or so?

7

know anyone else, DLNR or anyone, that has also

8

done studies in the area.

9

MR. DOLLAR:

I don't

Do you

I know Skippy Hau, but I

10

don't know if he's -- if they -- his agency is

11

tasked to do this kind of thing.

12

busy.

13

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

14

MR. DOLLAR:

They do fish counts and they.

I'm not know sure if they have any

15

stations in the area.

16

do.

17

They are so

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I imagine they probably

Do you know any other

18

independent organization that's done any of the

19

type of work that you have been doing?

20

MR. DOLLAR:

Not specifically in this area.

I know

21

that the Pacific Whale Foundation, Eric Brown,

22

has been doing a lot of work up in Honolua Bay

23

and West Maui, but I am not sure if they have

24

done anything down this far South.

25

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

If you hear of anybody that's
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done anything, could you let us know?

2

MR. DOLLAR:

Sure.

3

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

4

MR. DOLLAR:

In fact,

Thank you.
I will check with them to see

5

because that would be a good place to start if

6

there's already an ongoing baseline so ...

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Dain.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

So for the language for, you know, for

9

10

Member Johnson's comment about the event storm,

11

that -- there's -- I mean, we are all familiar

12

with 100-year storm, 50-year storm.

13

to kind of draw the line, where would that be in

14

what we would call an event, a five-year storm,

15

a ten-year storm?

16

MR. DOLLAR:

So for us

Well, we were using discussing this at

17

one of the breaks, and my feeling is you don't

18

want to make it such a big increment, a 50-year

19

storm that you might not ever get to get out

20

there, because the idea is to really see what's

21

going on here when you have some action going.

22

So my suggestion would be either five or

23

one.

24

that probably every year, you would at least get

25

out there once with one of these events, or

That way, you get a fairly good certainty
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maybe twice.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So for a one-year storm, that

3

doesn't mean the storm only happens -- that's

4

kind of an average.

5

MR. DOLLAR:

Yeah, that's a statistical.

I mean, I

6

have been around for more than one 100-year

7

storm.

8

than -- and the other thing we could do would be

9

to gauge it on a rainfall amount, whatever.

So, obviously, they happen for more

You

10

know, and this would be -- I don't have these

11

numbers off the top of my head, but to talk to

12

people that know, the golf course people, what

13

kind of rainfall, whether it's five inches or

14

six inches in 24 hours, that triggers surface

15

runoff.

16

looking for, is when we get surface runoff.

17

Because that's really what we are

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So because a one-year storm

18

obviously has a higher frequency than a

19

five-year storm, Mr. Chair, I guess for us to

20

decide as a policy and what to, you know, put

21

into a condition, asking for either a one or

22

five-year storm and see what, you know, the

23

what the applicant feels about either one.

24
25

If we ask for the one

l

and they say

that's kind of asking too much, but they are out
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1

there anyway, I don't know if -- what they are

2

looking at.

3

from the applicant with respect to either a one

4

or five year being the formal language that we

5

incorporate into this condition.

So I would like to get some comment

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

7

MR. FIGUEIROA:

If I could just briefly have a minute

8

to consult with our civil engineer, who would be

9

able to let me know, quickly.

10
11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

You know, it is a good time to take a

break to 7:30.

12

RECESS:

13

RECONVENE: 7:57 p.m.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

In recess (Gavel.)

7:20 p.m.

(Gavel.)

Meeting please reconvene.

Roy, you want to explain, or Mr

15
16

Steve?

This is the language for Number 13.

17

"The developer shall continue to fund the

18

nearshore water quality monitoring program in

19

the waters fronting the development including

20

Makena Bay.

21

monitoring program shall be twice a year, with

22

an additional testing upon the occurrence of up

23

to two one-year, 24-hour storm events annually.

24

In addition, the developer shall initiate and

25

fund a marine biological monitoring program

The frequency of the water quality
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1

covering coral, algae, and fish twice annually

2

at the same sampling sites as the nearshore

3

water quality monitoring program.

4

monitoring program shall be approved by the

5

State Department of Health, and consultation

6

with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the

7

National Marine Fisheries services, and the

8

State Division of Aquatic Resources, Department

9

of Land and Natural Resources.

The

The developer

10

shall coordinate this consultation process with

11

the concurrence of the State Department of

12

Health.

13

implemented by the developer if the results of

14

the monitoring programs warrant them.

15

Mitigation measures shall be approved by the

16

State Department of Health in consultation with

17

the above-mentioned agencies."

Mitigation measures shall be

18

Questions?

19

This will be a replacement of what you

20

have got here, Dain, no problem?

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No objections.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No objections?
No objections.

Jo Anne.
I just had one question.
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1

Does that include, like, the little opihi and

2

other things?

3
4

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Dollar?

You need to come up and

identify yourself, please.
MR. DOLLAR:

Sorry.

The reason we are specific about putting

6

corals, algae and fish in is those are the major

7

groups of organisms.

8

impossible, unless you make a career out of

9

this, to look at every little, tiny organism.

It -- it becomes almost

10

If there's major populations or noticeable

11

populations of things like opihi or something

12

that you can make us aware of that is a special

13

concern to the community, we can add that no

14

problem.
And of course, things like sea turtles

15
16

and protected and endangered species that might

17

be in the area would also be noted.

18

terms of covering everything, that's -- that's

19

just impossible.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But in

No, and the only reason I

21

raise that issue is because that was one of the

22

things that had come up in one of the videos

23

that actually a native Hawaiian lady was, you

24

know, talking about the things that she just

25

didn't find anymore.

So, you know, I think
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1

probably this is fine, but we can wait for

2

comments, I think, from the people in the

3

community that were concerned with this.

4

MR. DOLLAR:

Specifically, as -- with regards to

5

opihi, that's a collecting thing everywhere, and

6

they are located, you know, in the nearshore, in

7

the inner tidal rocky areas.

8

survey sites are going to be out on the reef.

9

So we are also talking about two different

10

Most of these

geographical locations.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Charmaine.
Just a minor question.

Is

14

coral a word like sheep, so you don't need an S

15

to indicate a plural?

16

MR. DOLLAR:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. DOLLAR:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. DOLLAR:

21

22

Generally, it's used with an S.
It is?

Corals?

Yes.
Like peoples.

Generally, it is with an S.

That's all

I can say.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

colonies and stuff?

24

know, our settlers.
Okay.

25

You don't want to talk about
They sound just like, you

I just wanted to double-check
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1

that.

Thanks.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

All our educational specialists.

3

Thank you, Mr. Dollar.

4

Any other comments?

5

Department?

6

MR. FOLEY:

7

MR. MOTO:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Mr. Moto?

Planning

Okay.

No objection.
No objection.
Seeing none, if there are no

objections, we will replace the language with

10

what has been presented up here.

11

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you so much.
Thank you, Chair.

Where are we?
Number K.

Okay, then.

God, I even lost my place.

J, K Number 11.

17

Number

"Petitioner shall

18

submit a Traffic Impact Analysis Report, TIAR,

19

for review and approval of the State Department

20

of Transportation and the County of Maui."

21

Comments?

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Delete?

I recommend deleting

23

unless the Department has a comment to where

24

they would like to keep it in.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Planning.
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Mr. Chairman, the response to Number 11

2

indicates that a traffic analysis was prepared

3

for the overall project, and we of course

4

require individual traffic reports as the

5

individual projects come in.

6

necessarily more detailed because they'll refer

7

specifically to the number of units and their

8

relationship to the transportation system.
So we have no objection to removing this

9

10

And those will be

condition.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Delete.
No objections?

Delete it?

Number 12, "Petitioner shall

15

participant in the pro rata funding and

16

construction of local and regional

17

transportation improvements and programs

18

including dedication of rights of ways as

19

determined by the State Department of

20

Transportation and the County of Maui.

21

Agreement between petitioner and the DOT as to

22

the level of funding and participation shall be

23

obtained prior to petitioner acquiring County

24

zoning or prior to petitioner securing County

25

building permits if County zoning is not
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, this is the

4

one -- the one that I had a recommendation

5

because we often hear we don't define what we

6

are talking about.
So in this case we were going to define

7

8

the regions.

So local would be Makena area, and

9

regional would be the Kihei-Makena Community

10

Plan area.

So it was to insert those two

11

references to local and regional.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

Charmaine, we replace "local" with --

Okay.

Go ahead.
We just put local, and then

parentheses, Makena.

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

Not replace, sir.

Parentheses, Makena.

Okay.

And then regional t

parentheses Kihei-Makena Community Plan area.

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman?

Go ahead.
I would say if we can insert that

23

under the petitioner's annual report to the Land

24

Use Commission, since on the last sentence the

25

Commission has agreed to allow them to -- to be
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1

obtained within four years from June 1, 2000,

2

instead of what is submitted in ours

3

two-year.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

which is a

Two years.
So I would ask that we be

6

consistent with the report as stated by the

7

petitioner's filing to the State Land Use

8

Commission.

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

inserted.

Change two to four.
Yeah.

And the language that Charmaine has
Any objections?

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.
Chairman, can I ask Mr. Figueiroa

16

if the local and regional definitions as we are

17

recommending is of any concern to the applicant?

18
19

MR. FIGUEIROA:

That part is of no concern.

My

concern is with the last sentence.

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. FIGUEIROA:

The four years?

Yeah.

My concern -- this was

22

something we discussed with DOT also because

23

it's something we don't have control over.

24

continue to try to get some understanding of

25

what that cost would bel so whenever the time
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1

expires and they still can't come up with the

2

model, we have to go back to them.
So in this case, if this is a condition

3
4

in this change in zoning, then we would come

5

back for that condition every time also.

6

So I prefer that that particular

7

sentence be actually deleted because really, we

8

really don't have control.

9

we say, well, this is way you can -- and that's

No matter how much

10

how the State Land Use Commission looked at

11

it -- a way that you can push the DOT, that's a

12

pretty big load to push.

13

that's -- that's the whole reason we don't have

14

an agreement yet, because they can't come up

15

with a model.

They really --

Sort of like the impact fees.

So that's why I would hope that we could

16
17

just indicate that we will participate, but as

18

far as what the specific agreement is, we would

19

hope that we could delete that.

20

otherwise, we would be coming back -- that is

21

what we have to do with the June 2004 deadline.

22

We will be going back to them and saying we

23

still can't get any answer from DOT.

24

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because

Thank you.

Chairman, hearing that, I would ask the

25
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1

Members to consider keeping everything as

2

proposed by my colleague, Ms. Tavares, except to

3

delete -- delete the -- the language which is,

4

"Within two years from June 1st, 2000, and we

5

should end the condition after the word

6

"obtained" and add a period.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Comments?

Committee Members?

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Planning Department?

10

MR. FOLEY:

No objection.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

MR. MOTO:

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Corporation Counsel?

No comments.
I have a question.

Jo Anne.

Question.
My question is just that

16

because -- let's say, let's take our traffic or

17

transportation or planning model, which was from

18

'88, what happens is if there's a period of time

19

that goes by, and let's say DOT never does that,

20

at what point do they ever participate?

21

You know, I mean, I -- I am looking at

22

it realistically and saying even if they want to

23

participate, what if government doesn't act?

24

Like we still have not adopted that Traffic

25

Impact Fee from back in '88.

So now, all these
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1

people, all these years, have not had to pay

2

that.

3

So my question would be at what point,

4

you know, does that -- does it just go away if

5

we don't ever come to resolution or

6

to put some time certain in there that we've got

7

to have action.
And whether it's on our part, you know,

8
9

I mean,

if it's some condition placed on us, you know,

10

that we would negotiate, you know, if DOT

11

doesn't come to some kind of arrangement where

12

we would say well, okay, that, you know, we will

13

enter an agreement with DOT?
I don't know how to compel them to

14
15

perform or to come to this kind of agreement.

16

But I also think it's not good to just leave it

17

open ended, because if they don't do what they

18

are supposed to do, then the community loses

19

because somebody will have to pay for those

20

improvements.

21

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Riki.
I would say, my -- my request for

24

consideration is just on our condition.

25

Mr. Figueiroa still has to go back to the State
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1

Land Use Commission and request an extension of

2

the current time limitation, which would expire,

3

as I understand it, June 1st, 2004.
And unless -- hopefully, the Land Use

4

5

Commission and through the office of State

6

Planning, they can urge State DOT and Mr. Hiraga

7

to come up with a responsible funding level that

8

Makena Resorts can then ante up.

9

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, the -- we recently

10

discussed the Traffic Impact Report with the

11

Council and promised you that we would come back

12

soon with a status report, and one of the things

13

that we have learned and are -- were about to

14

report to you in the next few weeks is that in

15

the last couple of months, DOT has hired

16

consultants to do a traffic impact study for the

17

entire state.

18

study, and after that study, they would have to

19

go to the legislature for funding.

20

And there -- it's a one-year

So we are looking at the possibility of

21

changing our traffic impact program to relate to

22

County projects, and with the assumption that

23

they are going to proceed with a traffic impact

24

program for state projects.
And if they don't proceed with that, we

25
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1

may have to modify our program to consider both.

2

But

3

impact model for the entire state.

4

want to predict how long it will be before

5

that's approved and implemented, but there's

6

there is movement, and we will be coming back to

7

you within the next few weeks regarding our

8

traffic impact program.

but they are proceeding to do a traffic
And I don't

And another alternative is that for some

9

10

period of time, we may propose that our program

11

cover both State and County projects until the

12

State projects are taken over by the State.

13

Excuse me.

14

Frankly, we haven't figured this out

15

yet, but it will be back to you within the next

16

few weeks.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Just for clarification,

20

the traffic impact fee study that was made was

21

for West Maui and South Maui.

22

total Maui that you are looking at?

23

MR. FOLEY:

Will this be for

Actually, the report that

that was

24

done by the consultants was done for all of

25

Maui.

And then because we had implementing
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1

ordinances for South Maui and West Maui, we had

2

them change the report to just reflect those two

3

areas.

4

while and talking to the Council about it, now

5

we are going back to the consultant and asking

6

them to change it to the

7

and do all development, not just large

8

developments, to make it more equitable.

But then, after thinking about it for a

to the whole island

But what we haven't done yet is -- is

9

10

agreed upon which projects should be identified

11

and how far in the future those projects are on

12

the list, and whether or not it includes land

13

acquisition in addition to the construction

14

costs.

15

you saw didn't include land acquisition and

16

that's a -- you know, where does that money come

17

from if it's not raised somehow.

Because the project

the study that

18

So we will be back to you soon, but it

19

will be for a program for the entire island or

20

the entire County.

21

and West Maui.

22

looking there to Corp. Counsel to modify the

23

language in those two implementing ordinances to

24

address the entire County or the entire island.

25

It won't just be South Maui

And we will be eventually

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine.
Just another minor little

4

thing that what Jo Anne is concerned about that

5

we don't have anything or any way to require

6

stuff, but if the sentence reads as it -- as it

7

is now, if we add a comma after the phrase,

8

"dedication of rights of way," then that phrase

9

would then be, you know, unimportant as far as

10

other programs that the County of Maui may have.

11

So that the sentence would read that,

12

"The petitioner shall participate in the

13

pro rata funding and construction of local and

14

regional transportation improvements and

15

programs as determined by the County of Maui."

16

The way it was before, without the

17

comma, the County of Maui would only be

18

determining dedication of rights-of-way.

19

with the comma, it opens it up to anything that

20

the County of Maui is doing aside from the

21

rights-of-way that can be controlled as the

22

County of Maui sees fit.

23

address Ms. Johnson's concern.

24
25

So

So I think that would

I know that was a little confusing, but
I think that helps.

Because before, the
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1

reference to the County of Maui was only as it

2

referred to the rights-of-way.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

All right.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne.

You know I think this is one

5

of the areas that we might want to just have

6

staff work on a little bit and think about it.
Mr. Figueiroa has a comment.

7

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

9

MR. FIGUEIROA:

I have a comment on Jo Anne's concern

10

with the way Mr. Hokama amended the last

11

sentence.

12

the concern on the same sentence but the

13

opposite way, because you think it's an open end

14

but to me, it shuts the door.

15

"Agreement between the petitioner and DOT as to

16

the level of funding and participation shall be

17

obtained."

And funny that we read it -- we have

Because it says

So I was concerned that that may be

18

19

interpreted when we go for an SMA permit if we

20

don't have it yet, we can't get an SMA permit.

21

So although I don't think that was the

22

intent, I think that's what could happen, and

23

maybe the Corp. Counsel could correct me if I'm

24

wrong.

25

eliminate that last sentence and depend on -- on

But that's why I prefer to just
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1

reaching agreement, participating, depending on

2

the County to come up with the pro rata share.
And the check on that would be the fact

3
4

that we still have to go to the Land Use

5

Commission every four years until they come up

6

with something.

7

correct, then we would be able to do that soon.
But that would be my concern with the

8
9

And hopefully, if Mr. Foley is

way it was amended.

And if I could get some

10

clarification on that, I may -- might be able to

11

understand it better, how it would work.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Go ahead.
I would ask that we defer, let us

15

work on some language to take into account all

16

of the Members' comments as well as

17

Mr. Figueiroa.

18

viewed how Ms. Tavares viewed it, as very

19

narrow, just rights-of-way.

20

road, every shoulder, whether it's in Makena or

21

in the Community Plan, the County of Maui

22

definitely would have a say.

Because, like Mr. Figueiroa, I

I saw this as every

So I guess we need to get even more

23
24

plainer language so that we can eliminate the

25

need for differences of opinion and that whoever
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1

reads it has a clear understanding of the

2

objective of the condition.

3
4

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Who would you cast that

responsibility with?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Staff, to write it, or --

I think Mr. Raatz can work with

6

Mr. Moto's office, understanding that, you know,

7

we want better clarity, the language should be

8

clearer, much -- much more simplified, and to

9

reduce the amount of interpretation that the

10

11
12
13
14

condition might bring about, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Moto, understand the direction

that the -MR. MOTO:

I -- I think so.

We can work with Mr. --

with your legislative staff.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

You know --

Go ahead, Jo Anne.
-- one suggestion I had is we

19

might

and I know we have done this in other

20

areas

prior to a certificate of occupy.

21

Because that is a long -- that's quite a ways

22

off.

23

assurance that before the people moved in,

24

something would have been negotiated because

25

that gives it a much greater period of time.

So then that way, you would have that
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Comments.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I am just saying that that

3

you know, we got to get some room to make it

4

work.

5

to tie a certificate of occupancy, but I don't

6

believe this is one of them.

7

all these homes built and this agreement isn't

8

in place, that means those homes aren't occupied

9

for I don't know how long, and it's out of our

There are going to be things we are going

Because if we have

10

control as far as the state goes.

11

within our control with the County, but I don't

12

believe it is necessary for us to go quite that

13

far, because I -- I could see some problems

14

later on tying that kind of a thing to the

15

certificate of occupancy.

16

?:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I mean, it is

Defer?

18

Defer?

Thank you.

Number 13, "Petitioner shall fund the

19

design and construction of drainage improvements

20

required as a result of the development of the

21

property to the satisfaction of the appropriate

22

State of Hawaii and County of Maui agencies."

23
24
25

Discussion?
MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, this is one where I believe

I recommended earlier that it really needs to be
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1

site specific and it's more appropriate for the

2

drainage improvements to be related to the

3

particular design reviewed by the Planning

4

Commission with the SMA permit.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. FOLEY:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

10

Comments
Which means delete?

Yeah.
Delete?

Thank you, I was

looking for the punch line there.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, Chairman, I would ask that we

11

delete per comments from the Planning Department

12

director.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any comments?

None?

14, "The petition area will be developed

16
17

in accordance with the Kihei-Makena Community

18

Plan. "

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman?

Charmaine.
This

1S

an area that I had an

22

amendment to.

If you note mine, and my whole

23

thing was, once again, my mantra on this,

24

adequate in a regional highway capacity

25

including the widening of Pi'ilani and Mokulele
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1

Highways to four lanes prior to the construction

2

of major projects south of Kilohana Road or

3

mauka of Pi'ilani Highway.
And I believe that either we can defer

4
5

this or we can delete this.

6

objections to its deletion, because my concern

7

was specific to the roads, but if there are

8

other areas that are concerns to Members about

9

the Community Plan, then perhaps we should leave

10
11

it in.
MR. FOLEY:

I have no

That's why.
We have no objection to deletion,

12

Mr. Chairman.

13

more seriously than may have been done in the

14

past.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

We use the Community Plans much

No objections?

The Chair has some objections, but if

18

the majority wants to delete it, then I have no

19

problem.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

Commission.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

It's still in the Land Use

Yeah.
Okay.

Move on, if there are no objections.

We'll delete.
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

15?

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.
What number is that?

Is that

15, "Petitioner shall obtain

6

appropriate changes of zoning from the County of

7

Maui for the petition areas."

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Leave it there.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Why?

Comments?

14

I think.

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Are you kidding?

Chairman.
We are getting to that hour,

I would recommend deletion

16

because isn't this what we are doing now, going

17

through the process to obtain the appropriate

18

zoning?

19

deletion.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21
22
23

So I would ask the Committee to support

See, Dain, I told you so, what would

happen around this time.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I was looking at P.

I am sorry,

Mr. Chairman.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

No objections to delete 15?

25

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

4

Number 16.
This is what I meant to delete.

I am sorry.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

IIPetitioner shall fund, design and

5

construct all necessary traffic improvements

6

necessitated by development of the petition area

7

as required by the State Department of

8

Transportation and the County of Maui Department

9

of Public Works and Waste Management. II

10

Comments?

11

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Leave it in.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

MR. FOLEY:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

MR. FOLEY:

No objections, we will leave it in.
Leave it.

Okay.

17, petitioner

Mr. Chairman, the one
I am sorry.

The one concern we have is about the

20

phrase IIpetition area,lI because the petition

21

area relating to the Land Use Commission was

22

significantly different than the area we are

23

looking at.

24

IIrezoning area,lI or we wouldn't have any

25

objection to taking it out.

So you may want to change it to the

But it shouldn't be
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"the petition area."

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. FOLEY:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chair.

Dain.
Taking what out, specifically.

The whole thing.
The whole thing?

Because this is the localized traffic

8

improvements, the curbs, gutters, sidewalks,

9

traffic signals, et cetera, and they are, once

10

again, very site specific.

So they will be

11

reviewed intensely with the SMA applications.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

Delete.
No objection.

Other comments?

Thank you.

No objections?

Delete.

17, "Petitioner shall develop the

18

property in substantial compliance with the

19

representations made to the Commission.

20

to so develop the property may -- may result in

21

a reversion of the property to its former

22

classification, a change to a more appropriate

23

classification, or other reasonable remedy as

24

determined by the commission."

Jo Anne.

25
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, first of all, it

2

shouldn't have "Commission" in there.

3

you know, it should be representations made to

4

the County Council.

5

Use Commission, right?

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

Because this was the Land
So ...

Okay.
And then

Anything else?
And at the end too, just

determined by the County Council.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

It just,

Mr. Chair.

Dain.
I guess the question is what

does "substantial compliance" mean.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. MOTO:

Brian Moto.

Mr. Chairman, this type of provision is

17

fairly common -- in fact, it's almost

18

boilerplate -- where a board or commission is

19

reviewing a fairly specific site development

20

plan.

21

board or commission as a shorthand way of

22

saying, well, you showed us all these pictures

23

and you gave us this data and you described the

24

project and it would look like this, and

25

basically, we are going to hold you to that.

And it's a -- it's oftentimes used by
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1

In this particular case, I mean, the --

2

there have been really very few representations

3

made by Makena Resort as to the specifics of any

4

development because they don't have any other

5

than some general data about expected densities

6

and et cetera.
So while this provision, I mean, can

7

8

remaln if you wish, I just note that the issue

9

of substantial compliance with representations

10

made -- you know, the fact is there haven't been

11

all that many material representations made as

12

to details.

13
14
15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Planning Department's comments

please, Chairman.
MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, the representations have

16

been primarily related to density rates for

17

residential development, floor area ratio for

18

commercial, and building heights, and those

19

are

20

And so we would -- we would recommend that this

21

be deleted.

those are covered by other conditions.

22

If it isn't deleted, we would recommend

23

that "Commissions" be changed in both places to

24

"Council," and "classification" be changed in

25

both places to "zoning district."

But we would
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prefer that it be re -- removed.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions, Jo Anne?

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

You know, Mike, if --

4

let's say because this is included in another

5

part, you are saying that's included under your

6

Planning Commission requirements?

7

section?

8
9

MR. FOLEY:

Under what

No, no, what I was saying is this -- in

this case, it -- it basically refers only to the

10

description by the developer of the residential

11

density, the commercial coverage, and the

12

building heights, and those were specific

13

conditions that you required tonight.

14

there -- they are already in this list of

15

conditions, and we don't need another one

16

telling us to pay attention to that other

17

condition.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right.

So you --

I understand that.

19

But just simply stating the fact that they

20

should comply, is there a consequence somewhere

21

with that --

22
23

MR. FOLEY:
comply.

That's automatic, that they have to
This isn't -- it isn't optional.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

MR. FOLEY:

I know, but --

So it's just -- you know, you can put it
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1

in if you want, but it is unnecessary.

2

like having a sentence saying you must comply

3

with the County Code.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's

And I understand that.

But

5

usually, if people don't comply with the County

6

Code there's never any consequence, that's --

7

you know, what -- what do you do?

8

MR. FOLEY:

That's not really true.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, I know.

We fine people.
But in this

10

particular situation, I think that I personally,

11

Mr. Chair, would like to keep it in, and make

12

the changes there and just put in the zoning.
Just so that we are all clear that it's

13
14

pretty serious if you put in more dense

15

properties than you plan on doing and you do

16

things that are not in accordance with, I guess,

17

your representations.

18

?:

Jan ken po.

19

?:

I win.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

22

You guys are really starting to act

weird.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, the consequence is

23

they will not get their building permit.

24

the consequence.

25

another kind of consequence.

So there doesn't need to be
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So if they represent in their plans that

1

2

it's going to be this density, this height, the

3

things that we just went over, if they are not

4

going to represent that, they don't get a

5

building permit.

That's a huge consequence.

6

MR. FOLEY:

Right, and they come back to the Council.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, exactly.

And if they

want to change it, it has to come back.

8

So I think there is a consequence, not

9
10

with all things that happen, but in this one,

11

it's a huge consequence.

12

can't build it.

13

consequence of all.

14

MR. FOLEY:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Not a fine, it's you

And that's the biggest

Yeah.
Riki.
Chairman, I believe also in our

17

code, under Title 19, that the conditions of

18

zoning if they do not comply, the code already

19

states what the Councilor the County of Maui

20

can do as -- as referring back to Director

21

Foley's comments.

22

Maui County code.

23

?:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

We have it codified in our

Delete, Chair.
Delete, Chair.

Delete?

Jo Anne.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

You can do what you want.

I

2

just like the idea that -- that that's really

3

serious when it goes back to its former

4

classification.

5

serious than just getting a little tinky fine.

I mean, that's really way more

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. FOLEY:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

There's no fine.

They just can't build it.
I know, but in this

particular case, I realize this is with regard

10

to the zoning.

But, you know, it's like we

11

always sort of trust other people to, you know,

12

look after these things.

13

this is one more thing that I think is much more

14

serious than maybe what's in the code.

But if this is here,

I mean, if it conflicts with the code,

15
16

and there's something that, you know, is illegal

17

about doing this, then yeah.

18

attorney.

19

in terms of a consequence than what might be

20

listed in our County Code.

21

you guys do what you want.

22
23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I am not an

But I just think that's far greater

I may be wrong.

But

Jo Anne, do you want to defer this

or --

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

No.

Do what they want.

No objections, we will delete.
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

18, "Petitioner shall give

3

notice to the Commission of any intent to sell,

4

lease, assign, place in trust, or otherwise

5

voluntarily alter the ownership interest in the

6

property prior to the development of the

7

property. "

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

10

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

This 1S one where I had

11

recommended a change or an addition.

12

actually, based on what former discussion was,

13

we shouldn't be saying "to the Commission"

14

because it refers to the Land Use Commission.

15

My amendment said that

And

would read,

16

"The petitioner shall give" -- well, petitioner,

17

developer -- it should be changed also r or

18

applicant.

19

better word.

I think applicant is probably the
We can ask Planning.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Go ahead.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

"Shall give notice to the

22

Maui County Department of Planning and the Maui

23

County Council of any intent to sell, lease,

24

et cetera."

25

So we change it from Commission to the
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1

Maui County Department of Planning and the Maui

2

County Council.

3

And Mr. Foley, my question was instead

4

of the word "petitioner," should we be putting

5

applicant?

6

of the people?

7
8

9

MR. FOLEY:

Developer?

What is the description

I guess applicant or developer.

It

doesn't matter.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

zoning request?

11

zoning request?

12

MR. FOLEY:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

What are they called in the
Are they the applicant for the

Yeah.
Okay.

Mr. Chair, I would

14

recommend "applicant" be placed there instead of

15

"petitioner."

16

MR. FOLEY:

We should just mention that this is just

17

notice that it's to be saled -- sold.

18

zoning runs with the land and has nothing to do

19

with who the applicant is, so they just -- it's

20

just telling us for our files, I guess, who it

21

is.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The

Mr. Chairman, I think this

23

came up in the discussions back when because

24

certain representations were made to the Council

25

about who was going to be in charge and yet
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1

rumors were circulating allover the place that

2

pieces, parcels, were up for sale, up for grabs

3

and that the -- what was being told us was not

4

what was being circulated.
So I think we put this in here because

5

6

we just wanted to know officially what is

7

happening, just as we have heard tonight that

8

there are no commitments to sell any of these

9

parcels.

And I don't know how somebody could

10

make a statement like that, because things

11

change.

12

tonight and tomorrow they might have to sell

13

everything.

14

And a catastrophic event could occur

So to put somebody in a spot like that.

15

I'm not saying -- I don't want them to have to

16

say these things, so just notify us when

17

something is happening, so when people ask us,

18

we can give them correct information and not

19

hearsay, innuendo, or rumors.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23
24
25

That's a keeper.

Any other discussion?
No objections to amending it and

keeping it.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

So the language would read, in place

of petitioner, "Applicant shall give notice to
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1

the Commission --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

No "Commission."

Eliminate" commission"?
Yes.

"To the Maui County Department of

6

Planning and the Maui County Council of any

7

intent to sell, lease, assign, place in trust or

8

otherwise voluntarily alter the ownership

9

interest in the property prior to the

10
11
12

development of the property."
MR. RAATZ:

Mr. Chair, staff would just have one

stylistic note.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

MR. RAATZ:

Go ahead.

Our office policy is generally not to use

15

the word applicant, actually, because at the

16

time the ordinance becomes effective, the party

17

that we are referring to as an applicant is no

18

longer an applicant, they have already been

19

approved.

20

sometimes refer to the party by name but usually

21

don't use applicant or petitioner or anything

22

like that.

So we usually use "developer" or

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Okay.

of "petitioner."

"Developer" is fine.
"Developer" shall be in place
Okay.

Any objections to what
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was proposed by Charmaine?

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, just before --

Dain, go ahead.
-- before we go further, so if

5

the petitioner doesn't give notice, what

6

happens?

7

MR. FOLEY:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

And they
Is that going to come up in what

we are talking about having those annual reports

10

that I have been asking you about, or that we

11

mentioned?

12

them provide annual reports of the compliancy of

13

the --

14

MR. FOLEY:

If we develop a condition that makes

Mr. Chairman, I think the answer is

15

affirmative, and the next -- the next condition

16

relates to the annual reports.

17

that

18

with that.

But yeah,

that's one way we could -- we could deal

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Chairman.

Riki.
Just as a point of information

23

for my colleagues, under conditional zoning, any

24

condition that is not complied to within the

25

time frame of the ordinance -- and for us,
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1

unless we put a different time, they have a

2

five-year period to comply -- any violation of

3

any condition allows the Council to

4

automatically rezone the property.

5

are not talking about fines, now, we are talking

6

about complete change of zoning for

7

noncompliance with any condition.

8

Title 19 of the current code.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

We

And that's in

That's the one section that --

Chair.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That Section F that you are

13

talking about, failure to fulfill any

14

conditions, restore the zoning to previous

15

zoning district or initiate claim on the bond?

16

That's the one?

17

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

That's correct.

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.
We will move on and accept the

20

language provided for by Charmaine.

21

objections?

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24
25

No

Thank you.

19, "Petitioner shall timely provide
without any prior notice annual reports to the
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1

Commission, the Office of Planning! and the

2

County of Maui Planning Department in connection

3

with the status of the subject project and

4

petitioner's progress in complying with

5

conditions imposed herein.

6

shall be submitted in a form proscribed by the

7

executive officer of the Commission."

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR NI8HIKI:

10

The annual report

Mr. Chair.

Dain.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

In my February 14th,

'02 memo to

11

the Members of the Council, I did recommend a

12

consideration to delete this in its entirety.

13

believe this is the one! yeah.

14

entirety, and then -- and add a new condition to

15

read,

16

and I wrote semi, but I will change it to annual

17

after having discussions with the Planning

18

Department -- "timely annual reports to the

19

Planning Director commencing six months after

20

the effective date of zoning.

21

include, A, the status of its compliance with

22

each of the conditions and! B, a reasonable

23

estimate of the time needed for full

24

compliance."

25

I

Delete it in its

"The developer shall provide timely" --

The reports shall

80 it would replace all of 8, Number 19,
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1

and replace with those two sentences.

2

again, it's on my February 14th memo in the

3

packet, Mr. Chair, on page 2, Number 3.

4
5

MR. FOLEY:

And

Mr. Chairman, we would see that as an

improvement.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Page 2, Number 3.

7

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Got it.

Chairman, question, please.

Riki.
I would ask the Committee and

10

Mr. Figueiroa if we can still come -- fulfill

11

Mr. Kane's suggestion/ but have it done

12

simultaneously.

13

to file one for the Land Use Commission also and

14

file one for us, simultaneously filings can be

15

done whereby

16

of the Land Use Commission's filing also.

17

MR. FOLEY:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

You know/ because since he has

that way we can get also a copy

Right.
No objections to that amendment/

Chair.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And Mr. Chair?

Any other -- go ahead.

I am sorry.

And just for clarity again, I

24

have written here "semiannual reports" but it

25

would be "annual reports."

And again/ that was
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1

after discussion with the Planning Director and

2

the Planning Department during one of the

3

recesses.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

Staff got it?

Any objections to language being

6

proposed/ including Riki's?

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Number 20?

Seeing none/ where are we?
"The Commission may fully or

10

partially release or amend the conditions

11

provided herein as to all or any portion of the

12

petition area upon timely motion and upon the

13

provision of adequate assurance of satisfaction

14

of these conditions by petitioner."

15

Comments?

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Charmaine.
Oh/ Mr. Chair/ I think

17

Mr. Moto wants to address this/ but I was having

18

a conversation earlier that we don't need this

19

one or the one that says changes have to be

20

approved by the Council/ because it's part of a

21

zoning or rezoning application and therefore any

22

changes will have to go through the entire

23

process[ and that's my understanding.

24
25

If we could get clarification and
verification of that

l

Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Moto.

Mr. Chairman, yes, I concur with

3

Councilmember Tavares' statements.

4

does not engage in motion practice in the way

5

that the Land Use Commission does, so any

6

changes would require an amendment of an

7

ordinance.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Could you describe that

process for us just as a review.

9

The Council

Because this

10

becomes part of a change in zoning, if somebody

11

wanted to change a condition, what would happen?

12

They can't just come to the Council with

13

a motion or an idea or an amendment, right?

14

MR. FOLEY:

with

If an applicant requests a revision to a

15

condition, they -- they have to go through the

16

regular rezoning process, which would require

17

going to the appropriate Planning Commission for

18

a recommendation before they come to the

19

Council.

20

So it's an extensive process.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

change in zoning application?

22

MR. FOLEY:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24
25

So it's treated just like a

Exactly.
Thank you for that

clarification.
?:

Delete.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Delete?

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Any objections?

Delete it.

Number 21.

4

"Within seven days of the

5

issuance of the Commission's decision and order

6

for the subject reclassification, petitioner

7

shall, A, record with the Bureau of Conveyances

8

a statement that the property is subject to

9

conditions imposed herein by the Land Use

10

Commission in the classification of the

11

property; and, B, shall file a copy of such

12

recorded statement with the Commission."

13

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Delete.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, comments.

Charmaine.
I believe we have our own

17

process for the recordation of unilateral

18

agreements, so this is unnecessary.

19

recommend -- I mean delete is fine with me.

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So I

No objections?

21, deleted.

23

22, "Petitioner shall record the

24

conditions imposed herein by the Commission with

25

the Bureau of Conveyances pursuant to Section
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15-15-92 Hawaii Administrative Rules."

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

6

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Delete.
Delete.

No objections?

Chairman.

Mr. Hokama.
And again, as stated earlier by

various colleagues, the County of Maui uses a

10

condition of zoning a unilateral agreement

11

process which is filed with the Bureau of

12

Conveyances and runs with the land of all

13

conditions.

14

own way of having those conditions properly

15

filed prior to final Council approval.

And so I would say that we have our

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other comments?

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jo Anne?

I had a question that was

18

posed to me about this specific thing, and I am

19

going to ask it of Mr. Moto, because I don't

20

know the answer to this.
When the unilateral agreement is being

21

22

recorded, because the unilateral agreement would

23

be requested, I guess, by a foreign landowner

24

and could involve laws beyond our zoning

25

ordinance at the State and Federal level, such
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1

as contract law and securities and exchange laws

2

and regulations, is there any requirement for a

3

requisite of good standing for the County to

4

enter into binding agreements with the foreign

5

landowner?
I had no knowledge of this.

6

And I think

7

that this is in regard to the Seibu, you know,

8

situation that's occurred over in Japan.

9
10

CHAIR NISHIKI:
MR. MOTO:

Mr. Moto.

Mr. Chairman, first,

I -- I'm not sure

11

what the status of the Seibu Corporation is.

12

am not sure if it's acting through a

13

corporation, which -- in other words, I am not

14

necessarily, don't necessarily

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MR. MOTO:

17

I

u.s.

I don't either.

know if they are doing business here in

the United States through a U.S. corporation.

18

But regardless of how they have

19

incorporated and are transacting business, the

20

conditions really are conditions that relate to

21

the land and would bind anyone who has any

22

ownership interest with that property.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The

So that what you are saying

24

is it's recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances;

25

therefore, it is not a real agreement between
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1

the landowner and the County of Maui?

2

simply an agreement that is between us and --

3

MR. MOTO:

Well, yeah.

It's

It's called a unilateral

4

agreement because you don't have two parties

5

signing.

6

don't --

It is not a bilateral agreement.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

MR. MOTO:

9

You

Right.

The County of Maui does not sign any

contract nor does any other party.

It is sort

10

of like a self-declaration by the current

11

property owner that it will abide by certain

12

covenants and restrictions, and those -- by

13

recording it, they announce to the world their

14

intention.

15

own terms and by application of the County Code,

16

gives the County of Maui the ability to sue the

17

property owner or its -- or

18

successors-in-interest, should the property be

19

transferred at any time, to enforce the

20

provisions of the unilateral agreement.

21

And the unilateral agreement, by its

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And because that's recorded

22

with the Bureau of Conveyances, that's where it

23

would be actually --

24
25

MR. MOTO:

Or land court, whichever is the

appropriate forum.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So that would be,

2

regardless of who is the person, then, that

3

would be signing the agreement -- and there

4

isn't really any signatory to the agreement; is

5

that what you are saying?

6
7

MR. MOTO:

no one from it

County -- well, let me be careful.
Certainly the property owner signs the

8
9

Well, the -- the

unilateral agreement because it is their

10

declaration.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

MR. MOTO:

Right.

I believe there might be a space for

13

County attorneys to sign off as having reviewed

14

it, as to form and legality.

15

the County does not sign an agreement creating a

16

bilateral contract.

But technically,

17

And our -- our interest in enforcing the

18

agreement would exist regardless of who owns it.

19

We would pursue any party who has any interest

20

in the property in order to ensure its

21

enforcement.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And I think that

23

hopefully that will satisfy the individual who

24

asked the question.

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

Any other questions in regards to 22?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Delete.

No objections to

2

deleting.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any objections to deleting?

Okay.

We will delete Number 22.

That addresses Mr. Hokama's -- and I

6
7

thank you, Riki -- the changes and amendments to

8

the 22 conditions that we now updated placed on

9

by the State Land Use Commission.

10
11

Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Dain.
When it is appropriate for you

12

to recognize this, Mr. Chair, there are a few

13

new conditions that, again, was submitted as

14

part of your packet that I wanted the body to

15

consider.

16

And actually, the types of conditions

17

they are seem to be conditions that would come

18

at the end of all the other conditions because

19

they deal with

20

any conflicts, inconsistencies, or ambiguities

21

in the conditions listed herein shall be

22

resolved with the more specific conditions

23

prevailing over the more general conditions.

24

Things that --

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

as an example, one of them is

Is that in your February 14th?
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That

would be the first one that's on the list.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

February 14, so we can at

least turn to it.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And what page is it?

That's the first page, the cover

page, Mr. Chair.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Yeah, that February 14th.

Okay.
It's Number I, it's read as I

read, and then there's a justification there.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And bottom line, Mr. Chair, the

12

reason it's -- I am asking for the conditions,

13

because this would -- this would clarify how

14

possible conflicts are to be interpreted, and

15

that way the specific conditions would prevail

16

over the more general conditions if it's in the

17

same context -- the same content matter --

18

excuse me

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

subject matter.
We can deal with this right now, and

20

at the end if there are any problems, then come

21

back to it.

22

Dain.

23
24
25

So let's start with your first one,

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So Mr. Chair, I will just

read again.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Number 1 reads, add a new

2

condition to read as follows:

3

inconsistencies, or ambiguities in the

4

conditions listed herein shall be resolved with

5

the more specific conditions prevailing over the

6

more general conditions."

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

"Any conflicts,

And no objections.

And the justification is below.
Yeah, and then I have the

10

justification below.

11

it's just to clarify how possible conflicts

12

would be interpreted.

13
14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

And again, the bottom line

Questions, comments from

Committee Members?

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

MR. FOLEY:

18

CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

MR. MOTO:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No objections, sir.

Planning Department.

No objections.
Corporation Counsel.

The provision is fine, Mr. Chairman.
Okay.

Continue, Dain.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The next one is on the second page,

22

23

Number 2, and this is something that I talked to

24

your staff, and I think I was able to touch base

25

with some others.

And this is the one,
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1

Mr. Chair/ where we talked about/ because in

2

Condition Numbers 10 and 11/ which we went over

3

earlier this evening/ at the end of each of

4

those specific conditions/ there was a component

5

in there that read/ "Any revisions or amendments

6

to these conditions shall require Council

7

approval by ordinance."
And so I was at first recommending this

8

9

to have it blanket all of it/ all conditions.

10

However/ I think we already have something in

11

the code that already does this/ so this

12

wouldn't be necessary.

13

wanted to clarify that that's not one that I

14

would ask for consideration at this point.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So again/ I am just

I

Okay.
The next one/ Mr. Chair/ is not

17

Number 3 but would be going down to Number 5/ on

18

page 2.

19

condition/ that would read as follows:

20

"Conditions shall be self-enforcing.

21

comply with any condition that may result in/ A/

22

reversion of the property to its for former

23

classificationi B/ suspension of any permit

24

necessary for continuation or completion of the

25

projecti and C

And which is also adding a new

1

Failure to

other remedies or sanctions as
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determined by the Council."
And Mr. Chair, this, I think as we have

2

3

discussed earlier and I believe Mr. Hokama

4

acknowledged earlier, that we are talking about

5

Section F of 19.50 -- 510.050, and that's the

6

one that reads, "Failure to fulfill any

7

conditions in the zone change within specified

8

time limitations may be grounds for enactment of

9

ordinances to restore the zoning in previous

10

zoning district or initiate a claim on the

11

bond. "
So this was, again, something that was

12
13

initiated two years ago.

So I am putting it on

14

the table.

15

look at, to

16

Mr. Chair, that this -- this could be a

17

reasonable means of ensuring that the conditions

18

are effectuated.

If it's necessary to, you know, to
to -- the justification is,

And there are -- there are a few things

19
20

that are currently lacking in the existing one

21

that could be considered for why this may be a

22

better way to approach it.

23

if the Members would be interested in hearing

24

that, but I will open it up for -- I'll yield

25

the floor, Mr. Chair.

And so I don't know
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CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Comments from Members?

Planning Department.

3

MR. FOLEY:

No comments.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Moto.

I just want to note that, as noted by

6

Councilmember Kane, that 19.510.050 does provide

7

for certain remedies in the event of failure

8

to -- to fulfill conditions in -- among which

9

are, for example, that the Director of Public

10

Works is required to enforce the provisions of

11

conditions when reviewing and approving permits,

12

certificates, plans, or any other matter which

13

requires his approval.

14

Therefore, in that light, when --

15

when -- in reviewing Mr. Kane's proposed

16

language, I assume that suspension of any permit

17

means that -- that the suspension -- it will be

18

done by the appropriate administrative agency.

19

I mention this just to point out that

20

the Council does not, itself, suspend or issue

21

the permits, and therefore, I don't interpret

22

this language to say that -- I mean, to suggest

23

otherwise.

24
25

And also, that the provision C, other
remedies or sanctions as determined by the
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1

Council, means those legislative measures that

2

are within the purview of the Council.

3

again, the Council would not be initiating those

4

other kinds of sanctions or remedies that would

5

be done by Public Works or Planning.
So my comments just go to how I would

6
7

Because

interpret this should it ever be triggered.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

Continue, Dain.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just in the justification portion,

11

Mr. Chair and Members, as I stated earlier,

12

it -- the assurance of conditions being

13

effectuated -- and I am in concurrence with

14

with Mr. Moto that the intention is not for us

15

to do the implement

16

components.

or the enforcement

That's administrative in function.

That the County elect to -- we will

17
18

retain its oversight to the developer's progress

19

and satisfying conditions.

20

parenthesis there that I am separately proposing

21

a draft bill that would make similar conditions

22

part of all conditional zoning ordinances!

23

which, and I apologize, Mr. Chair, I am not

24

sure, but we do have something that either is

25

sitting in a Committee -- and I apologize, I

I did put in a
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1

don't know off the top of my head -- but I do

2

have a copy of something that we have drafted,

3

and I believe it has been.

4

that's something that we are working on

5

towards -- instead of just being for this

6

project, it would be for all.

7

codified.

But if not, again,

It would be

8

So that's something that if it's not

9

if it's not there, we are going to make sure

10

that we follow up and get it into committee so

11

we can have a discussion for it to be a policy

12

issue versus just a conditional issue.

13
14

15
16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

David?
MR. RAATZ:

I am not aware of that, Mr. Chair.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. RAATZ:

20
21

22
23

I was

just doing a quick search of our system --

17

19

Do we have that in Committee,

Yeah.

-- and I don't see an easy reference to

it, but we can check on that.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

It's not important, but just if it

was there.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That was just taking the next

step, Mr. Chair.

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Any comments and --

Oh.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

Go ahead.
And if I can wrap it up -- and I

apologize.

4

The reason why I am pointing this out

5

and I did point out that the way the condition

6

currently reads, first,

7

noncompliance, there's no assurance currently

8

that the Council will be aware of such

9

noncompliance except for the fact that we just

if there is

10

recently adopted something that's going to have

11

that report, that annual report.

12

So that's why I am saying if we put this

13

on, I don't know if it's necessary now that we

14

looked at other components, but I will let the

15

body decide.

16

Second really is assuming that the

17

Planning Director is aware of such, the

18

noncompliance, this proposal assures that the

19

Council will have oversight.

20

reports are obviously necessary for oversight,

21

so -- If the annual report one that we recently

22

adopted is enough, then this one may not be

23

necessary.

24

an overkill, then the body can say it's

25

overkill.

And then annual

I am just saying, you know, if it's

We can move on.
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Jo Anne.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

In Vlew of what has been said

3

by Mr. Moto, I would say if we are going to keep

4

it, to add on B, "suspension of any permit by

5

the appropriate agency," or say, "suspension by

6

the appropriate agency of any permit necessary

7

for continuation or completion of the project."
And then ln C, put, "other legislative

8
9

remedies or sanctions as determined by the

10

Council."

That way, at least it would be

11

incorporating the comments made by Mr. Moto.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman.

Riki.
And again, you know, I am aware

15

that Mr. Kane did this a few years ago.

16

point, I would -- I would use his term,

17

overkill.

18

be Public Works, Planning Department, Parks, but

19

whoever is approving a permit, I am expecting

20

our people to ensure that there is compliance on

21

what was applied for and what will be viewed by

22

our inspectors.

One, if our departments, whether they

So as

23

At this

if the concern is part of the

24

dust upon the grading permit

25

Public Works can file a cease and desist order

I

the Director of
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1

immediately if there is not compliance to -- not

2

only the condition of the zoning language itself

3

but any other existing applicable administrative

4

rules that we may not be listing, the director

5

can already impose administrative sanctions.

6

And so that's my opinion, Chairman.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

MR. MOTO:

9

Mr. Moto.

Well, it's -- it's really the call of the

Committee.

If, I mean, it -- it doesn't hurt to

10

have it in there.

To be -- to be sure, a lot of

11

what is said in here would be true even if we

12

didn't put it in.

13

explicit you want to be for purposes of this

14

particular zoning bill.

It just really depends on how

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Continue, Dain.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

Mr. Chair.

18

been a long day, and I can always pull this out

19

and then if

20

look at it, if it's something that we think

21

should be considered, you know, with -- you

22

know, we think it needs it, we can bring it back

23

and continue to look at it.

24

going to be something that if this thing moves

25

forward, this whole issue moves forward, then we

Yeah, I am willing to withdraw,

I know -- I know, you know, it's

once my staff and I regroup and

Because it's not
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1

can always look at it another time.

Because it

2

will be nonsubstantive in nature.

3

again, it's just a reporting issue and

4

compliance issue.

So it's

So without objection, I will just pull

5

6

it off the table and we can move on to something

7

else.

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Okay.

Any others?

Chairman, last comment, please.

Real quick.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Riki, go ahead.

12

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would hope Mr. Kane would

13

continue to move it forward as part of a general

14

review and possible revision to the Title 19

15

under conditional zoning, so it would apply to

16

all --

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That may be the bypass.

18

I agree, Mr. Chair.

19

Like I said, I have something drafted

20

already, so we will go ahead and move forward

21

with submittal of that, and we will deal with it

22

on the -- on the code and amending of the code.

23

Thank you.

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

been 11 hours.

Members, it's the 9:10.

I think I have checked with most
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1

of you.

Monday, nine o'clock, is when I would

2

hope to continue this and recess this meeting

3

until nine o'clock.

4

Any objections?

Monday, Council chambers.

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

8

presentation.

9

will that occur?

Chairman, Monday is the budget

Do you know what -- what time

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12
13
14

What?
The budget presentation from

the Mayor.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Press conference nine

o'clock.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Press conference upstairs.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, they canceled using the

17

chamber and they've moved it up into the ninth

18

floor, and I believe it is at nine o'clock.

19

that's a press release, and then the formal

20

handing, and you know.

21
22
23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

But

That's something that some of you

will be attending, I guess?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I am just inquiring because I

24

guess traditionally, the budget is handed to the

25

Budget Chairman, so -- just thought I would
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inquire.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Riki, are you going to be the

3

recipient, are you planning -- the Chair would

4

gladly move it to 9:30, if that provides a

5

safety valve.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

9:30?
Mr. Hokama?

9:30.

Okay.

Let's get cracking.

So we will -- we will recess

10

this meeting until March 15th, 9:30.

11

comments?

12

Any

Charmaine.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, before we recess,

13

I would like to pass out or have passed out

14

another condition that I

15

expand one of my other conditions that we

16

haven't talked about yet, and that's on energy

17

efficiency in this project.

18

it out so Members could review it between now

19

and Monday, that would be helpful so I don't

20

spring it on anybody.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

that I would like to

So if I could pass

And we appreciate that.

If no

22

objections, meeting is recessed until Monday,

23

9:30, March 15th, Council chambers.

24

recess.

25

RECESS: 9:13 p.m.

Thank you.

(Gavel.)
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STATE OF HAWAII

)
)
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU )

SS:

I, CHARI L. POSSELL, Notary Public, State
of Hawaii, do hereby certify:
That the proceedings were taken down by me

7

in machine shorthand and were thereafter reduced to

8

typewriting under my supervision; that the foregoing

9

represents, to the best of my ability, a true and

10

correct transcript of the proceedings had in the

11

foregoing matter.

12

I further certify that I am not attorney

13

for any of the parties hereto, nor in any way

14

concerned with the cause.

15
16
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